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Abstract: This project argues that American college sports involving 

Black male athletes (primarily football and men’s basketball) at Gulf Coast 

State University (GCSU) actively construct and impact local knowledge about 

Black masculinity in relation to white, male, hetero-normative systems of 

authority. These sports, in turn, then impact policy, administrative decisions, 

and teaching approaches as they relate to young Black men on a college 

campus. In other words, Black male college athletes on a white college 

campus offer the opportunity for a reinforcement of systems of authority 

through the pattern of de-stabilizing their subjectivity (as nothing more than 

physical entities) in order to provide a revenue-generating resource for the 

university. I posit that the positioning of Black males in this space as 

athletes and as students is strategic and intentional, when one takes into 

account the ongoing dynamic of the hegemonic positioning of white, male, 

hetero-normative value systems as the unmarked standard of social norms. 

That these contested meanings become significant within the realm of sport 
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situates sport itself as another, often underutilized, space for social inquiry. I 

further argue that this categorization is heightened in the context of a 

predominantly white institution. Through ethnographic fieldwork, I explored 

the sport (mainly football and men’s basketball) and academic community at 

GCSU with the goal of understanding how high-profile and high-revenue 

sports and their participants become central to the understanding and 

expression of normalized ideas about race, gender, and sexuality. I reason 

that the predominantly white demography of GCSU, added to the uneven 

ratio of Black to white males on the football and basketball teams, creates 

perceptions about race and masculinity that factor into people’s everyday 

understanding of the term “student-athlete”. The term “student-athlete” 

becomes racialized and gendered in ways that continually make reference to 

Black male athletes differently than other students and student-athletes at 

the university. I believe these effects on the term then impacts the structural 

mechanisms that affect the daily lives of these Black male athletes both on 

and off the field, both inside and outside the classroom. 
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PREFACE: THE BLURRING OF LINES:  SITUATING REFLEXIVITY 

 

Summer of 1976: Six years old 

I am a six-year-old living in Toronto. The Summer Olympics are six hours 

away from my home in Montreal, Canada. My big brother and my mother left 

this morning without me. I went to bed last night thinking I was getting to go 

too. When I woke up they were gone. I cried most of the day. My dad and 

older sister were there with me but it was of little consolation.  

100m final 

I’m standing on my dad’s Lazy Boy recliner. Hasley Crawford from 

Trinidad and Tobago, where we are all from, is in the final. My dad can 

barely contain himself. My sister is also a bundle of nerves. In what seems 

like the most incredible event of all time a Black man from a tiny island 

nation that most people have never heard of wins the premier event of the 

Olympics. My dad, my sister, and I erupt into fits of screaming and jumping. 

I spill my juice, which has been precariously perched on the arm of my dad’s 

Lazy Boy all over the seat. I stop mid yell. I freeze and stare at my dad. I am 

waiting for a new kind of screaming to begin. My life, as I see it, is about to 

end at six. I think it’s been a good life thus far. Too bad it will be cut short. 

My dad looks at me, looks at the juice all over his chair and then looks back 

at me. He says, “It doesn’t matter boy we just won the gold medal” I am 

hooked! Since that moment I have wanted to be nothing else other than an 

Olympic champion. Even at 42, if it’s an Olympic year, I still dream of getting 

a phone call from the Trinidadian Olympic Committee saying that they need 
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an old, out of shape, improbable replacement on their relay team. They know 

that they have many more qualified athletes, but for some inexplicable 

reason they want me. Every four years I wait for the phone to ring. It never 

has. But this year might be different. 

Summer 1980: 10 years old  

We are in Washington D.C. at my uncle’s (my dad’s brother) 

graduation from law school. Uncle Lennox is no ordinary uncle. He was 

everything my brother and I hoped to become: earning a track scholarship 

from Trinidad to attend Grambling University. He was a world record holder 

on a mile relay team. He was a Commonwealth Games champion at 800m. 

He was a 1968 Olympian. He was there when Black Americans held up their 

Black-gloved fists in retaliation of the treatment of Black Americans in their 

country. He was in the south during the civil rights movement. At this law 

school graduation the first thing I heard him say was, “maybe now I’ll go to 

med school”. He always told my brother and I that we needed to have a back-

up plan. We weren’t going to be athletes forever. Everyone in my family told 

me I was a lot like him. I wanted to be him.  

My parents always enforced their own “no pass, no play rule”. But 

theirs was much stricter. If I came home with all A’s and one B I had to 

spend the next hour explaining why I got a B. There was no 

“congratulations”. No “good job on the other grades”. Just “I’d better not see 

that B again”.  

Summer 1984: 14 years old 

 I’m at York University at a track summer camp. Ben Johnson, 

Canada’s top sprinter, is there. Even now I defend his steroid use. In the 
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words of his coach, “Cheating is something you do that others are not”. Free 

Marion Jones! 

Spring 1988: 18 years old 

I find out that one of the guys on my high school track team just got 

into Harvard. If that fool can get in to Harvard, then I can get in somewhere. 

A year and a half later my parents are driving me to attend the University of 

Pennsylvania, Ben Franklin’s school and home of the Penn Relays: the 

largest, non-Olympic track meet in the world. 

May 1990: 20 years old   

My freshman year. The perfect race, the one I’ve literally dreamt 

about, actually comes to fruition. I anchor the 4x100m relay team. It’s an 

improbable team, one that had been hastily put together that morning. I do 

the improbable, the impossible: I catch, from 15 meters down, the fastest guy 

in the league. As my teammates and coaches would later say, “You had no 

business catching him. What were you thinking?” I can replay every step of 

that race. Every thought with each step. Every emotion with each step. 

I am known at Penn as “one of the guys on the track team”. 

Unbeknownst to me, the woman who would end up being my wife watches 

with her girlfriends as I jog through campus with the team. Every time I 

introduce myself at Penn and say that I run track, I hear the same question: 

“So, you got a scholarship?” Why don’t they just say “Oh, only Black kids get 

into this school on athletic scholarships?”  I never hear the white athletes 

complaining to each other about this question. Instead, I politely remind 

them that Penn “does not give scholarships of any kind.” I want to add, “you 
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racist bastard” at the end of each reply, but I only say it in my head. 

Sometimes it’s because I’m talking to another Black student.  

Me and some of the other Black athletes wear Africa pins on our warm 

up suits at track meets. I also have one of Trinidad. We are in the midst of all 

the Spike Lee “Do The Right Thing!”, Public Enemy “Fight the Power! None 

of my heroes don’t appear on no stamp!” era. Some of the white athletes, 

“friends”, take issue with us wearing the pins. In response, coach calls a team 

meeting, at which our teammates say that we are not being good team 

members that we should all be the same.  

We tell them that we are not: when we step on the track, we represent 

our families, our history our culture, our communities. We keep wearing the 

pins. It’s no Black glove and Black socks, but we feel just as vindicated.   

Summer 1992: 22 years old  

I am in West Africa. Togo. Ghana. Benin. We have just finished 

visiting the slave forts of Elmina and Cape Coast in Ghana. I was more than 

radically changed. As we head back we stop to buy sugar cane from some 

boys on the side of the road. One of the boys, for some unknown reason, says 

he wants to race me. I have told no one that I run track - he just knows. His 

friends urge him on to challenge me and I accept. Everyone gets off the bus to 

watch and all his friends line up to watch. He must be the local champion. 

He’s about 10. We run. He is fast. I run stride for stride with him. He is good. 

I could easily beat him, but I just want to run by his side. Nothing more.  

We both win, and we walk back to the group holding hands. I tell him 

that he is a good runner and that he should keep running – now I wonder if 

he did. After the race, I sit on the bus collecting my thoughts. The little boy 
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walks onto the bus with a piece of sugar cane for me. It’s the closest thing to a 

gold medal I will ever get. It seems too much.  

April 1993: 23 years old  

My senior year. Penn Relays. Fifty-thousand people watching a track 

meet, among them Bill Cosby, Norman Schwarzkopf, and Carl Lewis. I walk 

past all of them, I stand next to them and I get my picture taken with them: 

me, the captain of the team. Because of this distinction I am presented with 

an Honorary Baton on the infield during the meet. The head women’s coach 

at Texas, Bev Kearney, presents me with this baton. More than a decade 

later, she will be in a car accident with a fellow academic advisor, a former 

track runner, who dies and leaves behind her young daughter to be raised by 

Bev. I still have that baton in the top drawer of my dresser.   

My relay team makes the Championship of America section. For the 

first time in a long time, a group of Ivy League sprinters makes this race.  

Teams like TCU, Texas, UCLA make this section. But not us. I overhear Bill 

Cosby, the richest Black man in America at the time (he may have been 

richer than Oprah then, too), make a side bet on the “Penn kid” as I settle 

into the starting blocks 20 feet away. No pressure. My parents, my brother, 

and his wife, my sister and her husband, their 3 month old daughter, my 

niece, my goddaughter (the first of her generation), and Uncle Lennox are all 

in the stands, watching. No pressure?  I wish everyday was like this.  

Three weeks later. 

I have the worst track experience of my life. All of the shortcomings 

come to a head. All of my disappointments, all of the pain, all of the failed 

dreams.  I vow never to race again, and I almost don’t, until 2006 when I run 
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as a Master’s athlete. During this race I get put in a section with college boys 

at the peak of their career. “What happened to all the old people they 

promised me?” I wonder. They are awesome in their power, in their lucidity. I 

am far enough behind to watch them finish – but not too far. I still win my 

age group: not bad for an old man.  I do all of this so that my wife and 

daughter, who have never seen me run, can finally know who I am and what, 

besides the two of them, is the most important thing in the world to me. With 

all the pain. All the disappointment.   

Spring 2007: 37 years old 

I start a coaching career with 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th grade boys and girls. I 

email my college coaches for advice. They only laugh and say good luck. I am 

only an assistant coach but, again, I am hooked on teaching them, and 

working with them. Running with them is the next step for me as an athlete. 

I remember all the things I learned:  “Don’t drop the baton! Don’t drop the 

baton!” I tell my 5th grade boys. It’s their first race, their first anything, and 

they get it. They look into my eyes and they know it will not be good if they 

drop the baton. They don’t know why, but they are too afraid to ask. Good. 

They should be.  

Summer 2007 

A FAMU graduate calls me asking for a coach. She wants to make it to 

Eugene, OR, which is the site of the U.S. Olympic trials in 2008. She has the 

dream too. I tell her what I have to offer, and she calls me coach.  

A few weeks later. 

A professor in the Department of Anthropology suggests that I finish 

my Ph.D. and write about athletes. It’s a no-brainer. 
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Summer 2008: 38 years old 

It’s an Olympic year and the site is Beijing, China.  I realize that my 

daughter is six, I am exactly my father’s age from 1976, and that I need to go 

buy a Lazy Boy and some juice. I hope the phone rings. 

March 2010: 40 years old 

I lay on the examination table with a torn Achilles. I can’t hold back 

the tears. I have been training for the Penn Relays for the past year. I think 

about the 6:00 a.m. workouts, working out alongside the football team: an old 

man among boys. I train hard; too hard. My Achilles goes “pop” in an all-

comers meet a month before the relays. How am I supposed to break it to my 

team? 

April 2011: 41 years old 

One year and one month after the Achilles tear. Two years of training: 

more 6:00 a.m. workouts, hills in the rain on a Saturday morning, running 

past the donut shop without stopping. I am 4th in the 100m, a race in which 

the winner was the defending World Champion for 40-year olds; great for 

him. We are 5th in the mile relay. Sitting on the infield warming up with 

world-class athletes, with 48,000 people cheering, I realize I only cared about 

3 of them: A,Z, and E. 

 

In  “Writing Against Culture”, Lila Abu-Lughod (1991) speaks about 

the potential critiques of “native” anthropologists who conduct ethnography, 

including the often-heard complaint of the “loss of objectivity”.1 She also 

                                                
1 Abu-Lughod 1991  
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counters such critique with suggestions about the insights one might have 

when the distinctions between “self” and “other” are blurred.  Abu-Lughod 

(2006:153) refers to the ability of “native” anthropologists to “unsettle the 

boundary between self and other”.2  

The critical assessment of junctures of commonality (for example, our 

experiences as Black male athletes at predominantly white institutions) as 

well as the distinct differences (e.g. nationality, ethnicity, education, class, 

sexual identity) serves to create the foundation of my analytical framework, 

and my engagement with this ethnography. The opening narrative enables 

me to open dialogues with the young men I came to know.  The key 

epistemological structuring of my and these young men’s knowledge is a 

sharing of two things: the life-long dream of becoming an elite athlete, and 

the resulting impact on our understandings of ourselves as Black and male. 

As a former athlete, I shared with these athletes a particular way of 

understanding the world. We shared a way of entry, a method of beginning 

conversations and understandings – the type of understandings that would 

not be easy for an anthropologist without a background in high-level 

athletics. The tiredness, the pain, the fatigue, the joys, and the failures that 

come with competing at such a level are very intimate, and are often hard to 

express without a shared kinetic experience. Abu-Lughod (2006:156) talks 

about ethnography as a “positioned truth”,3 and Kondo (1986:85) talks about 

                                                
2 Lewin 2006 
 
3 Lewin 2006 
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knowing as involving the whole self as moments of both distancing and 

identification.4 My ethnographic work comes from this perspective.  
  

                                                
4 Kondo 1986 
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CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION 

 
 “Society don’t care how we’re doing. All they care about is how we did on 
Saturday. Professors don’t care. They don’t know our name.” 
Black Male Football Player at GCSU 

 

This ethnography, explored through multiple lenses, details the 

mechanisms by which young Black male college athletes are constructed 

racially and as specific gendered bodies. These constructions are produced 

through the gaze of white male patriarchy on a college campus.  In addition, 

this ethnography also demonstrates the necessity of these Black male 

athletes to also sustain and support a system of white male patriarchy. I 

define patriarchy as that system that not only dictates daily and politicized 

relationship between men and women but also between men of unequal 

relations of power. I engaged with this project in multiple ways. The first was 

to examine how young Black male athletes on a predominantly white college 

campus construct a space for themselves while trying to come to know 

themselves as Black and male. In doing so, how might these articulations 

both re-inscribe and challenge certain conceptions of Blackness, masculinity, 

and heterosexuality?  Second, my goal was to examine the ways in which 

whiteness, as a political project, conceptualizes and reinforces every day 

understandings of race and gender on a college campus through the elevation 

of whiteness and the pathalogizing of Blackness. I engaged with these 

political projects through ancillary groups such as coaches, administrators, 
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faculty, spirit groups, and fans.  Third, I scrutinized the ways that competing 

masculinist agendas, both white and Black, impact the interpolation of young 

Black male athletes on a college campus. This was explored through the 

engagement of Black male athletes with academic and administrative spaces 

on a predominantly white university campus.  

Ultimately, the pursuit of these objectives is an attempt to understand 

the processes of interpolation and self-making as they are constituted 

through our understandings of race, gender, and sexuality.  The social world 

of sport serves as the edifice from which to engage these questions.  Sport 

operates as a critical vantage point due to how it presents heightened 

opportunities of expressions of masculinity and race. The college campus, as 

the location of this project, encapsulates all of these categories into a marked 

social space for exploration.  

This project argues that American college sports involving Black male 

athletes (primarily football and men’s basketball) at Gulf Coast State 

University (GCSU) actively construct and impact local knowledge about 

Black masculinity in relation to white, male, hetero-normative systems of 

authority. These sports, in turn, then impact policy, administrative decisions, 

and teaching approaches as they relate to young Black men on a college 

campus. In other words, Black male college athletes on a white college 

campus offer the opportunity for a reinforcement of systems of authority 

through the pattern of de-stabilizing their subjectivity (as nothing more than 

physical entities) in order to provide a revenue-generating resource for the 

university. I posit that the positioning of Black males in this space as 

athletes and as students is strategic and intentional, when one takes into 
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account the ongoing dynamic of the hegemonic positioning of white, male, 

hetero-normative value systems as the unmarked standard of social norms. 

That these contested meanings become significant within the realm of sport 

situates sport itself as another, often underutilized, space for social inquiry 

(Carrington 2010; Edwards 1969).5  

I sought to explore these issues because of both the symbolic and 

everyday impact of hegemonic, racialized, and gendered ideologies and 

practices that affect the quality and scope of educational and personal 

opportunities in the lives of Black male student-athletes. These effects 

include tangible future problems such as low graduation rates, inequality of 

educational opportunities, long-term physical and mental health problems, 

and a lack of viable professional opportunities into adulthood.6 When young 

Black males are lured into this system through the hopes of attaining the 

dream of becoming a professional athlete (and the salary that comes with this 

position), they are placed into visible and direct systems of white, male, 

hetero-normative authority. I argue that, apart from the effects outlined 

above, the other potential effects of this system include an impact on local 

knowledge about race, gender, and sex. These young men are left to deal with 

these negative implications without preparation or assistance.  

                                                
5 Carrington 2010 
6 Bensen 2000, March; Grant	  2003;	  Hoberman	  1997;	  Powell	  2008	  
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I began this project not as a graduate student but as an undergraduate 

student at the University of Pennsylvania in the early 1990s. As a Black 

male student-athlete at a predominantly white university in the Northeast, 

my intellectual capacity was constantly called into question in ways that non-

athletes and non-Black students did not have to deal with. I began to see that 

(contrary to my own upbringing) sport and academia, which I saw as 

inseparable, were incongruous in the minds of many people that I met.  The 

consistent inquiry of the supposed “athletic scholarship” that helped my 

Black teammates and I gain admission to Penn made this incongruity 

apparent. These were conversations that our white teammates never had to 

deal with. Faculty, staff, and fellow students were seemingly unable to 

imagine that we, as Black male athletes, could have been admitted for any 

reason other than our athletic ability. These queries came despite the fact 

that many of my teammates were majoring in such “difficult” subjects as 

engineering, architecture, accounting, finance, and pre-med - I was the lone 

social scientist among the crew.  

 

The problem with these queries was that no Ivy League schools offered 

any merit based scholarships of any kind: “Like other Ivy League 

universities, Penn does not offer aid based on academic or athletic merit. Aid 

is based solely on financial need, and Penn is committed to meeting 100% of a 

student’s determined need.”7 This was not a secret fact but a major marker, 

                                                
7 Excerpt from University of Pennsylvania’s Financial Aid website (2012).  Retrieved from 
http://www.sfs.upenn.edu/paying/paying-financial-aid-policies.htm 
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for all the Ivy League schools and their students were well aware of this 

policy. Regardless, my fellow Black teammates and I were thought of as 

recipients of something that did not exist.  I had no idea at the time that this 

dissonance of fact and reality, these perceptions, would serve as the 

foundation for this project. Further, those experiences played out in different 

ways over the years as I continued to engage with the social worlds of sport, 

both academically and personally. 

When this project became a reality in 2007, my goal was to make sense 

of the transition of Black male athletes (mostly football players) from hero on 

the field on Saturday to anti-hero in the classroom on Monday. This was a 

dramatic shift; the exact same Black men seemed to be the epitome of 

masculinity in one space, and were rendered almost infantile due to a 

perceived lack of intelligence in an academic space.  I wanted to know not 

only how this interpolation worked, but also what these young Black men felt 

and thought about how they were interpolated.  Since beginning this project, 

over the past four years I’ve learned about the ways in which young Black 

men cope with the pressures of trying to navigate the two seemingly 

disparate social spaces of academia and sport. I also learned how, in moving 

between these physical and epistemological spaces, they were able to create 

meaning and opportunity for themselves at the same time that they dealt 

with real issues of subjugation. In the end, this project uncovered how race, 

gender, and sexuality became significant categories that were contested 

through and on the bodies and minds of these young Black men.  

It has been argued that the business of college sports serves as yet 

another subjugating institution, by which young, Black, male bodies are 
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appropriated by a dominant white male institution within a larger 

conceptualization of racial hegemony in the United States.8  This project 

addresses where this does occur, but also keeps in mind the potential pitfalls 

of ignoring the role and potential for agency on the part of Black males, of 

simplifying their agency as ineffectual forms of disobedience while leaving 

the larger institution intact. In going through my struggles of fieldwork, I 

sought to move beyond this type of analysis by suggesting an alternative 

interpretation of a range of behaviors.  

Initially, I started this aspect of the project trying to suggest that low 

academic performance by Black male student-athletes might in itself be 

interpreted as a form of resistance to a white, heterosexual, male dominant 

view. It seemed necessary to critically unpack the desire to address the 

“problem with Black male athletes” in order to bring to light what might be 

the basis for how and why the “problem” is conceptualized. In other words, it 

seemed that there might be a possibility for interpreting Black male athletes’ 

value choices outside of academic achievement as a direct contestation to 

middle class values.  “Middle class values” can be defined as a value system 

that emphasizes high academic success and the submission of oneself to the 

institutions in which academic success is housed.  

Much of the literature that attempts to address “the problem” deals 

with issues of graduation rates, academic integrity, and off-the-field behavior.  

These issues, however, fail to suggest how these behaviors, deemed as 

“deviant”, might in fact be agency on the part of young Black males faced 

                                                
8 Brooks and Althouse 1993; Fudzie and Hayes 1995; Sailes 1993; Wiley 1993 
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with the task of navigating within a system that they do not control.  My use 

of agency is informed from Cathy Cohen’s (2004) discussion of deviance and 

resistance and points out that agency is not always framed as resistance but 

can instead be understood as opportunities to express autonomy as 

subjugated persons without dramatic changes to systems of oppression. 

Cohen states: 

“I hypothesize that most acts labeled deviant or even defiant of power are not 
attempts to sway fundamentally the distribution of power in the country or even 
permanently change the allocation of power among the individuals involved in an 
interaction. Instead, these acts, decisions, or behaviors are more often attempts to 
create greater autonomy over one’s life, to pursue desire, or to make the best of 
very limited life options. Thus, instead of attempting to increase one’s power over 
someone, people living with limited resources may use the restricted agency 
available to them to create autonomous spaces (Cohen 2004: 40).”9  

It became integral to contextualize the behavior of these young men in 

many instances as attempts to create autonomous spaces rather than strictly 

seeing all of their behavior as political and informed acts of resistance. To 

assume that these athletes are unaware of their academic performance and 

are also unable to change their situation runs the risk of naturalizing Black 

male athletes as intellectually inferior. Much like the work expressed by Paul 

Willis (1977) in Learning to Labor,10 the young Black men I encountered and 

got to know accepted their status as both athletes (the factory) and as 

subjugated persons. Like the schoolboys in Willis’ work, these athletes 

sometimes reacted against authority.  In the end, however, these anti-

authoritative stances situated theses young men further beneath the power 

structure of the university’s authority.  
                                                
9 Cohen 2004. 
10 Willis 1977 
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They also accepted and promoted their own views of masculinity (as 

defined by superior athletic ability) in lieu of academic success. Again, like 

within Willis’ work, these athletes saw their path towards success and wealth 

as being through physical superiority and male dominance, not academic 

achievement. This played out not only in their pursuit of a professional 

athletic career, but also in their fallback plan: becoming a coach. Not once did 

I encounter someone who spoke of gaining the skills to become an owner of a 

professional sports team. Consequentially, recognizing agency on the part of 

these young men became increasingly difficult if I maintained a strict 

definition of agency as resistance instead of broadening my understanding of 

their choices as strategies to create meaningful spaces for themselves within 

this particular system of white, male patriarchal power.  

Part of the difficulty with this stance of interpretation is the 

readability and intelligibility of attempting to discern what might be decoded 

as “intentional” academic failure - or, at the very least, academic ambivalence 

on the part of these young Black men. Spivak’s (1988) example of widow 

suicide, while more extreme, serves as a potential model for recognizing that 

which might be viewed as self-destructive behavior and subjugation to 

authority as a final attempt at agency.11 Spivak (1988) does this without 

ignoring the complicated historical and social implications in which this 

situation occurs. She also does not deny the actual systemic colonialist, racist, 

and sexist systems which frame and structure these very institutions.12  

What I ended up encountering were incidents that were more difficult to 

                                                
11 Spivak 1988 
12 Spivak 1988 
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translate into agency than hoped. Ultimately, I had to reconfigure my own 

conceptions about what agency to include Cohen’s framing of autonomy.  

In order to contextualize the world in which these young Black men 

come to know themselves, the scope of the work broadly defines American 

college football and basketball to include more than just the players and 

coaches, but a broader group that includes other constituencies who are 

intimately engaged with this particular social world.  Thus, my ethnography 

included not only encounters with the athletes themselves, but also with the 

school’s marching band, tailgaters, cheerleaders/dance squad, university 

administrators, faculty, and fans. This allowed for a fuller, more detailed 

depiction because it situates and properly acknowledges the multiple and 

overlapping worlds that these student-athletes must constantly navigate.  

This broader encapsulation also better frames the world created by those who 

are intimately linked to athletic play, yet exist outside the field. This 

grouping hopefully sheds some light onto the ways in which these other 

constituents utilize the bodies and images of young Black men for the 

structuring of their own worlds, and the ways in which the “Blackness” and 

“maleness” of these young men reinforce the constituents’ own 

understandings of race, gender, and sexuality. 

 The term “student-athlete”, used to refer to college students 

engaged in intercollegiate athletics at their university, is rarely 

problematized as a term itself. This project seeks to demonstrate how this 

term is neither equally applied, nor equally understood, to all athletes on 

campus.  The term functions to create a social category founded on race and 

gender, because the term itself is racialized as well as gendered.  When one 
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speaks of Black male student-athletes, the meaning of the term student-

athlete generates very different meanings than it would for other groups of 

athletes. I argue that this term is applied in order to categorize a particular 

kind of Blackness and masculinity that only applies to young Black men, and 

not simply to all those who could be defined as “student-athletes”.  

I further argue that this categorization is heightened in the context of 

a predominantly white institution. Through ethnographic fieldwork, I 

explored the sport (mainly football and men’s basketball) and academic 

community at GCSU with the goal of understanding how high-profile and 

high-revenue sports and their participants become central to the 

understanding and expression of normalized ideas about race, gender, and 

sexuality. I reason that the predominantly white demography of GCSU, 

added to the uneven ratio of Black to white males on the football and 

basketball teams, creates perceptions about race and masculinity that factor 

into people’s everyday understanding of the term “student-athlete”. The term 

“student-athlete” becomes racialized and gendered in ways that continually 

make reference to Black male athletes differently than other students and 

student-athletes at the university. I believe these effects on the term then 

impacts the structural mechanisms that affect the daily lives of these Black 

male athletes both on and off the field, both inside and outside the classroom. 

In terms of fan participation and ticket sales, GCSU football and the 

men’s basketball team have the largest following on campus. This fact, added 

to the extensive television rights for these events, directly affects the local 

economy and situates these two sports as critical spaces for social research 

and investigation into the underpinnings of the community that surrounds 
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GCSU. Black male football and basketball players at GCSU are referenced in 

graduation speeches, their personal activities and their lives are highlighted 

on local and national news broadcasts, and they are consistently a part of 

daily conversations among a wide range of people both at GCSU and the city 

at large.  

Because this social importance of GCSU athletics has the potential to 

speak to understandings of Blackness, masculinity, and power, the broader 

theoretical and political implications of GCSU football and men’s basketball 

need to be situated within a broader academic discourse. Thus, I situate sport 

as a critically important site of anthropological investigation, one that 

provides justifiable and relevant opportunities for understanding human 

social action and meaning (Coakley 2007; Hughson 2005; Jay 2004). 13   

Ultimately, this project not only offers new ways of analyzing the race, 

gender, and sexuality of Black men, but also seeks to redress the inequity of a 

system that situates young Black men as unpaid laborers in an economic 

juggernaut that leaves them ill-equipped to enter adult life with the skills 

necessary to lead meaningful lives. A focus on high-profile college athletes 

creates a way to understand how Blackness becomes commodified and re-

worked for both economic and symbolic purposes. This project is grounded in 

Black Diasporic work that addresses the centrality of Black subjectivity in 

relation to the political projects of whiteness and the resultant subjugation of 

Black people (Butler 1999; Crenshaw 1995; Gilroy 1992; Gordon 2000; Wright 

2004).14 The arrangement of this project through the veil of sport also works 

                                                
13 Coakley 2007; Hughson 2005; Jay 2004 
14 Butler 1999; Crenshaw (Ed.) 1995; Gilroy 1992; Gordon and Anderson 2000; Wright 2004 
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to link the intellectual scholarship of sport and the Black Diaspora 

(Carrington 2008 Edwards 1969). 

 

Locales/Locations/Spaces/Bodies: Sites and Spaces of Research 

 

Black Male Student-Athletes 

 

Since the first priority of the project was to examine how young, Black, 

male athletes on a predominantly white college campus constructed a space 

for themselves, I had to define the category of “student-athlete” by 

delineating who would encompass it; this, by relation, also defined who did 

not.  The young men I focused on for this project were part of a social 

category that was easily and readily marked for many reasons. Their race 

and gender made them highly visible on campus, and their involvement in 

the most-watched sporting events on campus made them significant sources 

of cultural capital for a large constituency of the campus. Even in the years 

before I began this project, Black male athletes on GCSU’s campus were 

easily recognized - not individually because of national attention, but 

collectively because of their physical presentation of themselves to the rest of 

campus. Their dress, their carriage, and their behavior were obviously 

methods of self-promotion to those around them, methods to declare that they 

were athletes at the school. For instance, the athletic clothing they often wore 

was only available to student-athletes at GCSU, and not always available for 

public purchase.  
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Ancillary Groups 

 

The second priority of the project was to examine the ways in which 

whiteness, as a political project, conceptualized and reinforced every day 

understandings of race and gender on a college campus. This was done 

through sport, in direct relation to the centrality of Black male athletes to the 

system.  In order to explore this side of the project, I engaged with a variety 

of people who were involved with GCSU’s sports culture as non-athletes with 

investment in the products and possibilities of GCSU athletes. These include 

constituents such as cheerleaders, dance squads, the university marching 

band, hostess organizations, and other spirit organizations. In addition to 

those groups, I also met with the Silver Spurs (caretakers of Bevo the GCSU 

mascot) and the GCSU Texas Cowboys (caretakers of the canon fired after 

the football team scores). At the beginning of the project, I hoped that 

engaging with these ancillary groups would offer insight into the mechanisms 

that impacted the manifestations of commonsense notions of race, gender, 

and sexuality around Black male athletes, and how Whiteness was in turn 

affected.  

“Tailgating culture” was an important continuation of the exploration 

of the ways in which Whiteness figured into the project. This involved 

spending time with people who devoted a large amount of time during the 

football season to marking out space on GCSU’s campus on game day, and 

creating a significant social space and events which transformed the campus 

and community. As an extension of the tailgating community I include both 
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the fans that attended games and those who watched televised games at local 

venues.  

 

The Classroom 

 

Since this project is specifically focused around student-athletes 

instead of professional athletes, the “student” portion of the label is critical to 

exploring how these young, Black men were interpolated, and how they 

enacted their subjectivities in the classroom. As student-athletes they were 

engaged with their sport community differently than professional athletes. 

For instance, professional athletes can go from practice or game to their 

private residence, and only engage with their fans when they choose. 

Student-athletes do not have this luxury, due to the proximity of their 

“private” settings and situations to their fans, who are also fellow university 

figures. Student-athletes are, in a sense, forced into engaging with the same 

people who watched them on TV or from the stands the night before. This 

dynamic positions student-athletes within settings outside the realm of their 

comfortability. The classroom thus becomes a place where these young, Black 

men are forced into interactions that differ greatly from their time on the 

field. Their interactions with students and instructors, as well as the ways in 

which they were monitored by athletic administrative staff, impact the 

perception of student-athletes, both to themselves and to others.   

 

Methods/Field Work/Ethnography 
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Given my own status and positionality as a certain kind of social 

researcher, it seems crucial to delineate the formulation of my processes of 

gathering narratives, explaining social experiences, and conversing with and 

about Black male athletes.  Starting this project speaks to the obvious and 

clearly expressed ways that the process of ethnography never has a clear 

beginning, and is rarely a framed experience. My research began while still 

completing coursework. Between the spring of 2008 and the fall of 2011, 

these three and a half years were littered with many starts, stops, pauses, 

detours, and abandonments of my research. Some of these obstacles were 

self-imposed, and others were directed by outside forces. For instance, I was 

conducting research while married, parenting one child, adding a second 

child, working full-time, twice changing jobs, taking graduate courses, 

studying for exams, and preparing research defenses. Such is my research. 

From a traditional ethnographic perspective, my work might seem 

disheveled, disorganized, and an utter chaos - But for me, it makes sense. I 

knew where I was at all times, and even if I was at a moment of “break”, I 

was in constant engagement with my work. 

The start was not specially marked, other than the fact that my work 

was a reflection of my own readiness to start. Similarly, the end was not 

marked, other than being a reflection of my readiness to end. Not a 

completeness or satisfaction of fulfillment, but simply an acknowledgement 

that I had done all that I could at that particular time, and that there was 

now enough to share with others my experiences and insights on the relation 

of young Black men who are college athletes to the people who watch them; 

on Black intellectual thought of the last one hundred years; on race and 
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racism; on gender and queer theory; and on my own, personal position on 

these subjects.  

There are obvious reasons for the lack of ethnographic or fully 

qualitative research done on Black male athletes in college sports, especially 

those in high-profile and high-revenue-generating sports such as football and 

basketball. There seems to be an inverse correlation between the public over-

exposure of these types of sports and the accessibility one has to them in a 

true, personal sense. The days of student-athletes are regimented down to 

the minute; eating and sleeping seem to be a luxury. Most of the available 

work on the subject of Black male college athletes tends to stem from the 

fields of Education, Kinesiology and the Sociology of Sport (Bourdieu 1988; 

Brown, Jackson, Brown, Sellers, Keiper, & Manuel: 2003; Carrington 2010; 

Carrington 2008; Carrington & McDonald 2001; Edwards 1969).15  These 

works either talk about academic success (or lack thereof), or detail the 

physicality of student-athletes in terms of preparing them for an event or 

sport. Social theory-based work tends to be of the armchair variety, talking 

about student-athletes at a distance and utilizing literature and popular 

media, and casual comments, discussions, and obsessions about these young 

men.  

Some of the obvious obstacles to social theory research on student-

athletes come from a strong sense of secrecy and mistrust of the “outside”. 

Some of this mistrust has real consequences: there is no shortage of stories 

about Black male athletes who are hounded, followed, abused, and 
                                                
15 Bourdieu 1988; Brown, Jackson, Brown, Sellers, Keiper and Manuel 2003; Carrington 2001, 2008, 
2010; Edwards 1969 
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mistreated by society and individuals who seek personal gain. These 

nefarious individuals include agents, parents, long-lost relatives, classmates, 

intimate partners, coaches, administrators, fans, and university presidents.  

In response to this mistrust, a very dense and obvious “wall” is built 

around these young men. This wall allows their “caretakers” to plead excuses 

of “protection” of these young men, when in many circumstances the wall only 

serves to further “mystify” these student-athletes to their community. As a 

result, student-athletes are placed under a very specialized population of 

handlers who use this wall and fear of mistreatment to monopolize and 

control these young men. For instance, I often heard Black college students 

complaining about the lack of involvement of student-athletes in campus 

activities and political mobilizations. What many of these non-athlete 

students did not realize was that their peers’ lack of involvement stemmed 

directly from the wall that the student-athletes themselves came to rely on 

early on in their careers.  The lack of involvement also comes from a lack of 

control on the part of the athletes over their day-to-day routine: these 

student-athletes simply do not have the time. Between practices, meetings, 

weight training, and classes, their days are carved up from five am to nine 

pm, at which point the athletes then have study and sleep.  

The “wall” and the strict schedules of student-athletes posed obvious 

problems for typical ethnographic research methods. Due to the nature of the 

rigid student-athlete schedules, I couldn’t simply sit in the “village square” 

and follow them around. Further, due to the secrecy of practices, without 

significant permission I was not allowed into practice. The complexity of 

secrecy and “espionage”-type activity among professional teams became 
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public relatively recently, as it was divulged that some NFL teams were 

filming and recording other teams illegally to determine their plays.16 

Perhaps due to this news story, practices are now cordoned off with as much 

secrecy as closed-door meetings between politicians in Congress who make 

side deals to pass legislation. Even student-athlete dining was done in 

selective areas where only current athletes and administrators could gain 

access with proper identification. Team and position meetings where players’ 

abilities, successes, failures were discussed were, of course, not open to the 

public. As someone trying to critically engage with exactly these 

conversations, I was positioned problematically in many ways. So what was I 

left with? The classroom.  

I could sit in on a class and observe the interaction and behavior of 

students without too much difficulty. I often had to gain permission from the 

instructor or at least explain my presence. This was often the most successful 

means for meeting some of these young men, since it was outside of the sport 

complex and away from their handlers. The classroom thus created an 

intermediary, safe space to engage in the kinds of discussions crucial to the 

ethnography. It offered significant opportunities to hear and be a part of 

discussions, even though coaches or academic staff often followed athletes to 

class to determine or to enforce their attendance. Of course, I couldn’t attend 

every class a student-athlete participated in, but this space offered 

                                                
16 Sources: Goodell determines Pats broke rules by taping Jets' signals. Retrieved from 
http://sports.espn.go.com/nfl/news/story?id=3014677 
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meaningful insight into these young men’s lives as they struggled to be 

successful students.   

The classroom was also one of the few spaces where I heard Black male 

athletes voice their unfiltered opinions, experiences, and thoughts about 

themselves and their life as young Black men playing sports on a 

predominantly white campus. I came to learn that there was little 

opportunity for these student-athletes to speak openly, because speaking 

openly could lead to real consequences that could impact their involvement in 

their sport and, ultimately, their place at GCSU. I encountered young men 

who, when they understood this nuanced distinction, were able to achieve a 

certain level of “success” in their own eyes. On more than one occasion, 

unfortunately, I saw those who did not manage this nuance, who found 

themselves transitioned out of GCSU’s athletic program.  

In these classroom settings with students, I was able to set up 

individual and group discussions outside of academics where I was able to 

ask these young men about their opinions and feelings about navigating life 

between the classroom and the sports complex. They were keenly aware of 

the contradictions of their responsibilities and pressures to perform on both 

sites. It was also in these discussions that they felt freer to share their 

thoughts about what they were going through. Regardless, in each 

conversation and each meeting there was always a tension and an 

apprehension: “Can I trust this person with this information? Will it impact 

my eligibility? Will it get back to the coaches? My advisor? Will I lose my 

scholarship?”  
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These imagined questions presented very real dangers for these young 

men who had invested so much of their lives to this singular pursuit. If I 

“outed” their voices and concerns in a way that could link back to specific 

individuals, it could impact their current playing opportunities, future draft 

positions, and (later) coaching and professional (non-sport) opportunities. 

They knew the magnitude of authority that was leveraged on them, they 

knew the stakes, and they knew what could be lost. It is because of this 

reason that names are changed in my ethnography, and, in some cases, I 

created composite characters as a synthesis of various individual narratives. 

Thus, while the retelling of narratives may come from multiple voices, I may 

retell them through the voice of one individual.  

I have organized my research in the following ways. Chapter Two lays 

the theoretical and epistemological foundations of Black Diasporic thought, 

and links the concepts of the perception of sport to theories on Black 

subjectivity and subject making, Critical Race theory, and Black Feminist 

and Queer theories. This will eventually define the perception of sport as 

crucial to our understanding of the Black Diaspora. Without privileging 

essentialist notions of Blackness, Black masculinity, and sport, I describe a 

nuanced and intricate means of linking sport to Blackness, one which shows 

the importance of sport in the Black Diaspora as opposed to the reification 

and racist notions of Black physical superiority, which are inevitably used to 

explain the domination of Black men in sports.  

Chapter Three is the first of three ethnographic chapters. It describes 

the world in which young Black men, the central players in my project, must 

live and exist. Through a careful re-creation of Gulf Coast State University’s 
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community, the comments and experiences detailed in the subsequent 

chapter can be fully appreciated. Chapter Three details the institutional 

structure of GCSU that, I argue, directly impacts the educational experiences 

of both the athletic and non-athletic community. It also serves to demonstrate 

the ways that whiteness, patriarchy and hetero-normativity influence and 

are influenced by young Black male athletes.  This chapter lays out the racist 

historical heritage of GCSU that continues well into the 21st century. Lastly, 

this chapter describes a significant ethnographic moment that helped to 

demarcate notable lines. This moment helped frame the launch of Chapter 

Four.  

Chapter Four recounts both my experiences and observations of young 

Black male athletes at GCSU. The first half of the chapter describes my 

thoughts on particular observations of Black athletes and the athletic 

program at GCSU, namely the ways that the actual athletic structure as an 

institution directs the lives of these young men, and how these bureaucratic 

systems serve to sever the opportunity of these student-athletes for true 

academic engagement. The second half of Chapter Four recounts 

conversations and interactions with some young men over the course of the 

research. These discussions epitomized and symbolized what I came to see as 

common threads of experience for young Black male athletes at GCSU. As 

much as possible I have attempted to let their own words speak for 

themselves.  

Chapter Five merges ethnographic experiences with my own 

epistemological growth. This chapter recounts what I have termed 

“competing masculinities”, through a retelling of particular ethnographic 
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moments by adults (mostly men) in academic situations. I believe these 

moments of disjuncture occur where one set of ideologies seeks to manipulate 

these young men into a particular frame of social knowledge. I also include in 

this chapter my own position as a social theorist, and the ways that my 

position impacted and shaped the project. The final chapter, Chapter Six, 

serves to summarize and connect the entire work, and suggests a political 

and praxist approach for future work.  
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CHAPTER TWO – SPORT, RACE AND BLACK MASCULINITY 

 

My application of theories of racial formation of both blackness and 

whiteness, critical race theories, intersectionality, and theories on sport in 

the Black Diaspora serves to bring together a variety of ideologies that shape 

the ways that I have interpreted and examined how Black male athletes on a 

college campus seek to make sense of their masculinity, Blackness, and 

athletic selves. These theories also help to explain the processes and 

strategies of patriarchy and whiteness that serve to influence and shape the 

possibilities available to these young Black men.  This chapter will delineate 

how ideologies impacting constructions of race, gender, and sexuality 

permeate Gulf Coast State University (GSCU)’s community.  

Connecting processes of racialization (i.e. how people become either 

Black or white in this setting, and how that becoming instills a certain set of 

political strategies and investments within a person) to theories of 

intersectionality (i.e. the interconnectedness of social categories of class, 

gender and sexuality) will demonstrate how the social categories and subjects 

of Blackness, student, and athlete are critically important to expanding our 

broader discussions of racialization, sexuality, and sport.17  

I also suggest that, together, these processes impact and demonstrate 

the on-going legacy of anti-Black racism (the global phenomenon of the 

pervasiveness of race as foundational knowledge and how it leads to the 

                                                
17 Wright 2004; Crenshaw 1991 
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subjugation of Black peoples in material and immaterial ways), patriarchy, 

and the overly deterministic and essentialist hetero-normative 

understandings of gender and sexuality.18 

I use these as a means of making sense of sport in the Black Diaspora 

in a way that continues some of the scholarship on sport studies, but also 

introduces new avenues of engagement.19 These new avenues aid with the 

complexities through which we come to understand race, racism, gender and 

sexuality through sporting worlds. The epistemological tools outlined here 

allow me to complicate previous explanations of Black male subjectivity in 

sport with Black feminist discourse.20  This demands the critical excavations 

of maleness, while also engaging with other aspects of Black subjectivity.  

The centrality of sport in this discussion of Black subjectivity and anti-Black 

racist strategies is typically not at the forefront of Black Diaspora discourse, 

but I plan to critically lay out Black theories and how they relate to and 

influence sport.  

 

Theorizing Race and Racial Formation in the Black Diaspora 

 

To centralize the important of race and racism without essentializing 

the terms, I have conceptualized race as a realization of Black Diasporic 

theory. This is an attempt to embrace the specialness of the arbitrariness of 

skin color, while, at the same time, demanding the destruction of social, 
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political, and governmental institutionalization of difference and forced 

inequity based on the very same construct. I conceptualize the Black 

Diaspora as realized through the racialization of Black people and the global 

formation of anti-Black racism. Further, the Black Diaspora is a means of 

highlighting the mechanisms and tactics used to push Black folks from the 

center to the outside in an effort to delegitimize their role in the development 

and sustainment of the center. In no way is race seen as essential, permanent 

or static – rather, it varies historically, spatially, and conceptually, while 

working to continue the uneven and unequal access to resources for bodies 

marked as non-white, non-male, non-straight, non-Christian, and non-

wealthy.  

In their article Gordon and Anderson state (1999: 284):  

“In tracking various attempts to identify and define the African Diaspora we argue 
for a shift in focus that concentrates not so much on essential features common to 
various peoples of African descent as on the various processes through which 
communities and individuals identify with one another, highlighting the central 
importance of race-racial constructions, racial oppressions, racial identification-
and culture in the making and remaking of diaspora.”21  

Race is not a new or even permanent ideology. Rather, race has specific and 

particular components that brought the concept, as well as the ensuing 

differential treatment, persistent marginalization, and oppression of non-

white peoples both historically and globally over the last several hundred 

years, into being.22  

                                                
21 Gordon and Anderson 1999 
22 Wright 2004  
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Michelle M. Wright’s (2004) work lays out the white intellectual and 

political project of setting up Africans and their descendants as other.23 She 

structures her discussion of white racialization on the works of Hegel, 

Gobineau, and Jefferson. Under the guise of uncovering the basis of man, 

these works serve as architectural plans for the structuring of whiteness on 

the backs (both literally and figuratively) of Black folk. While creating 

Blackness they effectively and quite successfully erase whiteness from view. 

Wright’s discussion in Notes on the State of Virginia describes Jefferson’s 

goal of nation-building as occurring in a social setting in which the construct 

of nation is built by the hands of enslaved Africans. Hypocritically, this new 

nation espouses equality of all mankind. Jefferson, needing to justify his and 

his peers’ need for enslaved Black labor to build the nation, chose to 

demarcate Blackness as somehow less than white and, therefore, rightfully 

placed under the persistent and careful gaze of white power. According to 

Wright, for Jefferson, “this Black Other is intrinsically and eternally 

backward and can never become part of the Western nation” (Wright: 31).24 

Wright describes Gobineau’s project as an attempt to describe the “Black as 

an inferior species of human being [that] produces an Other deemed an 

immediate threat to the nation” (Wright: 30).25 Hegel, according to Wright, 

“locates the Black as outside of history […] from which only Western 

civilization can rescue him” (Wright: 29).26 These three models expose the 
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24  Wright 2004 
25  Wright 2004 
26 Wright 2004 
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engagement of most white, European intellectual engagement with its 

supposed antithesis. These intellectuals generate anti-Black racism 

throughout the Black Diaspora by attempting to demonstrate Africans as 

either a threat to nation building, a threat to civilization, or as an inherently 

inferior race without redemption.  

These ideologies fixate race onto the skin and bodies of Black people, 

which become indelible markers for the justification of Black subjugation. 

Early Black intellectual attempts at making sense of the de-subjectification of 

Black identity first had to deal with these 18th and 19th century philosophical 

treatises that sought to dehumanize Black folk. This was most notable in the 

early 20th century, when the Black community faced the reality of 

emancipation and renewed racism. Theorists such as W.E.B. DuBois and 

Frantz Fanon sought to situate Blackness as having the potential to be 

subject and not merely object.  

In Souls of Black Folk, DuBois (2007) attempts to depict the African-

American as living a dual life, a life as Black and a life as American.27 It is 

DuBois’ goal to merge the two without conflict or erasure of either 

component. Alongside DuBois’ famous edict that the problem of the 20th 

century is that of the color line, he sets the stage for most Black intellectual 

engagement with race and racism into the 21st century.28 DuBois seeks to 

engage in an anti-racist project through the idea of nationhood bringing 

Black subjectivity into full Americanness.  In Black Skin White Masks 

(Fanon: 1967), Frantz Fanon offers a different path for Black intellectuals 
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who attempt to theorize about race and racism.29 Fanon structures most of 

his directive around the use of language. Speaking from a different 

geographical and historical perspective than DuBois, Fanon brings attention 

to the fact that Blackness is tied to the European metropole, a space that is 

close in an ideological sense, but distant in a spatial sense. Fanon decides 

that language, through mimicry, is the best hope for Black subjectivity 

(although he too mistakenly only sees it come to fruition through male 

subjects):  

“To speak means to be in a position to use a certain syntax, to grasp the 
morphology of this or that language, but it means above all to assume a culture, to 
support the weight of a civilization” (Fanon: 17-18).30  

An initial reading of this might lead one to assume that Fanon is 

seeking assimilation as a tactic. Wright, however, clarifies Fanon’s words as 

an attempt to demonstrate the agency of Black subjects who knowingly co-opt 

white language as a means to an end. Thus, the fulfillment comes when, 

through action, Black subjectivity may be realized.31  

The centrality of race and racism is critically important to Black 

Diaspora theorization, because this centrality links seemingly disparate 

groups of people, often separated by language, geography, national ties, 

gender, and class. Later intellectuals sought to make sense of these 

differences, but maintained that even in the midst of significant differences 

the commonality of white supremacist and racist political projects against 

Black people throughout the Western hemisphere and Europe connected 
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them through experiences of being and becoming raced bodies. Jacqui 

Alexander’s Pedagogies of Crossing (2005) serves as an example of the 

multiplicity of ways that race and racism are enacted and embodied 

throughout the Diaspora.32 Alexander demonstrates that not all bodies are 

treated equally and that, despite overwhelming evidence to their contribution 

to nationhood, Black narratives of belonging are effectively erased from 

nationalist narratives. This lack of Black voices thus serves to counter 

DuBois’ hope that Black subjectivity will be reached and recognized through 

the nation.  

In her work on the role of Caribbean women in the tourist industry, 

Alexander demonstrates how, in its desperate need for self-actualization, 

nationhood necessitates Black bodies and, at the same time, writes them out 

of nationalist discourse on who is and can be recognized as a citizen.33  

Alexander shows that without the direct involvement of poor Black women in 

the tourist industry, there would be no nation; this proclamation follows the 

tradition of reactionary discourse against pronouncements like American 

Patrick Moynihan’s (1965) report on the Black family in the late 1960’s, a 

work that depicted Black life as characterized by the unfit Black mother, 

absentee Black father, substandard Black culture, and basic degeneration.34  

A discussion of race and racism must involve notions of power and 

subjugation, and a recognition of the imbalanced and biased application of 

racist ideologies and institutions. Saidiya Hartman’s Scenes of Subjection 
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(1997) presents a conflict between the impossibility and actualization of 

Black subjugation, both during and soon after slavery.35  Using examples of 

plantation social life, Hartman describes the scenarios under which Black 

submission was sought out. Even with examples of Black retaliation, 

innovation, and resistance, chattel slavery was neither undermined 

significantly nor permanently overturned until the American government 

sought to do so. Hartman’s re-telling of the violence perpetrated onto Black 

bodies, both sexual and physical, must also be told within the context of 

desire and pleasure. While Black bodies, under chattel slavery, were 

subjected to the most heinous types of violence, these same bodies were also 

sites of entertainment and pleasure for white consumption and presentation: 

“Indeed, Blackness provided the occasion for self-reflection, as well as for an 

exploration of terror, desire, and longing” (Hartman: 7).36   

In the interest of exploring the white side of this concept, George 

Lipsitz’s The Possessive Investment in Whiteness (1998) jumps us forward 

approximately 300 years, demonstrating the benefits of Hartman’s world of 

slavery.37 Lipsitz demonstrates how the institution of slavery and, with it, the 

continuous construction of race, led to marked gains for those claiming 

whiteness at direct expense to those raced as non-white. By showcasing 

governmental policies, police practices, housing trends, banking practices, 

voter rights, and education, Lipsitz walks the reader through the systematic 

ways in which whites gain at Black losses.  
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By bridging the realities presented by Hartman and Lipsitz, it is 

demonstrated that race and racism, while disparate and unevenly 

distributed, seriously impacts Black communities in material and substantive 

ways. The two concepts of race and racism were firmly established at a time 

when white ownership of Black bodies lead to real economic and symbolic 

power over Black folks.  

Any conception of the Diaspora must include and recognize the 

differences across it and within it. The Diaspora includes French speaking 

Martiniquans (who maintain French citizenship), Portuguese-speaking 

Brazilians, hip-hop lovers in south London, transgendered Black sex workers 

in Europe, French speaking Canadians of Haitian descent, and Black 

American southern laborers in chicken factories.  These differences might 

give the impression that there is no connection among the Diaspora, when in 

fact there is a need for these elements to be connected: a connection that does 

not fall into the trap of essentializing the Diaspora based on skin yet realizes 

that skin and color were determinants (albeit arbitrary ones) in initializing a 

long history of injustice, brutalization, and perceived difference. It is critical 

to engage with the potential of essentiality while complicating the process of 

connecting disparate Black communities in a global manner.  

 

The Austin School Manifesto states:  

“Black roots means the politics and experiences of many Black people of 
meaningful connections to ‘imagined’ or ‘real’ African ancestry and culture; 
Black routes being the historical and political–economic processes by which 
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Black identities have been constructed within and across local places and national 
spaces” (Gordon: 94).38   

The delineation of seeking out roots or routes to understand the Diaspora 

unites the above discussions, as it speaks to the potential difficulty in 

creating a unity out of recognized difference. The objectives of either path 

seek to elevate the importance of the Diaspora as an ideology for truth, and 

also for the development of an understanding for the capacity of the 

individual and social lives of Black people.  

I used these various theoretical propositions on race and the Black 

Diaspora as a means of conceptualizing the ways that young Black men come 

to understand themselves as Black, as well as the ways that this 

understanding has framed my perception of the deployment of race and 

racism at GCSU. I formulate that race and racism are enacted as constructs 

and oppressive systems that not only serve to subjugate these young men, 

but also create an identification between the student-athletes – an 

identification that also allows them to see each other and themselves as 

Black. Within these constructions of Blackness, the student-athletes use the 

antagonistic relationship with white, patriarchal, and masculine authority to 

critique their Blackness, seeing it as pathological and in need of repair and 

conversion to normalized and middle-class ways of being. This is because 

they have been positioned as the Other in this college community due to their 

marked status, both bureaucratically by their titles as “student-athletes”, and 

physically by their skin and athletic stature. Despite their centrality as 
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members of the university community, these young men are also consistently 

situated outside of the GCSU “nation”, as they are continually referenced as 

institutional problems that administrators must struggle to “fix”. 

Student-athletes are transformed from exalted examples of 

masculinity while performing their sport to the antithesis of humanity when 

they are in their status as students. This complicated process is due to a long 

tradition of seeing Black people as either physically or culturally inferior, 

then pathologically linking these inferiorities to applications for student-

athletes.  The emphasis on the fitness and capabilities of their bodies 

simultaneously sets Black male athletes at GCSU apart and marks them for 

difference in treatment in ways that both confine and contradict what the 

students are attempting to accomplish. These young black men are caught in 

an unending cycle that drives them to push their bodies beyond normal 

expectations and in doing so they make it impossible to go unnoticed, which 

then marks them for subjugation. This subjugation is framed within a 

context of desire as well as revulsion, which complicates how these young 

Black men navigate through the GCSU community.  

My synthesis of these theories of the Black Diaspora presents a more 

sophisticated model of how Blackness and racism function on a 

predominantly white campus. It also serves to utilize tools in order to 

decipher and make sense of how young Black men become Black and male 

through sports.  Without these particular tools, any exploration of this 

phenomenon would be shallow and ineffectual in explaining who these young 

men are and the world in which they function. 
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Anthropology of Athleticism 

In this section I lay the groundwork for some of the academic literature 

on sport, and the dearth of anthropological work that centralizes sport in 

ethnographic and critical social analyses. My ethnography centrally situates 

sport within anthropological and social discourse, because I argue that sport 

is a crucible for understanding critical knowledge on anthropological concerns 

such as race, gender, and sexuality. However, I differ from most 

anthropological attention that sees sport as tangential. Instead, I will 

demonstrate that sport is in itself a significant category and social 

phenomenon through which one can understand social life.  

Sport is not just an analytical tool through which to examine other 

social categories; it is also a social category to be engaged in wholly, because 

it is so intertwined with other categories. This engagement with sport 

through an anthropological lens is distinct from other anthropological work 

on the subject, because of its incorporation of critical social analyses that 

come from doing ethnographic work and applying such epistemological tools 

as Black Feminisms and Critical Race Theory. I am indebted, however, to the 

sociological work which set precedent for the way sport can be included in 

critical social analyses.  

My work has two goals:  to contribute to anthropological discourses by 

demonstrating the necessity of including sport as a viable and necessary 

social category, and to impact other discourses on sport which have lacked 

the kinds of interpretations of sport to which anthropology and ethnography 

can contribute. The engagement of sport through attention to Black, 

specifically college-age male athletes, has been limited, or comes from only 
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certain sectors of academia. Education has provided much of the work on 

Black college athletes. However, much of their attention has been focused on 

classroom success without critically engaging ideas about Blackness or 

masculinity which may directly affect the very social problems of graduation 

rates among the Black athletes they observe.39  Gendered analyses that do 

use Black Feminist or Black Queer approaches focus mainly on gay and queer 

athletes, and do not necessarily apply their epistemological tools on straight 

Black men.40 Some have approached the quandary of Black male 

participation in college sports from a labor and legal perspective.41 While it is 

important and necessary to engage with the contractual and economic 

implications of Black males’ contribution to the economic success of schools of 

higher learning, these works often overlook the social engagement that is 

presupposed by ethnographic work. Fundamentally, I argue that the close, 

intimate engagements that ethnography cultivates between interlocutors and 

researcher enables a closer reading of social processes, and sheds light on 

how these systems of inequity are sustained and reproduced over and over 

again. 

 

Black Sporting and Social Life  

Sport was under a revision in the late 19th and early 20th century as 

general ideological concerns with social and political life were analyzed.42  As 
                                                
39 Bensen March 2000 
40 Anderson and McCormack September 2010	  
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sport became institutionalized within American society, Black people’s 

involvement (or lack of involvement) in sports was a significant indicator of 

social dynamics on race and gender. While DuBois and others were speaking 

to scholars about the possibilities of a Black subject, many of these 

clarifications about Black identity were part and parcel to Black participation 

in sport. Now it may seem impossible to not think of Blackness and 

athleticism as synonymous, but prior to World War I most assumptions about 

Black physicality depicted a weak and incapable Black subject incapable of 

strenuous activity. Ben Carrington’s (2010) Race, Sport and Politics (one of 

only a few comprehensive works on sport in the Diaspora) and John 

Hoberman’s (1997) Darwin’s Athletes describe the different depictions of 

Black physicality.43   

Most Diaspora discussions about Black physicality, especially in the 

male form, address the perceived threat to the white community. Alongside 

those characterizations are depictions of Black folks as inherently weak and 

unhealthy. These characterizations occurred at the turn of the century when 

white struggles to deal with Black freedom and movement became 

mainstream American public life. White depictions of Black inferiority and 

weakness served to promote White male power and strength, helping those in 

this group to continue to elevate themselves over Blackness.  

                                                                                                                                            
   Perrin, T. (1987). Football : A college history. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company. 
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It was during this time that the normalization of science relating to 

white aesthetics sought to solidify the inherent differences between Black 

and white folks. Prior differences were judged on philosophical grounds - but 

with “science”, the white power structure sought to establish definitive and 

grounded differences between itself and its supposed binary other. As other 

areas of social life became institutionalized as a means to solidify white male 

authority (such as the Boy Scouts, which saw its most significant gains and 

development at the beginning of the 20th century), so did sport. Prior to this, 

Black involvement in organized sport was almost out of the question. 

Universities were not desegregated and most of Black and white social life 

was politically and legally separated. I point out this distinction to highlight 

the transformative nature of ideas about race and racism and how these 

impact our contemporary discussions about Blackness and sport.  

Carrington situates Jack Johnson as the first “Black athlete” in the 

contemporary sense of the term.44 According to Carrington, the boxing victory 

against a white competitor that earned Johnson the boxing world 

championship stands as a special moment in which white male authority and 

strength is indisputably challenged, and ultimately undermined. In the 

aftermath of this win, both the Black and white global communities 

attempted to make sense of this and other victories of Johnson, as they 

challenged the then commonly held belief in the physical inferiority of the 

Black subject. While I agree that Johnson’s win served to signify a change in 

white understanding of Black physicality, I believe the reaction to Johnson’s 
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win can also be seen as one of the most brutal retaliations against the Black 

community post slavery.  

Jacqueline Goldsby’s (2006) A Spectacular Secret: Lynching in 

American Life and Literature, lays the groundwork for making sense of anti-

Black violence in the first half of the 20th century.45 Goldsby explains that 

lynching photographs were the earliest images mass consumed by the public. 

Since these images were primarily images of violence against Black, mostly 

male bodies, our modern understanding and engagement with visual images 

is founded in lynching postcards, which is a continuation of a long obsession 

and normalization of viewing violence done to Black bodies. Goldsby’s work 

links the casual, accepting, and public nature of lynching, burnings, and 

castrations of Black men and women with the way that the white community 

stores and shares their feelings about these violences though lynching 

postcards. Goldsby’s explanation that the impact of lynching photographs on 

the development of photography and film in general speaks to the ways in 

which both violence and desire developed in conjunction with each other over 

the obsessions of Black bodies.  

While Carrington positions Johnson as a herald for a new age of Black 

subjectivity, I think his victory and the resulting backlash actually mirror 

gains by the Black community at this time. The link between Goldsby’s work 

and sport is crucial because Johnson’s win, like other successes in Black life 

in many instances, led to increased anti-Black violence rather than Black 

liberation.  Jack Johnson’s success mirrors real gains by Black Americans 
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post-Reconstruction, and the white community’s reaction to this success 

which led to the ensuing backlash through lynching. I connect Jack Johnson’s 

win and the process of lynching because Johnson’s win represents a critical 

shift in understanding the process through which Black success is interpreted 

by Black people and by those in positions of authority. While the success of 

Johnson can be seen as countering white supremacy and heralding new 

opportunities for Black men, it also incited real anti-Black sentiment and 

violence against the Black community due to an increase in white fear.   

I see this as a starting point from which the Black male’s rise to 

prominence in athletics (especially those previously dominated by white male 

authority, such as boxing) exposed Black men to violence and desire from the 

White community. The situating of Black men in a prominent aspect of 

American society – sport – presented a new form of subjugation. The 

connection between Goldsby’s theory of lynching postcards as the beginning 

of mass consumption of media, and the global attention paid to Johnson 

presents a trend where these two occurrences, sport and violence done to 

Black male bodies, take on a new direction. In effect, violence propagated 

against Black bodies shifts from lynching to sport, and the control over the 

presentation of those Black bodies becomes vital to conceptions of whiteness 

and white authority. This is not to claim that lynching and sport have the 

same level or same manifestation of race and racism, but there is a historical 

shift of Black men into the sphere of the athletic world that shapes 

contemporary understandings of race and sport. This connection then shapes 

and influences how contemporary sport is imagined, and offers a way to make 
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sense of the continual racist and hegemonic notions that continually place 

Black men as athletes. 

Following World War II, the return of Black soldiers from abroad 

played a significant role in the Civil Rights movement. One example of this 

shift is Jackie Robinson’s integration into major league baseball, a first step 

which served as a model and genesis of the movement. That the first step of 

integration of American society occurred in sport should not be taken for 

granted. Robinson’s integration legitimized the modern conception of Black 

subjectivity as grounded in the physicality of the Black body, but, similar to 

Johnson’s success, it also created opportunities for potential Black liberation.  

Beyond baseball, the main targets of desegregation were schools, 

universities, and colleges. This move is significant in relation to this research 

because of the linkage of sport and education through desegregation. In fact, 

Black male athletes were some of the first admitted Black students to all-

white universities - this focus on the integration of college athletic teams 

situates the centrality of sport as part of any discussion about Black 

liberation and Black Diaspora. It is at this moment that the link between the 

Black Diaspora and college sports becomes enmeshed. Fanon’s (1967) 

statement that the Black athlete is the most singularly erotized expression 

situates a post-World War II world where Black folks, mostly Black males, 

inhabit a space that is already demarcated as their own.46 However, the 

pitfall of Fanon’s remarks is that he immediately delves into a discussion 

about sexuality. While the relation of sex and sports cannot be denied, Fanon 
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ignores the nature of sport itself as a site for both Black oppression and Black 

liberation. When one considers the growth and influence of the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association, the disbursement of athletic scholarships, 

and the growth of college and professional sports as significant economic 

ventures in the United States, the significance and timeliness of the 

incorporation of Black bodies into white American public life is not altogether 

accidental.   

The period after WW II also marks the beginning of decolonization in 

other parts of the Diaspora. It is during this period that C.L.R. James’ 

Beyond a Boundary (1983) links the question of nationalism and Black self-

rule through an analysis of the ability of Black colonized people to engage 

with and incorporate the game of cricket into their lives.47 While Fanon’s 

venture into sport is relatively short and James’ analysis is quite extensive, 

the two are significantly connected.  Perhaps not in breadth, but through 

their linkage of sport to the Diaspora: Fanon’s work seeks to find Black 

authority and subjectivity through action, and James seeks to legitimize the 

ability of Black self-rule in the former white colonized world. These are 

significant moments in intellectual Diasporic thought.  

Since this project is not just from a Black male perspective, I also seek 

to understand the role of whiteness, both in its self-perpetuating cycle of 

identity formation and in its effect on the conceptualization of Black 

subjectivity. Merging the impact of Patrick Moynihan’s (1965) report and 

George Lipsitz’s (1998) work on whiteness offers the opportunity to 
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complicate how one can approach a different understanding of sport on a 

college campus.48 Ultimately, my usage of their work aids in understanding 

how everyday ideas of race are connected to a long trajectory of shifting, 

accumulated knowledge.  These ideas of race manifest themselves through a 

wide spectrum of social categories, but for this project I apply them to an 

understanding of white institutional knowledge on a college campus and the 

ways that this knowledge materializes in a social manner, and in university 

policy.   

Moynihan’s impact is far reaching, and, added to Lipsitz’s calculated 

reading of whiteness, together these analyses demonstrate the continual, 

lived expressions of white ideas on Black pathology. Lipsitz asserts that 

whiteness is social capital which needs to be protected at the expense of 

others. Moynihan’s report facilitated the transformation of the conception of 

Black inferiority from a racial or biological shortcoming to one of cultural 

pathology. The report pins white middle class values to aspects of life such as 

the nuclear family, controlled sexuality, patriarchy, and monogamy – values 

which supposedly find their anti-thesis in Black cultural life, which is 

represented by single parent households, matriarchy, absentee fathers, 

hyper-sexuality, and adultery.  

Lipsitz’s discussion of O.J. Simpson links sport to these works on white 

supremacy. Unfortunately, Lipsitz turns the discussion into one about 

entertainment and celebrity status, failing to recognize that Simpson’s entire 

persona and ensuing success are products of his athletic prowess and 
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entrance into a predominantly white institution, namely the University of 

Southern California in 1967 where Simpson attained the highest levels of 

achievement in college and professional football. Simpson’s later successes 

were due to his beginnings as a Black athlete in a white world. His successes 

only became accessible to him because of his athletic scholarship to USC, and 

are directly tied to his life and identity as an athlete: from his incorporation 

into the white world, to marrying a white woman, to starring in movies and 

commercials. 

In the late 60s, as Simpson was gaining access to USC, the Civil Rights 

movement continued to uncover the unethical and immoral incorporation of 

Black people into athletic worlds. Harry Edwards’ Revolt of the Black Athlete 

covers Civil Rights actions of the 50s and 60s that sought to redress the 

inability of American society to provide Black folks with equal access and 

rights.49 Edwards’ work organizes Black college and pro athletes around 

injustice not only in America, but in South Africa through apartheid. This 

work had an impact on several sporting events, including the protests by 

Black athletes at the 1968 Summer Olympics in Mexico City. The public 

outrage and violent threats directed at these athletes who protested against 

inhuman treatment towards Black athletes mirrors the reactions to those 

attempting to integrate buses and lunch counters.  As an early example of a 

radicalist approach to Black liberation, Edward’s impact on Black athlete 

protests may be the only modern example of Black athletes following this 

particular path towards justice. 
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My research issues on race are framed through the perspective of Omi 

and Winant, who define: 

 “ … racial formation as the sociohistorical process by which racial categories are 
created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed […] [and] that racial formation is a 
process of historically situated projects in which human bodies and social 
structures are represented and organized […][W] e link racial formation to the 
evolution of hegemony, the way in which society is organized and ruled. Such an 
approach [...] can facilitate understanding of a whole range of contemporary 
controversies and dilemmas involving race, including the nature of racism, the 
relationship of race to other forms of differences, inequalities, and oppression 
such as sexism and nationalism, and the dilemmas of racial identity today (Omi 
and Winant: 124).”50   

I use this definition as a starting point from which to frame my examination 

of the ways that young Black men make sense of not only their Blackness and 

masculinity, but also the ways that racialized and racist structures impact 

their daily lives and life decisions.  

By connecting the players in this project, I acknowledge their 

contemporary circumstances and experiences with racism, while also 

recognizing that the systems of racism they encounter are part of a broad and 

deeply historical global phenomenon of racism.  In my work, the university is 

an institution in the organizational process of constructing and perpetuating 

understandings of race and racism, in a manner similar to the kinds of 

structures Omi and Winant speak of as critical in the representation and 

organization of racialized ideologies, structures and practices. My analysis of 

the ways that these young Black men come to know themselves is not only an 

attempt at understanding their processes of self-making, it is also an 

exploration and engagement of the university in which they are housed. 
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Race, Masculinity and American College Sports 

It is important to centralize the importance of race and gender in this 

specific discussion of Black male college athletes, as well as their 

inseparability as an analytical and methodological tool. Leith Mullings asks, 

“What do we know about how racism is maintained and reproduced? How 

does racism intersect with other forms of inequality such as class and gender? 

(Mullings: 669).”51 These are important questions because of the subtlety 

which is now inherent in racialized discourses, systems, mechanisms, and 

institutions.  

On the surface, the relationship between Black male student-athletes 

and the academic institutions they attend could be viewed as mutually 

beneficial. The student-athletes are supposedly given access to a quality 

education and the university is able to capitalize on their athletic ability.  

Ultimately, however, we must ask how older and familiar forms of racism 

continue, and how new, potential forms of subjugation, agency, and 

individual response stand as a reaction to these racialized and gendered 

institutional mechanisms. An examination of athletics as an institution that 

not only maintains, but also delineates, racist and gendered tactics, allows for 

an opportunity to understand how race and gender continue to work in an 

American context as a successful system of subjugation - in new ways that 

are not as overt as in the past. Mullings goes on to say:  
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“I argue that anthropologically informed and ethnographically sensitive studies 
can potentially illuminate the ways that contemporary institutions, policies, and 
structures reproduce racial inequality without overtly targeting its victims […] 
attending to how structures and practices of racial inequality are created and 
reproduced, irrespective of the intentions of the actors (Mullings: 679).”52  

This is also termed “unmarked racisms”, an important point of clarification 

as it needs to be noted that it would be naïve to think that each person 

involved was part of an overt conspiracy to demean and subjugate Black male 

college athletes. Part of this project is also to investigate how athletes 

themselves adopt and accept the very systems that led to their mis-education.  

Mullings speaks to the paradigmatic nature of the Black student-

athlete being described as hero and anti-hero in, at times, the same breathe:  

“Transmission of racial imagery through popular media, which helps to promote 
the convergence of national racisms, is more subtle, with striking images of 
hipness, coolness, and superstars counterpoised by dangerous, ghettoized 
criminals (Mullings: 676).”53 

This dichotomy in depictions of Black male athletes as more than “human” in 

their physical ability on one hand, and on the other as less than “human” in 

their academic ability, both demeans and reinforces racialized and gendered 

“otherness”.  They are “othered” in their supposed superior physical ability, 

potential for violence (both sexually and physically) and lack of intelligence. 

Thus, even in moments of “praise” these same tags serve to reinforce ideas of 

racialized inferiority through difference.   

Mullings does, however, make an important point in attempting to 

understand the central importance of race and racism in that one must also 

see it not only as a site of subjugation, but also as a site of contestation:  
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“ The enduring duality of race lies in the complicated fact that race is always 
simultaneously imposed from above and experienced from below; the imposition 
of race inevitably creates the structural context for producing oppositional sites of 
resistance as well as creative spaces for articulation of subaltern consciousness, 
culture, and opposition (Mullings: 682).”54 

It will be equally important to see the sites, mechanisms, and tactics of 

racism, as well as to note the times and events where individuals 

demonstrate, their ability to supersede or at least challenge the state that 

they are in. 

For the context of this research it is important to identify that the 

primary focus is on college athletics as a particular kind of institution 

different from other sporting institutions. The significance of the title 

“student-athlete” differentiates college athletics from high school athletics 

and professional sports. Beyond the term itself, the significance of the 

proffering of athletic scholarships is also crucial to this analysis.   

Understanding college sports as a part of a hegemonic system is 

critical to determining the processes and interactions that are influenced by 

the interrelated issues of race, gender, and sexuality. Emily Martin 

delineates Gramsci’s definition of hegemony in her discussion on the medical 

institution and its correlative effects on women's bodies and women's self-

perception of their bodies:   

“A hegemonic institution is one that [permeates] throughout civil society [...] of 
an entire system of values, attitudes, beliefs, morality, etc. That is in one way or 
another supportive of the established order [...] to the extent that this prevailing 
consciousness is internalized by the broad masses, it becomes part of common 
sense [...] For hegemony to assert itself in any society, therefore, it must operate 
[...] as a general conception of life (Martin: 23).”55  
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My research is framed by the notion that particular aspects of college 

sport “operate as a general conception of life”. In effect, the problem is not 

that there are Black athletes on the field or court and white coaches on the 

sidelines, but rather that this is seen as something to be expected, something 

left unchallenged. Another troublesome “norm” is that Black male athletes do 

not perform well academically - in fact there is an expectation that they will 

not perform well academically. This expectation also operates as a general 

conception of life with the resulting knowledge that intelligence and athletic 

ability are incongruous. 

 

Black Masculinity  

Masculinity and Gender in the Black Diaspora 

The analysis of men as an object of study has gone through a variety of 

stages in anthropological and social discourse. Early works tended to only 

focus on men and male public activities, pursuing these “objects” as 

naturalized subjects of study and of singular importance, without critique. 

With the advancement of gender studies, the focus on masculinity as a kind 

of gendered identity was initially not as important as uncovering the global 

ramifications of patriarchy – namely, unequal relations of power between 

men and women. My interjection and inclusion of masculinity as a gendered 

category into critical discourse originates from a Black feminist discourse 

that seeks to problematize and complicate the scope of what being male 

might mean, and the ways that dynamics of power affect gender relations - 

not only between genders, but within gendered identities. Black Feminist and 
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Black Queer work critically engages not only the subjugation of women by 

men through patriarchy, but also engages with subjugation of men by men in 

unequal relations of power. The significance of desire in relation to these 

differences of power and authority as it impacts agency places these as 

important tools with which to understand the relationships primarily 

between young Black male athletes and the white and Black male 

administrators, coaches, students and fans of these athletes. 

I frame my approach to Black masculinity with the presumption that 

other social categories such as race, class, sexuality, and nationality must be 

integrated into any analysis to demonstrate how gendered identities are 

expressed and understood. Due to these other social categories, not all men 

access power, privilege, or wealth equally. Thus, any talk about masculinity 

must include homo-social spaces that are created of, by, and for men. 

Analysis is needed to understand how those spaces often led to the creation 

and continuation of particular masculinist agendas at the expense of other 

masculine genders.  

This approach gives the appropriate emphasis to understanding 

masculinity as multiples and not singular, and avoids any potential for 

homogenization or essentializing. Additionally, this approach follows the line 

of feminist scholars’ claim that women are not born but, rather, are made 

(Abu-Lughod 1991).56  This point emphasizes that not all women and men are 

made equally or offered the same opportunities to become equal. In the 

context of this research it became clear that multiple masculine projects were 
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at work, some with more opportunity for expression and demonstration of 

power than others.  

The Black intellectual theorists Dubois, Fanon, and Cesaire can, in 

some ways, be viewed as early theoreticians on Black masculinity (Cesaire 

2000; DuBois 2001, 2007; Fanon 1963).57 While they are (quite rightly) 

critiqued for ignoring the Black female in their attempts to make sense of a 

Black subjectivity, we can still see their work as hugely influential to 

masculinist theorizing. In Souls of Black Folk, DuBois (2007) begins with his 

life as a young boy and the organization of his daily life at home and at 

school.58 Through his interactions with his peers, DuBois comes to realize his 

otherness as not only raced, but gendered as male. He describes his rejection 

of his childhood advances by a new girl in school. It is in this moment DuBois 

begins to develop his ideas about the dualism of Black American life. 

However, his views on subjectivity come from a masculinist discourse that 

repeats (both in the past and future) male perceptions of domination and 

power.  

In one passage, DuBois speaks of his vision of Black masculinity in 

relation to the white power structure through physical domination, in both 

sport and violence: “That sky was bluest when I could beat my mates at 

examination time, or beat them at a footrace, or even beat their stringy heads 

(2007: 8).”59  The physicality of DuBois’ description comes after intelligence, 

which, apparently, proves unfruitful and necessitates his turn to athletic 
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ability, then violence as a last resort. Right or wrong, these categories are 

often associated with male behavior, despite current scholarship that shows 

men in much fuller and a greater array of subjectivities. This can be seen as 

an early intervention into defining a Black masculinity, one based on 

achieving the same goals as white males.  

Though one should remain critical of the absence of Black female 

authority in his analysis, Fanon offers another view into Black masculinity 

(Fanon 1967).60 Fanon is also preoccupied with white power, directing his 

analyses at white males themselves, and at times, through white female 

bodies as an avenue to white male power: “[W] ho but a white woman can do 

this for me? By loving me she proves me worthy of white love. I am loved like 

a white man (Fanon: 63).”61 Fanon, of course, falls into the trap of buying into 

white male authority as the beginning and end of authority. It must be noted 

that Fanon’s nation is also bereft of a Black female counterpart who equally 

shares in the new subject hood, as well as in the means to achieving it. 

Black Queer and Black Feminist theorizing dating from the 1970s to 

the present offer much better ways to think about Black masculinity. Both 

scholarships brought the fallacy of white privilege and power to the forefront, 

and took to different paths as they sought out fuller understandings of gender 

and sexuality. While critical of white male and white female theorizing, Black 

queer and Black feminist work also engages Black masculinist discourses and 

agendas that served to uphold white authority at their expense. The Black 

feminist movement comes out of a critique of the 1960s Civil Rights era, 
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where scholars such as Audre Lorde critiqued the Black male contingency for 

alienating Black women and diminishing the critical contributions of Black 

women to secondary supportive roles (Lorde 1984).62  

It is from this framework that much of Black feminist scholarship 

begins. However, unlike their white female counterparts, Black feminist 

scholars and other women of color clarified that, while they may be critical of 

men of color, they were in no way invested in an anti-male project that 

sought to distance women from men in their community. It is in this area 

that Black feminist scholarship offers much to Black male scholarship. Any 

attempt at a Black masculinist theorizing must and should include women 

and address the roles of Black men, in both the past and present, at 

subjugating Black women and other women of color by upholding patriarchy, 

violence, and economic difference.   

The inclusion of Black queer, gay, and lesbian theorizing into a theory 

of Black masculinity works on multiple levels. For one, these theories offer an 

erasure of assumptions that Black masculine scholarship somehow should 

not include or preclude Black gay men, for the joining of forces of all 

subjugated men serves to the liberation of all of them. In the same way that 

Black lesbian scholarship critiqued Black female hetero scholarship, this 

inclusion of scholarship also speaks against assumptive notions on love and 

relationships (Glave 2003/2004).63   
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By framing this project through the intersections of race, gender, and 

sexuality, the reader can make sense of the mechanisms that surround 

normalized conceptions of race and masculinity. I have specifically framed 

this project around Blackness and masculinity because sports with prominent 

Black males tend to garner the most fiscal as well as imaginative attention, 

both at GCSU and on a national level. It is in no way coincidental that college 

football and men’s basketball (sports that are hyper-masculinized and 

conceptualized as Black) factor heavily into the daily lives of most members 

of GCSU’s community. The “Blackness” and “maleness” of these sports are 

central to any understanding of why they are so significant. For lack of a 

better comparison, white female tennis players do not impact the daily lives 

of the GSCU community in the same manner. Masculinity specifically, 

hegemonic and hetero-normative understandings of masculinity are 

constantly manifested, both by these young Black male athletes and by those 

around them. This perpetuation serves as a critical site from which one can 

engage with the ways that masculinity can inform understandings of the 

lives of these young men.  

One of the central questions of this project is: in what ways are Black 

male athletes made to see or understand their bodies as different? Their 

involvement in sport visibly alters their bodies, and increases their hyper-

visibility and difference among the student body. Student-athlete 

participation in intense training regimens is normalized as necessary for 

success, and serves to facilitate an already othered racialized body. I have 

explored how these potential meanings are mediated through a relationship 

dependent on proximity, both spatially and ideologically, to other kinds of 
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bodies (both marked and unmarked) on and around the court or field. This 

can be linked to Paul Willis’ “Learning to Labor” (1977), in which the young 

men buy into the very systems of masculinity that, in the end, serve to 

subjugate them.64  I argue that through a pursuit of their idealized 

masculinity through sport, these young Black male athletes ultimately 

situate themselves as gendered, raced, and subjugated bodies on campus in a 

clear and distinct way. 

 

Dissemblance/Agency 

Darlene Clark Hine describes the practice of dissemblance by Black 

women as a means of protecting and safeguarding private parts of their lives:  

“By dissemblance I mean the behavior and attitudes of Black women that created 
the appearance of openness and disclosure but actually shielded the truth of their 
inner lives and selves from their oppressors (Hine: 912).”65  

The strict definition of dissemblance is tied in historical and 

situational ways to Hine’s discussion of Black American women in the 

Midwest during the early part of the 20th century. My use of dissemblance 

does not claim to appropriate the exact meaning and significance defined by 

Hine, but I carefully borrow the term to explain what I encountered. In a 

fashion similar to Hine, I employ this concept specifically in relation to Black 

male athletes because of the structurally and socially unique positions these 

young Black men have at GCSU: a position other athletes and non-athletes 
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not categorized as Black, male, and student-athlete could not and did not 

experience in relation to systems of university authority and power.  

Throughout my research I saw many examples of difference between 

the lives of Black male basketball and football players and the lives of other 

athletes in different sports and racial and gender categories. What I began to 

see over a period of three years of observation of young Black male athletes 

closely resembled, but was not quite the same as, dissemblance. I do not have 

a term to specifically name my observation, and thus borrow Hine’s term to 

explain patterns of behavior and discourse among these young men that 

demonstrated a consistent maneuvering in relation to systems of power and 

authority, the maneuvers seeming to act as a shield to their inner feelings 

and thoughts about their subjugation in this athletic system. This particular 

relation to power is the cause of the difference between student-athletes and 

other people at GCSU.  

These patterns seemed to be both a learned and taught pattern of 

behavior that was appropriated by the student-athletes, then performed as 

“authentic” Black male athlete behavior. These dissemblance-like patterns of 

behavior became methodologically and analytically significant as I attempted 

to decipher how Black male athletes were consciously revealing their tactics 

of dissemblance to me as a confidant, or going through the motions for those 

around them.  

As I attempted to explore which various practices of dissemblance 

could be employed by these young men, it became apparent that there was a 

high level of sophistication and complexity of dissemblance among these 

subjects. I began to see how the dissemblance of one athlete differed from 
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another, and how these differences were also contingent upon whom they 

were interacting with.  For instance, they interacted with me as the 

researcher in a different way than their dissemblance with their coaches, 

professors, administrators, classmates, fellow teammates, or fans.   

One of the tactics Hine details with in respect to dissemblance is a 

“self-imposed invisibility” (Hine: 915).66 It is unlikely that such physically 

imposing persons as college male football and basketball athletes are capable 

of making themselves invisible. What I argue, however, is that despite their 

hyper-visibility, these student-athletes are able to negotiate the potentiality 

for making themselves scarce. For instance, during my research it became 

difficult to maintain consistent contact and interaction with these young 

men, and not only proved frustrating, but also became a signifier of a more 

complicated process that I began to see as strategies of dissemblance. The 

ability of student-athletes to “disappear” from administrators, coaches, 

faculty, and myself was at the very least impressive, if not confusing.  I began 

to see these moments as opportunities for agency, since so little of their lives 

were left free for them to direct themselves.  When given the option to engage 

or disengage, they typically sought to disengage.  

As agency consistently informs how one interprets work with 

populations of the Black Diaspora, it was important to question how and why 

dissemblance may be operating among these Black male college athletes. 

Agency in some ways implies internal motivation or creativity and it “[…] 

implies that they endeavored to create, and were not simply reacting to, 
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widespread misrepresentations and negative images of themselves in white 

minds (Hine: 916).”67  This aspect of my observations manifested itself 

through negotiations of interaction between the student-athletes and their 

peers, as well as in the characteristics Black male athletes took on as 

important. 

Because of these encounters (or lack of encounters) I began to further 

explore agency as a significant element in framing my encounters with these 

young men. Following Hortense Spiller’s work, one possible way of framing 

this issue was to consider how one might turn the tables and use objectivity 

as a means to subjectivity:  

“The subject is certainly seen, but she also sees. It is this return of the gaze that 
negotiates at every point a space for living, and it is the latter that we must 
willingly name the counter-power, the counter-mythology (Spillers: 163).”68    

As I continued to try to make sense of where and how agency was 

occurring, I continually sought out examples of counter-power, an occurrence 

in which these young men attempted to demonstrate their consciousness of 

their world, despite the seeming presentation of disengagement with 

particular arenas - most notably, the academic setting. I began to search for 

the points of space among Black male college athletes: how were these spaces 

delineated and how could they be made accessible in a way that I could 

comprehend and situate within my goals of finding agency? It seemed crucial 

to see these particular spaces as unique and different than ones they created 

not as a reactionary move, because these spaces could offer a look into the 

contradictory elements and possibilities for change within the system.  
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It also seemed necessary to explore how (if at all) the athletes made 

sense of these moments of counter-power.  There were different opportunities 

for demonstrations of counter-power, and it seemed vital to delineate how 

and where differences in strategies and deployment of dissemblance were 

evident. Each opportunity with Black male athletes offered different 

possibilities, due both to the difference in individuals present as well as the 

difference in particular spaces in which I encountered them. These situations 

were, of course, considered alongside the question of whether or not these 

moments of agency could result in any substantive change, at either the 

systemic level or for the individual. According to Hartman (1997),  

“From this vantage point, emancipation appears less the grand event of liberation 
than a point of transition between modes of servitude and racial subjection 
(Hartman: 6).”69 

Again, the range of impact, both immediate and far-reaching, is dependent on 

the specificity of the situation and the people involved at each given instance. 

By considering behavior that is typically labeled as self-defeatist (such as 

academic failure or criminal behavior) as potential sites of counter-power and 

liberation, one could bring new meaning to the ways in which young Black 

males attempt to make space for themselves and live in a white community.   

In his delineation of “quare” versus “queer”, Patrick Johnson (2001) 

offers some insight into how agency may work in a Black Diasporic context:  

“The point here is that the inheritance of hegemonic discourses does not preclude 
one from ‘disidentifying’, from putting those discourses in the service of 
resistance (Johnson: 12).”70  
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Agency is sometimes solely thought of as occurring with a complete and total 

reversal or destruction of hegemonic systems. However, agency may also 

occur in smaller, individualized, or temporary moments within the hegemonic 

system itself. For the scope of this project, Johnson’s remarks impact how we 

understand the actions of Black male athletes as possibly taking advantage 

of sport (and the institution of sport) to create sites and moments of 

resistance, as well create opportunities for access to power and authority.  

Throughout the project I questioned both my intention with the Black 

male athletes I met. I asked myself how these moments, recognized by Black 

male athletes, might be opportunities for a different engagement with what 

may not automatically be recognizable or readable as acts of agency or 

demonstrations of autonomy.   

 

On Subjectivity – Can the Black Person be a Person? 

Hortense Spillers’ dialogue about Black female sexuality offers some 

potential avenues for understanding and describing the often-contradictory 

position that Black male athletes occupy at the universities they attend. 

While her remarks are specifically about gender, I have coupled it here as a 

means of positioning ideological concepts that connect the similarity of 

responses to the experiences from which these Black male athletes were 

working, both in terms of perceptions about their sexuality and in general 

terms of the social status they occupied at GCSU: 

“Under these conditions of seeing, we lose all nuance, subjects are divested of 
their names, and oddly enough, the female has so much sexual potential that she 
has none at all that anybody is ready and able to recognize at the level of culture. 
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Thus, the unsexed Black female and the supersexed Black female embody the 
very same vice, cast the very same shadow, since both are an exaggeration of the 
uses to which sex might be put.” (Spillers: 64).71  

I argue that Black male athletes fulfill a similar epistemological need, in that 

they occupy a space that is simultaneously at odds with itself. An example of 

this application is the student-athlete’s status as student and as athlete.  The 

former term represents the “unsexed” version of the rest of the student body, 

and the latter term represents the “supersexed” athlete in terms of their 

supposed supra-human athletic ability. These interpretations are both more 

and less than anyone imagines or expects, and this effect occurs at such a 

significant degree that in the end they do not exist in the imaginations of the 

mainstream population except to serve as a means to the creation of a white 

subjectivity.  

Black male athletes are described as almost superhuman in terms of 

their athletic capability, yet occupy the complete opposite position as 

students. They can never occupy “normal” subjectivity as set up by 

mainstream ideals.  They are unable to fulfill the requirements of student 

since they are always positioned as lacking intelligence, and they are equally 

unable to fulfill the requirements of human because their extra-ordinary 

athletic ability - paired with their Blackness - precludes them from 

normalized movement through the physical space of the university.   

Throughout this project, I continually sought to unpack the seemingly 

unrelenting need to offer young Black males access to predominantly white 

institutions as opportunities for their advancement, and acknowledgment of 

the material and symbolic capital these Black bodies provided these 
                                                
71 Spillers 2003 
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institutions. Much of the rhetoric about athletic scholarships is that they 

offer hope to many poor young Black men.  If this is the case, then we must 

then ask: what are these young men being given an opportunity to 

experience?  Is it just to play a sport or is it a chance to live among educated 

(here, read as white and male) people who may offer them a view of a 

supposedly different kind of world? 

However, the contradiction lies in the realization that the admission of 

young Black males to institutions of higher learning is counterintuitive to 

white conceptions about Black intelligence. A very precarious set of 

assumptions and maneuvers are required to allow their academic admission 

while simultaneously denying them access to it materially and intellectually. 

In her discussion of the transition from colonial rule to independent rule in 

the Caribbean, Jacqui Alexander (1994) offers insight into where 

contradictions may exist: 

“It would indeed require a complicated set of cognitive and ideological reversals 
for the British to turn the savage into the civilized, to turn those believed 
incapable of rule into reliable rulers […] The Black middle class would be 
schooled in the definitions of morality, civility and respectable citizenship in the 
metropolis, in the company of the British [.] (Alexander: 12).”72  

Thus, one must question the intent of the institutional need for the 

admission of young men who are supposedly unqualified, from an academic 

standpoint, to become a part of their institution. While, previously, I have 

claimed that part of this necessity is to inform and support a particular 

conception of race around whiteness, I also would suggest that it is a strategy 

to civilize these young men by taking them out of their Black communities 
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and ensconcing them in a world of white privilege where they are taught to 

behave “appropriately” (and the promise that, if they do not behave, their 

removal from the community is swift and unkind). One can interpret the 

process of awarding scholarships to young Black men as a means of 

undercutting a particular set of Black social values, while trying to replace 

those with a hetero-normative, middle-class set of values.  

Alexander continues this line with a quote from Toni Morrison:  

“If, as Toni Morrison has suggested, rescue and indebtedness sometimes sediment 
as part of the psychic residue of the process of colonization, then respectability 
might well function as debt payment for rescue from incivility and from 
savagery” (Alexander: 14).73  

As I pondered these ideas during my research, I had to take into 

account how and why these young Black men continually involved 

themselves in a system that, they were fully aware, was taking advantage of 

them.  Was it because they were attracted to some recognition of the “gift” 

they had been given? It was not uncommon to hear the voices of athletes 

repeat that it was a “privilege” to play for GCSU and not a “right”.  So, with 

this particular perspective, the athletic scholarship moves from being a “gift” 

to being a social contract that young Black men may not ever be able to repay 

fully or reap full benefits.  Because their first course of action is to 

acknowledge their “gratitude” for the gift, they cannot assert their 

subjectivity as the primary locus that earned them their position at the 

university.  This prevents them from establishing authority over the 

academic and athletic decisions made about their lives.  

 
                                                
73 Alexander 1994 
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Black Bodies as Other and the Othering of Black Bodies 

The potential for dominant forms of power to use the players, 

cheerleaders, and fans as a mechanism to serve a variety of needs will be 

central to this project. For instance, how are GCSU Black male college 

athletes appropriated by a certain power structure (in this case a white, 

male-dominated University) as tools to increase the influence, control, and 

status of those in power? As Messner (1992) says: 

“Its not simply that an athlete's body becomes the focus of the self, but that the 
athlete is often encouraged to see his body as an instrument.  The ultimate 
extension of instrumental rationality is the alienation from one's own body - the 
tendency to treat one's body as a tool, a machine to be utilized and used up in the 
pursuit of particular ends (Messner: 62).”74   

I argue that the athlete’s relationship to his/her body becomes a focal 

point through which processes of power and knowledge are taught and 

learned. In the context of this work, the body as a methodological and 

epistemological venue is key for both those watching and those being 

watched. Black male athletes at GCSU saw their bodies as vehicles for 

accomplishment, but also as locations where engagement in other parts of the 

academic community were limited and restricted. In this way, their bodies 

were simultaneously strengthened and weakened - strengthened for success 

on the field and court and, by consequence, weakened in the classroom as a 

by-product of their physical success. 
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An understanding of the relationship between our individual and 

social bodies as members of a community, and how we come to understand 

and know the world through knowing our bodies, frames much of this work. 

Under the institution of collegiate sports, young Black males are 

systematically appropriated through their bodies, and by examining this 

social system at GCSU under an ethnographic lens, one is given the 

opportunity to explore how these young men make sense of the system for 

themselves and for each other.  

Kenneth Dutton’s discussion of the male body continues this line of 

argument, as it privileges the body as a means of understanding social 

discourse.75  According to Dutton (1995): 

 “the body [is] not simply a material organism but a metaphoric vehicle [...] the 
body itself is seen as a social construct, a means of social expression or 
performance by which our identity and value...are created, tested and validated 
(Dutton: 13).”76   

Again, what seems important here is to demonstrate the seemingly 

contradictory identities inherited by Black male athletes. Black male college 

athletes seem to occupy two identities that, in many ways, are at ideological 

odds. This is a duality given to them upon entering the university as a 

“student-athlete”, a label they can neither refuse nor shed, one that does not 

allow for the full expression of one without potentially subjugating the other. 

Dutton also goes on to state that the presentation of the body “represents a 

kind of code which is meant to be read and understood” (Dutton: 15).77  I 

argue that very specific conceptions of racialized identity and genderedness 
                                                
75 Dutton 1995 
76 Dutton 1995 
77 Dutton 1995 
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are processed and consumed through the bodies of Black male athletes at 

GCSU, and that this occurs precisely to uphold particular sets of ideologies at 

the expense of marginalized entities. 

According to Foucault (1975):  

“the power exercised on the body is conceived not as a property, but as a strategy, 
that its effects of dominations are attributed not to appropriation, but to 
dispositions, maneuvers, tactics, techniques, functionings; that one should 
decipher in it a network of relations, constantly in tension, [and] activity 
(Foucault: 26).”78   

For this project to be successful at making sense of this concept of 

student-athlete and its corresponding contradictions, it is necessary to 

uncover the strategies used in college sports that both utilize and create the 

individual body and the social body as tools to communicate value systems. 

This thereby decodes the network of very specific relationships between Black 

male athletes and the community to which they belong. My project describes 

how these strategies work in the context of sport and how they 

fundamentally impact the ways in which many come to experience categories 

of race and gender.  

Foucault's discussion on the disciplining of the body is relevant as this 

relates to how the body becomes an intermediary in a particular power 

system.  Discipline defines each of the relations that the body must have with 

the object that it manipulates: 

“Between them, it outlines a meticulous meshing [...] This is an example of what 
might be called the instrumental coding of the body [...] Over the whole surface of 
contact between the body and the object it handles, power is introduced, fastening 
them to one another (Foucault: 152-153).”79   

                                                
78 Foucault 1975 
79 Foucault 1975 
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This instrumental coding of the body can be examined through the 

mechanics of sport, where the participants' bodies are, in effect, coded to 

superimpose certain ways of behaving and being. Through participation in 

sport, these young Black men come to understand, or at the very least 

experience, systems of power that are physically enacted upon them.  

My research analysis is framed by the imbalance depicted in Black 

Feminisms regarding the ways bodies are treated, and more specifically how 

and why certain bodies are treated differently. These groups are differently 

and unequally impacted.  In this context, it is crucial to understand how 

Black male bodies are treated differently – a question which cannot simply 

incite an examination of Black male bodies, but also how white male and 

white female bodies are treated or conceptualized within the same space.  

Joy James (1996) offers some insight into the particularities of why 

some bodies are treated differently: 

“Greater obedience is demanded from those whose physical difference marks 
them aberrational, offensive, or threatening. Conversely, some bodies appear 
more docile than others because of their conformity in appearance to idealized 
models of class, color, and sex; their bodies are allowed greater leeway to be self-
policed or policed without physical force.” (James: 26).80   

Can we see college sports itself as a mechanism of commanding greater 

obedience of some bodies (i.e. Black male bodies) and “necessitating” 

surveillance of those bodies? The constant supervision of athletes by outside 

handlers such as coaches and administrators suggests that this constant 

contact is for their benefit, and is publicly promoted by the institution. 

However, a Black Feminist perspective suggests we look at this not as 
                                                
80 James 1996 
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beneficial but rather as a tactic to surveil the aberrational, offensive, and 

threatening bodies. A Black Feminist perspective interrogates the actual 

participation in the sport as a potential conduit for coercion and 

appropriation.  

The specific care given to the construction of student-athletes’ physical 

bodies is deemed necessary for the sport, but also systematically marks them 

as other from the rest of the student population. With the strong emphasis on 

the development of their bodies, their marked otherness follows them as they 

move through campus. One example of how this otherness manifests itself is 

when student-athletes have difficulty fitting into chairs in the classroom. The 

fact that these students have to sit in the back row to take advantage of the 

additional space and stretch out highlights that the very construction of the 

academic space negates the presence of student-athletes. Such a comparison 

between the othered bodies of student-athletes and the bodies of students, 

ancillary groups, and spectators offers insight into idealized notions of 

subjectivity.  

Part of the goal of this project was to conceptualize how and why sport 

becomes a large part of the everyday imagination of students, spectators, and 

ancillary groups who do not play but who invest a significant amount of time 

and resources to following what these young Black men do. Saidiya Hartman 

(1997) offers up the interesting term of fungibility to attempt to make sense 

of Black slave subjectivity in the 19th century.81 Fungibility is defined as “the 

property of a good or a commodity whose individual units are capable of 
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mutual substitution”.82  Hartman suggests that enslaved Black people were 

not individually important or noteworthy:  

“Put differently, the fungibility of the commodity makes the captive body an 
abstract and empty vessel vulnerable to the projection of others’ feelings, ideas, 
desires, and values; and, as property, the dispossessed body of the enslaved is the 
surrogate for the master’s body since it guarantees his disembodied universality 
and acts as the sign of his power and dominion.” (Hartman: 21).83  

I’ve abstracted Hartman’s usage of fungibility and applied it to the 

‘revolving door’ schema that is applied to Black male college athletes – 

namely, the ease with which they, as individual subjects, are gone from the 

daily memory of the GCSU community and the ways that this erasure 

impacts current athletes who know about this phenomenon. In fact, some 

student-athletes did speak on the differences in their treatment and 

movement through campus during their athletic career versus when they 

returned post-athletic career. The use of substitution and replacement as a 

framework with which to organize these Black bodies who undergird the 

movement in and out of GCSU allows for some understanding about the 

fungibility of these players.  It is easy to see that it may not inherently 

matter who the persons playing the game are under the helmets.  This 

negation of subjectivity fulfills the need for any Black male body (capable of 

performing the athletic requirements) to fill the role for others to gaze upon 

and cheer (or jeer).  

With this phenomenon in mind, the goal of the project sought to 

uncover what were the feelings, desires, ideas, and values projected onto and 

                                                
82 Retrieved from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungibility  
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through these Black male bodies that helped reinforce white male patriarchy 

that at times subjugated a Black masculinity but also uncovered the 

instances where Black masculinity benefited and supported it. In this way, 

one might conceptualize the sport not as a sporting event in and of itself, but 

rather as an intersection where whiteness, defined as male predominantly, 

demonstrate and solidify both its power over Black male subjects.  
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CHAPTER THREE– THE UNIVERSITY 

 

Part I: Gulf Coast State University (GCSU) 

 

Formally opened on September 15, 1883, GCSU is one of the premier 

public institutions in the state of Texas and the region. Viewed in many ways 

as a flagship institution it is a tier-one research facility having both an 

undergraduate and graduate aspect to its academic portfolio. Its student 

population is slightly more than 50% white with only a 4% Black population. 

The undergraduate population is over 39,000 and the graduate population is 

over 11,000. With a total student enrollment averaging about 50,000 it is one 

of the largest universities in the nation. It has a full complement of colleges 

and schools including Liberal Arts, Communications, Business, Fine Arts, 

Law School, Engineering, Nursing, and Natural Science. With such a large 

array of academic choices it offers the full range of academic experiences to 

its students. In addition there are seven museums and seventeen libraries on 

campus. Beyond this there is a full support network of administrators and 

staff at all levels working to support the entire student and faculty 

population.  

Students have access to cultural, ethnic, academic, personal, medical, 

financial, and professional development opportunities, as well as 

corresponding organizations to join. It is impossible to walk through campus 

without seeing all of these various groups represented in some shape or form. 

The campus currently shows the signs of expansion due to aggressive funding 
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initiatives and student fees directives. Construction cranes can be seen from 

every part of campus as new buildings are on the rise, which is a sign of good 

things to come even in the midst of economic turmoil and strain.  

Despite the daily reminders of the modernization of its campus, GCSU 

still reflects its earlier southern heritage, both physically and institutionally, 

with various statues of confederate leaders (Robert E. Lee, Jefferson Davis, 

John H. Reagan, and Albert S. Johnston, to name a few) dotted around 

campus.84 Likewise, the names of several buildings still bear the names of 

Southern confederate leaders, and recently a campus-wide debate flared up 

around the name of a dorm after it became public knowledge that it was 

named after a known Klan affiliate, William Stewart Simkins.  Simkins was 

a Law professor at GCSU from 1888-1929. In 1954, the building was renamed 

Simkins Hall with the approval of the University and its Board of Regents.85  

GCSU’s deep Southern heritage is also reflected in less physical ways 

through the social fabric of the institutional and academic life of the 

community. Students, staff, faculty, and visitors are constantly reminded of 

the Southern heritage of GCSU by a concentration of the majority of its 

Confederate soldier statues that is located on one area of campus, referred to 

by the student body as the “South Mall”. This area is physically located on 

the south side of campus facing the State Capitol building. Members of the 

university community are often heard making meeting arrangements by 

saying, “I’ll meet you at the South Mall at noon for lunch”.  Over the last 15 

                                                
84 Information about Texan historical figures can be found online at the Texas Historical Association: 
http://www.tshaonline.org/.  
85 Found on GCSU’s Division of Diversity and Community Engagement website. 
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years there have been several initiatives led by faculty, staff, and students of 

color to change the landscape of the campus with an addition of newer 

statues reflecting a fuller and more inclusive atmosphere on campus.  

Some of these initiatives have succeeded, and there has been an 

addition of statues representing a few prominent Black and Latino leaders. 

For instance, a statue of Martin Luther King, Jr. was erected on the East 

Mall of campus, facing in the direction of the historically Black working class 

section of town. During the time of my ethnography, a statue of Cesar Chavez 

was erected on the West Mall, and a statue of Barbara Jordan was put up in 

a section of campus known as the Battle Oaks. During that time, I was once 

approached by a student as I walked through campus who asked me if I 

wanted to sign a petition that would lead to a Mahatma Gandhi statue, 

representing the hopes of growing South Asian (mostly Indian and Pakistani) 

population on the campus to be recognized at both the undergraduate and 

graduate levels.  

Despite these advances, however, there have been acts of vandalism 

against the statues. As the first of the new wave of statues, the MLK statue 

was egged multiple times soon after its unveiling. Shortly thereafter, security 

cameras were installed on nearby trees to detract any more attacks on the 

statue. The absence of cameras on the statues of Confederate heritage 

highlights the necessity of cameras on the statues reflecting the heritage of 

Black and Brown students on campus, serving as additional daily reminders 

of the power structure and dominant culture on campus. 
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 Beyond the landscape of the campus, the white male power 

structure of the university is reflected in the symbol of school leadership. 

Known as “The Tower” on campus, the main building on university grounds 

houses many of the highest ranking officials at the school, including the 

President and Provost’s offices, as well as most of the offices of the Vice 

Presidents and Vice Provosts. Of the twenty-six highest ranking officials at 

the school (including the President, Provost and their senior staff of Vice 

Presidents and Vice Provosts), twenty-one are white.  Of these twenty-one, 

sixteen are male. The two highest positions, President and Provost, are both 

occupied by white men. The remaining five positions, not occupied by white 

men or white women, are distributed between one Latino (male), one Mexican 

native (female), and three Black (two male and one female) administrators.  

The Tower thus serves both literally and metaphorically as the source 

and site of power and authority on campus. Physically, the structure is taller 

than most buildings on campus and can be seen from almost any position on 

campus. Students, staff, and faculty often refer to it in Orwellian terms of its 

panoptic view of campus, with a constant gaze upon their activities and a 

constant reminder of the source of authority on campus.  

Faculty demographics are no different than the leadership structure of 

GCSU. In the fall of 2010, 80% of the faculty were white, while Latino/a 

faculty made up 6.5%, Asian faculty made up 9%, and Black faculty 

comprised only 3.6%. The raw proportion of just over 100 Black faculty to 

almost 2,500 white faculty gives a better representation of the range of the 

difference in who is teaching who at GCSU. Males made up approximately 

62% of faculty. Demographic parameters during my research did not allow for 
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the recognition of transgendered or transsexual faculty or staff. Unofficially, 

according to the director for the Gender and Sexuality Center on campus, 

there is anywhere from 10-30 faculty who might identify as transgendered or 

transsexual. (It should be noted that there is not a “trans” category for the 

student population in official University publications.) Taking into account 

racial and gendered differences in a faculty member’s rise in rank from 

Assistant to Full Professor, the demographic split between higher ranking 

faculty and junior faculty heavily favors white males.   

Staff demographics follow these trends. With approximately 20,000 

staff members, only 19 Black men and 33 Black women occupy the highest 

staff titles of Executive/Administrative and Managerial roles (titles are 

official terms used by the Department of Human Resources at GCSU). These 

numbers are compared to 352 white males and 279 white females. In the 

lowest ranking/status category of service/maintenance, 296 whites (male and 

female combined) occupy positions, compared to 156 Blacks. It is worth 

stating the obvious: more white staff members occupy the highest levels of 

administrative authority than lowest levels of staff position by more than 

double the amount. Thus, in addition to impacting who does the teaching, the 

decision making and policy standardization are also set by whites. This trend 

also speaks to the ways that conceptions of white authority and Black 

powerlessness are promoted in everyday interactions as students navigate 

their way through campus. Seeing white males lecturing and making 

decisions and Black males cleaning up after the decision makers and 

instructors often serves to reinforce who is capable and who is not. 
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Even with a growing student population of color, GCSU resides in a 

state where most of the kids who attend college are white from middle- to 

upper-class backgrounds. At the undergraduate level, white students 

comprise 51%, Latino/Hispanic students 20%, Black students 4.7%, Asian 

students 18%, American Indian students less than 1%, and foreign students 

4.5%. An overwhelming majority of the students who attend GCSU are in-

state students.  Economically, white family income more than doubles those 

of Black families attending GCSU. According to the report published in April 

2011 by GCSU’s Office of Student Financial Services (OSFS), white students 

received far less financial support from the University: 

“Anglos demonstrated the highest available resources with the largest Adjusted 
Gross Income (AGI) and estimated family contribution (EFC). As a result, they 
relied least on financial aid and most on EFC to cover their educational expenses. 
Conversely, Hispanics and African-Americans had the least financial strength, 
and they utilized the most financial aid and least family monetary resources to 
satisfy their cost of attendance.”86 

  

                                                
86 Student Financial Aid Report published by Office of Student Financial Services. 
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Race  Adjusted  
Gross  
Income  

Estimated  
Family  
Contribution  

Cost  Need  % of Cost  
Satisfied  
by EFC  

% of Cost  
Satisfied  
by Aid10  

% of Cost  
Satisfied 
by   
Self-Help  

Anglo  $73,801  $11,554  $29,409  $13,806  42.4%  51.8%  5.8%  

American 
Indian  

$60,922  $9,112  $28,840  $15,677  35.3%  58.2%  6.5%  

Asian-
American  

$43,486  $3,317  $29,806  $21,710  11.9%  52.6%  35.5%  

Hispanic  $39,824  $2,518  $29,627  $21,969  9.4%  65.4%  25.2%  

African-
American  

$36,383  $2,029  $30,003  $22,173  7.2%  67.4%  25.4%  

Unspecified  $28,748  $127  $22,786  $14,802  0.6%  58.5%  40.9%  

TABLE 1.  MEDIAN AFFORDABILITY FOR UNDERGRADUATES BY RACE 2009-2010. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVED FROM STUDENT FINANCIAL AID REPORT PUBLISHED BY 
OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES. 

 

The State Legislature dictates admissions enrollment policy so that 

state politicians have a direct impact on ensuring that the children of their 

donors and constituents have an overwhelming presence at the flagship 

school. Out of over 30,000 undergraduates, only about 2500 are out-of-state 

and foreign students. In-state students pay approximately $25,000 per 

academic year to attend, which includes tuition, fees, housing and all other 

costs. Out-of-state and foreign students pay about double the in-state student 

rate. Along gender lines the undergraduate population is almost evenly split.  

In terms of academic success, if one were to infer that graduating is a 

reflection of academic success (ultimately I argue that it should not be the 
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only determinant but graduation rates are at least one parameter that is 

measurable and reportable) an analysis of degrees conferred along racial and 

ethnic lines shows the following: 

 

 

TABLE 2. DEGREES CONFERRED BY LEVEL AND ETHNICITY/RACE.  

  

In the academic year 2009-2010 over 5,000 Bachelor’s degrees were 

granted to whites while only 380 were granted to Blacks. There were 1,500 

Master’s degrees granted to whites while only 79 were awarded to Blacks. 

Whites were awarded 400 doctoral degrees while only 15 were awarded to 

Blacks.87  

The pattern of “success” and “power” is commonplace along all lines in 

the university community: from its leadership, teaching, policy making, and 

                                                
87 Information from GCSU’s Statistical Handbook section “Degrees Conferred Information”. Done by 
Office of Information Management and Analysis. 
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conferring of degrees. Daily and in almost every situation, white authority 

and power are constantly reflected in the fabric of the university.  

 

The Racial Politics of School Spirit 

 

Like many schools that are predominantly white and in the South, 

GCSU’s heritage is linked to racist foundations. For example, the official 

school song, sung at all important events from convocation to graduation and 

everything in between, including the conclusion of every sporting event, was 

first introduced in 1903 at a school minstrel show.88 Two students wishing to 

honor William L. Prather, then university president, incorporated his favorite 

form of address, “The eyes of Texas are upon you”, to the student body into a 

song – to the tune of “I’ve been working on a railroad”. William Prather had 

been a student at Washington College under the presidency of Robert E. Lee 

who addressed the student body with “The eyes of the South are upon you”, 

Prather, in turn, modified this greeting to address the student body at GCSU.  

The song immediately won over the student body and all the administrators 

and faculty in attendance – so much so that it was immediately adopted as 

the school song. During the minstrel show, the Eyes of Texas was sung 

several more times in succession before the minstrel show could continue.  

Over one hundred years later, this song serves as the main voice of 

school pride. At every sporting event, Black student-athletes raise their 

hands, brandishing the school symbol as they sing this song in salute to their 

                                                
88 http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/xee01 
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predominantly white audience. It begs the question of what it might mean for 

a young Black male student-athlete to be singing a former Confederate 

soldier’s hope for a return to a Southern lifestyle based on the institution of 

slavery.  

If one were to ask a member of GCSU’s student body if the Eyes of 

Texas reminds them of the famous nursery song from which it gets its tune, it 

is likely that the student will adamantly refuse any connection between the 

songs, and may in fact become angered at the accusation. This comparison is 

a source of ridicule for students of rival schools when meeting a student from 

GCSU. Further, this comparison adds more levels of complexity to the 

ideological threats of the song, when Black men and Black women in their 

20s often sing a song meant for children to much fanfare. After every sporting 

event, GCSU athletes gather near their fan/student section and sing the 

school song in a demonstration of their appreciation of their supporters’ 

allegiance to them in their sporting venture.  

At a graduation ceremony a few years earlier I was standing with some 

students I had come to know well; one of them a volleyball player on the 

women’s team at GCSU. The other students were not student-athletes. As 

they were about to enter the auditorium for the ceremony I told them they 

should not sing the school song, explaining that it was a slave owner’s 

rallying cry – I suggested they should turn their back to the stage. “Well 

except you,” I said to the volleyball player, “I know you can’t do that”. The 

other students looked on in amazement and asked why. She went on to 

explain that alums were known to call in to the athletic department and 

complain about student-athletes who didn’t seem to demonstrate enough 
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sincerity and reverence in singing the school song after competition. The 

student-athletes were usually admonished by the coach or an athletic 

department administrator for their “inappropriate” behavior, then told to 

change their attitude or face penalties that could include reduced playing 

time, removal from the team, and loss of scholarship. The non-athlete 

students were speechless. They had no conception that student-athletes, 

perceived as recipients of all the advantages and perks the University had to 

offer, had so little control over their own opportunities for free speech.  

 Like all schools, color and totems are a necessary part of completing its 

image. The school color at GCSU is “burnt orange”; not just orange, or else 

one is quickly chastised and corrected. It is not uncommon among the student 

body to say, “We Bleed Orange!” This phrase is seen in all sporting venues on 

campus, on t-shirts worn by students daily, and is one of the official slogans 

of the athletic department.  The school mascot is the longhorn – a steer, male 

of course, complete with a full set of horns. Various renditions of the 

longhorn, both in caricature and more realist depiction, are all over campus 

and the city. Students hold their hands up in symbolic gesture of the horns, 

their pinky finger and index finger extended out with the remaining fingers 

curled underneath out of the way. This gesture is referred to as “Hook’em 

Horns”, or just “Hook’em”. There is no shortage of paraphernalia in the 

campus bookstore which present these symbols – they are printed all over, 

clothing (for the newborn to the elderly), furniture (such as rocking chairs or 

desk lamps), school supplies, and car adornments. 

The school’s live longhorn steer, named Bevo, is in attendance at most 

football games and has its own special student organization responsible for 
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its care and well-being. Called the “Silver Spurs”, this student group is often 

requested at official school functions to bring Bevo as a special guest. Bevo is 

seen quite often at graduation, Presidential receptions, the beginning of the 

school year, and, of course many sporting events (though the majority of 

these events are football games). With national viewership of GCSU football 

games, Bevo is a nationally recognizable symbol. The Longhorns emblem can 

be seen on caps and t-shirts quite often when traveling out-of-state. 

Membership in the Silver Spurs itself is exclusive and limited to the elite of 

the elite at this white institution. The Silver Spurs come in full regalia 

themselves, namely sand colored cowboy hats, burnt orange collared shirts, 

tan pants and brown cowboy boots. They are a striking image escorting a 

2500lb adult male longhorn with an impressive and complete set of horns 

into a school function. Fans from old to young vie and jostle to touch Bevo and 

have their picture taken with him.  

 I have laid out this previous section to demonstrate the social capital 

embedded in the fabric of the university that influences not only institutional 

choices, but also daily choices of how various sectors of the community make 

sense of the young Black male athletes they come to see in games. I have also 

discussed this information to help readers understand the world in which 

young Black men come to terms with their Blackness and their maleness as 

student-athletes at GCSU. Together, these various elements, ranging from 

structural inequity like student demographics and family income disparities, 

to the symbolic capital of confederate soldiers and mascots, influence 

decisions by administrators and faculty about who they think these young 

men might be, and what their capabilities are.  
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This section also prepares the reader for the following section which 

lays out a unique social world in which the white community at GCSU 

centralizes football and men’s basketball as significant activities from which 

to share their perceived commonality in terms of race, class and gender. I 

argue that without such a structural and historically embedded influence of 

white authority, the following comments would either not exist or would have 

vastly different meanings. It is this very history and contemporary patterns 

of who is and who is not at GCSU and the particular roles that white and 

non-white members of GCSU fill which allow for the centralization of young 

Black male athletes in such a significant way.  

 

Part II: Possessive Investment in Masculinity 

 

Like all big football programs in the U.S., Spring Games are a big deal 

to the faithful fan. These games are treated like an open house, and it gives 

fans the early opportunity to see what new and exciting players are moving 

up the ranks into potential starter positions. Meanwhile, the seniors are 

already dismissed, spending their late spring preparing for NFL combines 

(or, for an even smaller group, preparing for graduation). At this level, to the 

uninformed Spring Games could be mistaken for an actual game, given the 

pomp and circumstance during these events that rivals Bowl games. People 

unfamiliar with the game would be surprised to find out that it is just 

“practice”.  
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But at this level, there is no such thing as “just practice”. Everything is 

important. Every detail. Every play. Every exercise. Everything and everyone 

is scrutinized and examined, and re-played in meetings. Thus, Spring Games 

are vitally important for the players, but are just as important for their fans. 

This section draws on a Spring Game experience of mine from the Spring of 

2008, and looks at what began as a casual observation of fan behavior and 

later turned into a significant turning point in my understanding of the 

varying dynamics of a sport’s social world. Given the background and 

demographics of GCSU, this encounter sets the tone from which to 

understand what student-athletes come to expect and understand from their 

fan base as it relates to ideas and conceptions of Black masculinity. What I 

hope to convey is an understanding of gender and sexuality that is heavily 

influenced by Black feminist and Black Queer theories that is not typically 

linked to social analyses of American football and basketball as well as the 

spaces in which those sports inhabit.  

 

The Spring Game  

For me, it was very much (in some ways) the first day in the field. 

Many of the team’s faithful were out in their customary uniform fully 

displaying their school colors and school symbols, replica jerseys for the 

males of all ages, and gendered school spirit outfits for infants. Pink replica 

jerseys were worn by adult women and the occasional (and extremely scarce) 

teenage female. The young pre-teen girls and toddler females were often 

dressed as cheerleaders. At the outset, roles were clearly defined. 
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As I sat in the stands with a friend of mine that I had invited along we 

talked about my research, watched the beginning festivities, and waited for 

the “game” to begin. The stadium at this point was about to be renovated to 

increase the seating from 80,000 to 100,000, which would put GCSU on the 

map as one of the largest programs around the nation. Before the overhyped 

practice started, a voice came over the speaker system and thanked the 

construction workers, many of whom were actually still working, for 

completing the stadium in time for the fall season.  As all of the fans turned 

and clapped their “thank you’s” to the construction workers, many of them 

100 feet in the air above us, waved back as their yellow helmets and orange 

and yellow safety vests reflected off the early afternoon sunlight. As my 

friend and I sat there, we watched the various other components of the 

“game” unfold in front of us.  When the crowd sang the school song, men took 

off their hats as spectators held their hands over their chests in a 

demonstration of respect.  

 Simultaneously, one of the world’s largest jumbo screens lit up with 

an image of the American flag waving in the unseen and unfelt wind. This 

flag transformed into an iconographic representation of the school mascot, 

Bevo. As Bevo’s image was displayed over the 130ft long and over 50ft high 

screen (that costs $30,000 to turn on each time), his image began a series of 

transfigurations, starting with a realistic image of the real Bevo which 

transformed to a cartoon version of the mascot, then morphed into a mythical 

creature; a half man, half Longhorn, almost centaur looking beast. As the 

creature made its way through a virtual GCSU campus and into the stadium, 

the image on the screen made its way through a tunnel, then the screen 
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turned off in perfect timing as the players ran out of their tunnel onto the 

field.  

Half the team wore white uniforms with burnt orange trim, while the 

other half wore a reverse version: burnt orange with white trim. All players 

wore white helmets that glistened in the sunlight. In white, Bevo’s burnt 

orange symbol was emblazoned on each side of the helmet. The crowd, almost 

twenty thousand strong, cheered for the players as the first member of the 

team came charging out almost in full sprint carrying an American flag, 

leading his 100 teammates onto the field. The fans continued to cheer and 

clap while the players ran the length of the field to the opposite end zone and 

dropped to one knee behind the flag bearer, assuming a “prayerful” position 

with bent heads. After a few moments, each player got up and ran to his 

respective area of the field (according to playing position) to begin 

preparation for the Spring Game.  

Coincidentally, the area that my friend and I were sitting at became a 

regular spot where the cheerleaders situated themselves between the fans 

and the playing field. Being in this location proved to be critical to my 

forthcoming ideas about masculinity. The cheerleaders presented themselves 

like the kinds of women one typically sees on the Saturday afternoon college 

football highlights that major networks broadcast in the fall. They wore short 

skirts and tight tops, and tanned white skin and mostly blonde hair. They 

smiled as they greeted, coerced, and encouraged the fans to show their 

support for the practice.  

It wasn’t long before I found myself wondering why they were 

necessary both for actual games and in this case an overly hyped practice. 
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The explanations I had heard before seemed insufficient and too easy. To be 

“titillating”? Yes, but that wasn’t enough of an argument. To actually lead 

cheers? Yes, but that didn’t seem like enough either. Anyone could lead 

cheers, as later field research demonstrated when I noticed that the initiation 

of cheers often came from the stands and not the cheerleaders on the 

sidelines. So, what was it? Why were they there? Although it was just a 

practice, the fact is the cheerleaders were necessary for some institutional 

reason I could not define. 

Eventually, I allowed my ethnographic focus to reset itself and I began 

to take in more of my surroundings. I took stock of the people around me and 

the various things happening on and off the field. As I watched the 

interactions between teammates and between players and coaches, I listened 

to the yells of both encouragement and chastisement as plays unfolded 

successfully or unsuccessfully on the field. My focus continued to return to 

the cheerleaders, however, as I continued to wonder about the necessity of 

their presence.  

One of the plays caused a large, Black, male second-string quarterback 

to run out of bounds right through the group of cheerleaders in front of us – 

this action made the differences between these GCSU students apparent. The 

image of the Black male rushing in a seemingly uncontrollable manner 

toward the dainty, small-framed white females seemed like a recipe for 

lynching in any other setting in the history of Black male and white female 

relations in America. However, as the small white girls scampered out of the 

way, there was no rallying cry to “get” the young man or teach him a lesson. I 
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looked through the crowd for any signs of anger or hostility, and I saw none. 

Had racism really ended? Doubtful.  

It was then that I spotted him – a male who looked to be in his late 

twenties.  The best way to describe this fellow spectator is that he looked full 

of intent.  He had an intense look on his face, and maybe he was ready to 

bring the action to everyone’s attention, that this Black male had just 

threatened a white woman and something needed to be done. On second 

glance, I realized this wasn’t it. He had a different look on his face, but not 

one of anger either.  

The spectator was locked in. Not moving a muscle. Focused. Intent. I 

tracked his gaze to see who or what he was looking at. It was the female 

cheerleaders. I continued to look back and forth between him and the 

cheerleaders. They, unknowingly, went about their “business”: jumping, 

twirling, spinning, flipping, and being tossed. It was like he didn’t even know 

there was a game going on, which was impossible, he would not have been 

there if there was not a “game”. To try and understand his intent, my focus 

on the cheerleaders came to mirror his. I was sure that there was more going 

on.  This was more than leering.  

Understanding this man’s focus became a puzzle I had to figure out 

before I could move along with my research, and, like him, I lost track of the 

“game” as I was caught in my own transfixiation, determined to unravel this 

mystery. As I sat there, occasionally glancing at the practice and watching 

the plays, I continued to stare at him and wonder what was happening in this 

situation. I allowed myself to cheer and clap at plays I liked, enjoyed, or 

approved, and for a time I even forgot that I had come with a friend. I was 
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not fully engrossed in the game – even as I commented on the positive and 

negatives of play calls and missed opportunities, I maintained my fixedness 

on the man twenty yards from me, and the cheerleaders he was transfixed by.  

Although the crowd was far from all-male, I was a part of a male 

viewership and participant activity, as sport has always been, watching men 

performing wondrous physical feats. Like the crowd, I was elated by them 

when they succeeded and disappointed when they failed.  Caught up in the 

frenzy of it. The heat of it. The spring that felt like summer heat. But we 

were watching men. Men watching men. Did that make him/me/us gay? Even 

a little? So how could one reassure themselves, heterosexual, woman-loving, 

football fanatic men that we were? And then it dawned on me as I watched 

this man in the stands. The cheerleaders. They weren’t just there to excite 

him. They were there to remind him that he was heterosexual. No matter 

how much he might enjoy watching other men and their bodies, the 

cheerleaders were there to help reassure and assuage his heterosexual self. It 

was more than a diversion. It was crucial and central to the entire drama as 

it unfolded. This was similar to my earlier remark about parents’ 

reinforcement of the hetero-normative structure of masculinity when they 

dress their boys in replica jerseys and their girls in cheerleader outfits 

(complete with pompoms), a decision in sexual clothing dimorphism.  

In much the same effect, the cheerleaders’ role was to cheer us into 

heterosexuality, not merely into sexual titillation. They served as a conduit, 

both in a physical sense with their placement within the spatial dynamics of 

the event, and in a metaphysical sense in their placement of social 

significance (Grindstaff 2006). They were there neither for the simple 
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outcome of the game, nor just to help along with rallying school songs. The 

cheerleaders were at the game for the juxtaposition of male heterosexuality 

and homosexuality. They served to buffer men from having to deal with their 

homoerotic desires, allowing them to sleep at night. They were there to 

uphold a particular masculinist view, one that did not allow for straight men 

to become excited by other men.  

Typically, most analyses of sporting events reify and reinforce common 

sense notions about gender and sexuality. Even those who make good faith 

attempts at understanding some of the critical ways that gender and 

sexuality factor into sport miss the nuanced interactions that are critical to 

understanding sport, both as sport in its own right and as a social observer.  

Applying a Black Feminist and Black Queer reading of a heterosexual 

activity and its typical hetero-normative analyses may offer some new insight 

into how a typical hetero-normative interpretation leaves much to be desired 

in the face of a fuller interpretation of sport and, in this specific instance, 

college football.89  

I offer some possible counter arguments that both de-stabilize white 

male and white female hetero-normative assumptions of masculinity. I 

suggest that white male viewership of sports with high incidence of Black 

male participation, i.e. American football and basketball, is less about 

aggression, but rather is a continuation of a long history of white male homo-

erotic longing for Black bodies and, not mutually exclusive, their desire of 

watching violence done to Black bodies. Ultimately, I argue that this white 

                                                
89  Oates 2007 
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hetero-normative structure creates and sustains a counter-narrative of 

violence and aggression in order to contest (and hide from public view) their 

homoerotic longings, creating and sustaining an institutionalized “barrier” 

with sport. This barrier serves to ease their conflictual and bi-curious feelings 

towards Black male bodies.  

In much the same way that Lipsitz (1998) speaks of a possessive 

investment in whiteness, I argue that there is as much investment in the 

category of heterosexuality. Heterosexuality can be seen as a system of 

power, and those in support of its authoritative position as a means of 

framing worldviews go to great lengths in order to preserve its supremacy.90 

Heterosexuality would have to redefine itself if it were forced to include 

within its definition homoeroticism as intrinsic to heterosexuality. In the face 

of this distinction, straight, white males attempt to make sense of their 

fascination and obsession with other (mostly Black) male bodies by 

developing other tactics to reinforce their heterosexual identity, instead of 

incorporating into their self-definition one which allows for and accepts a 

certain measure of homosexuality. Straight women who also have investment 

in that their self-definition of heterosexuality necessitate male desire for 

females, as opposed to male desire for other men. A female, hetero-normative 

paradigm would seem reluctant to interpret their male’s obsessions with 

sport as men dealing with their homoerotic inclinations, but would rather 

seek to explain it as their men living out their Roman Gladiator Coliseum 

aggression by watching other men do violence to each other.  

                                                
90 Lipsitz 1998 
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Very few examples exist of white hetero-normative males disclosing 

their longing for and obsession with Black masculinity as sexual or intimate 

in nature, rather than violent. David Shields’ Black Planet (1999) offers some 

insight from a white male perspective, and openly acknowledges the white 

male desire. Shields’ book covers his year of following and attending to the 

NBA Seattle Supersonics team (now known as the Oklahoma City Thunder) 

and his specific fascination with one particular player, Gary Payton.91  

Shields is a white male academic and Payton is a Black male athlete. This 

trope is neither new nor unexamined, but still offers much to be critically 

examined.  

In his work, Shields openly asks himself on more than one occasion 

why he loves to watch Payton play. What is it about this Black male that so 

intrigues, mystifies and hypnotizes him so deeply that he chooses to devote 

his academic sabbatical to watching this player? This devotion includes 

traveling to away games and investing time and money to watch games in 

person. In one key portion of the book, Shields recounts an evening spent 

watching a game then having sex with his wife. During their tryst he openly 

admits to trying to sexually mimic what he imagines to be the manner that 

Payton might have sex with a woman. I argue that this is both a heterosexual 

and homosexual moment for Shields. He is not only imagining himself as 

Payton in this fantasy, but is simultaneously imagining himself as the 

woman that Payton might be having sex with. I compare this with my 

ethnographic experience, because I think it can be linked to the ways that 

                                                
91 Shields 1999 
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Black male athletes are presented for public consumption and are in fact 

consumed by their fans. If, in fact, these moments of recognition can and do 

serve to rearrange gendered categories and definitions, then such revelations 

offer opportunity for examination.  It was from this ethnographic moment 

that I began to ponder concepts of masculinity, and I began to merge 

ideologies gleaned from readings on Black and queer feminist theories and 

theoretical conceptions on whiteness. Utilizing George Lipsitz’s work on the 

Possessive Investment of Whiteness, I borrow his ideas on possessiveness 

(which I like to interpret as ownership), and whiteness.92 To his definitions I 

add the category of masculinity.  

In the end what I have theorized is that those who are white, male, 

and hetero-normative ideologies have evolved strategies to protect their 

ideological investment, not specifically or solely as property or wealth as 

Lipsitz laid out, but rather as the embodied and social property of their 

masculinist authority. I suggest that sport serves to uphold and in fact create 

hetero-normative narratives at the expense of other kinds of voices, with the 

specific goal of disavowing the spectrum of gendered and sexualized identities 

that each of us hold singularly and collectively. 

To return to the puzzle of the cheerleaders at the Spring Game, I argue 

that the insertion of sexualized female bodies in such a space (an American 

football game) serves to buffer and distract male viewership from 

acknowledging, incorporating, and ultimately coming to terms with their 

homo-social tendencies, and that this insertion leads to restructuring 

                                                
92 Lipsitz 1998 
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definitions and normalized ideals of masculinity. Examining those junctures 

where contestation and normalization coincide is a necessary step towards 

enlarging the often limiting definitions and parameters which too often limit 

our understandings of gender and sexuality, or, in Black Feminist and Black 

Queer terms, “bringing the margins to the center”.93   

 

Part III: Tailgating – Investing in the GCSU Family through 
land, food and time 

  

During the fall of one semester at the beginning of my fieldwork, I 

spent an entire football season attending every home game of the GCSU 

Longhorns. I felt that as part of my learning experience I should try as much 

as possible to engage in football from the spectator perspective in order to 

gain some insight into not only why and how fans chose to participate so 

avidly in college football, but also into the expectations of athletes for the 

spectators. While the Spring Game from the previous semester had provided 

some insight into the investment that many place on their interest in college 

sports, I was about to engage in one of the most important aspects of football 

culture: tailgating.  

Big time college programs in the southern United States have a 

tailgating culture unlike anywhere else. Tailgating is usually described or 

depicted as a group of people hanging out before a football game on the 

grounds of the university or college of their team. To say that what I 

                                                
93 Hooks 1984 
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experienced was far from “hanging out before a game” is only a glimmer into 

how much people are invested in college athletics, and how much tailgating is 

a part of the crucial dynamic that goes into the construction of masculinity, 

specifically Black masculinity, which will be explained further. However, it is 

important to note that when these fans move from the scene of tailgating to 

the stands to watch the game, the tailgating experience impacts the 

continuation of certain ideas on gender and race in a very real way. 

A friend of mine, Jorge Gonzalez, who worked at GCSU, offered me the 

opportunity to tailgate with him and his friends during the fall season of 

2008. Jorge is a GCSU alum who played football at GCSU in the late 80’s for 

a couple of seasons, then he continued to work at GCSU after graduating. I 

owe him and his crew a great deal of thanks for allowing me into their group. 

While most of my retelling of some of these tailgating experiences come from 

wandering through campus to observe other tailgaters, Jorge’s crew were 

kind enough to answer questions for me each week about different aspects of 

the tailgating experience that I could not have figured out on my own.  

At schools like GCSU, tailgating is no haphazard affair. There are 

clear rules, guidelines, and protocols one must follow. Often times, these 

rules are set down in writing by the athletic department itself. It was 

explained to me that one’s proximity to the stadium directly linked to one’s 

contributions to the Longhorn Foundation. The Longhorn Foundation is the 

official development office of the department of athletics at GCSU, and is 

fully responsible for fundraising programs for all student-athlete programs. 

Their website contains the following statement: 
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Investing in the future of our student-athletes at Gulf Coast State University 
symbolizes your commitment to ensuring that GCSU continues to be a premier 
academic and athletic institution nationally. The contributions you provide are an 
investment in young people whose dedication, talent, and determination have 
secured them as the ambassadors of today and leaders of tomorrow. 

As a self-supporting GCSU auxiliary, GCSU Athletics receives no funding from 
the state. The achievements of GCSU Athletics can be attributed in large part to 
our supporters who understand that dividends are paid to the school and 
community through pride and exposure of maintaining a successful program. 
Since financial support is primarily raised from private assistance it is necessary 
for the Athletics Department to raise funds in an assortment of ways. 94 

The Longhorn Foundation dictates who gets to be where on the 

grounds of the university on game day based on financial contributions. 

During my research, this became readily apparent each time I walked around 

campus on football game days. The economic range of tailgaters was apparent 

not only in their proximity to the stadium but also in the great lengths they 

went to in order to demonstrate their financial fitness for their location. In 

effect, the closer one’s tailgating party was to the stadium, the more one 

spent – and, as I argue later, the more one came to expect from the outcome 

of games and from the athletes themselves.  
  

                                                
94 Longhorn Foundation website. 
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The following is a policy of tailgating placement from the Longhorn 

Foundation: 

The allotment will be assigned in order according to your yearly contribution, 
using lifetime giving as a tiebreaker. Your response on lot and/or garage 
preference will be amassed using a parking preference document and then used 
during allocation. If your parking choice(s) are still available when your parking 
is given, your preference will be honored. 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the gift amount needed for each parking 
locale. Since parking will be parceled out according to annual contribution level 
and donor inclination, factors that vary from year to year, the donation amount for 
a specific locale is likely to vary. For these reasons it will not be feasible to 
foresee the donation level necessary to receive a pass in a specific lot and/or 
garage. 95 

The account that follows is primarily from my first tailgating 

experience. I highlight the first one to demonstrate how utterly unprepared I 

was for the intensity of the day, and how little I knew I would have to commit 

on this side of the research. In the end I am glad, for a variety of reasons, 

that I did not bail after that first game. I made some new friends and I was 

also able to turn a significant experience into a crucial component of my 

understanding of what went into the dynamic of the student-athlete 

experience at GCSU. This experience is one the student-athletes themselves 

were keenly aware of, and in later accounts their words demonstrate the 

degree to which they were held accountable to the people in the stands, 

whether they wanted to be or not.  

 

 

                                                
95 Longhorn Foundation General Policies Parking. 
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Fried Chicken & Tiny Cheese 

It’s game day and I am making fried chicken to take with me to the 

tailgate with Jorge and his friends. GCSU is playing the Owls so he thought 

it would be cool to cook along those lines. Earlier in the week, Jorge had sent 

out emails letting everyone know the details of the tailgating and where and 

when folks should meet. He had secured a place near the New Student 

Admissions Office that was slightly off the main campus grounds. Given that 

Jorge was in a similar middle-class background as myself with two teenage 

kids, he was not able to afford the high prices necessary to tailgate closer. In 

the end, he probably preferred the area he secured yearly over the last 

decade, because the location represented his life at GCSU. The day before the 

game he had gone with police barrier tape to secure his specific spot.  

In his email Jorge detailed what he would contribute and what others 

were expected to. He would bring a TV with a satellite dish so that we could 

watch games before and after the GCSU game. The satellite and TV allowed 

those that didn’t have tickets to the game to sit and watch the game in the 

tailgate area without having to go home or to a bar, so that they could still 

participate in the tailgate experience. Jorge also relied on these non-ticket 

holders to keep an eye on the electronic equipment while he was inside the 

stadium at the game. The site was near the access road to the main highway, 

so it wouldn’t be hard for someone to wander off with the TV and satellite 

dish if they really wanted them.  

Everyone was expected to bring their own food and beverages, and 

sharing was totally up to each person. Jorge provided some tables but 

everyone was expected to provide their own chairs. In the email, Jorge also 
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repeated the food theme for the game. Since GCSU was playing a team with a 

bird mascot, some sort of chicken dish was set as the meal of choice. So here I 

was making fried chicken. Not too long before this I had learned how to make 

decent fried chicken, so I wanted to show off my cooking skills and hopefully 

demonstrate that I could contribute to the tailgate in a meaningful way. Food 

and drinking were central to the tailgating experience. As I came to find out 

as I perused the grounds on future game days, including this one it was also 

a means of demonstrating one’s wealth and commitment to the team and to 

the experience.   

Of course, it didn’t escape me that I was a Black guy bringing fried 

chicken. While Jorge is Mexican-American, I had no idea what the rest of the 

racial and ethnic make-up of his friends group would be like. I fully 

anticipated that I would be the only Black guy at the tailgate because, for 

some reason, tailgating has always been described to me as a white activity 

in a colloquial sense. There were few people of color that I knew of at GCSU 

who actively talked about tailgating. This is not to say that people of color 

didn’t participate, as I saw many throughout these ethnographic adventures, 

but they were by and large a significantly small presence. This, of course, is 

not surprising given the vast discrepancy in the Black student, staff, and 

faculty population and the disposable income needed to secure a tailgating 

spot. 

My day started at about 10:00 a.m. I had to go up to campus to print 

my tickets for the game. GCSU had quite an elaborate system of ticketing to 

prevent scalping and counterfeiting. My tickets were available only 

electronically and once they were printed another copy would not be valid. In 
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addition to the tickets I had to show my GCSU identification along with my 

ticket to get into the game. My tickets were part of the student section. I 

intentionally got these tickets since part of the focus of my research was on 

the dynamic between student-athletes and non-student-athletes. Sitting in 

the student section provided me with some insight into how students reacted 

to their black male student-athlete classmates. The student section also was 

known to be more raucous and if I was to get the full experience of college 

football, I wasn’t about to sit in the senior citizen section of alums in cushy 

chairs, or with local celebrities up in the skyboxes.  

Little did I know that, by the end of the day, I would have gladly sat 

with the senior citizens rather than the students. Although in order to beat 

the traffic I headed to campus at a time that I thought was early, when I 

arrived on campus I already saw people setting up their tailgates all over 

campus. I had also seen people doing some set up the day before, but today 

there were people all over and access to campus was already restricted. I 

noticed that the parking garages had signs in front of them advertising that 

public parking was $10 for the game. Parking, like athletics, is an 

independent auxiliary of the university and, like athletics, parking generates 

its own revenue. So, with at least 100,000 people coming to campus today 

who needed to park, the Parking office on campus was clearly in it to get 

their share.  

I noticed how all the area stores were also getting ready for the game. 

Burnt orange balloons decorated the outside of a popular clothing store that 

many of the students frequented. Many of the businesses around town had 

their staff wear Burnt orange GCSU jerseys in place of their regular work 
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uniform on game days. There may not be an “I” in team but there sure is a “$” 

sign.  I noticed various people of all ages in Burnt orange clothing.  While I 

was taken aback at the magnitude of the Spring Game several months before, 

I could see that was a mere warm-up to today’s game.  

Families were color-coded and bearing Bevo symbols in various age 

and gender appropriate styles, walking up and down the main street near 

campus.  One particular family stood out from the rest: a classic white, 

middle-class family by all accounts, complete with a white, heterosexual 

couple in their mid-30s and two young girls, aged about 4 and 2 respectively. 

The family was all blonde with blue eyes. The father/husband proudly took 

his family around the South Mall of campus to look at all the southern 

confederate statues – the ages of 4 and 2 years were clearly not too young to 

learn their Southern heritage. It was probably not their first lesson in 

whiteness, their whiteness, but from an outsider it seemed the most 

important. All I could think was, “I wonder if he was going to take them to 

the Martin Luther King, Jr. statue?” Probably not. And even if he did, how 

would the young girls make sense of that particular statue? Would their 

father even be able to explain to them the significance, if he explained 

anything at all?   

As I made my way towards campus I passed many other tailgate 

groups setting up, many were well under way.  The parking lot of GCSU’s 

daycare facility for faculty, staff, and students was converted into an RV park 

for the most dedicated (i.e. rich) tailgaters around. Since my daughter had 

gone to that particular daycare facility in previous years I got an early 

glimpse of how committed Longhorn fans were.  
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Usually, the Wednesday before a Saturday game the parents at the 

daycare received an email from the director reminding us that parking would 

be limited and that we would have to enter and exit the lot under special 

directions. If we were stopped (which was typical) by parking guards, we had 

to explain that we were just there to pick up our kid(s). Signs were usually 

posted on the front door of the daycare stating “NO PUBLIC RESTROOMS” 

to insure that those spending the weekend in the parking lot would not 

bother the staff all day long with bathroom requests. Starting on Thursday, 

RVs of various sizes ranging from an estimated $100,000 twenty-five-foot 

trailer (the smallest of the fleet) to the $300,000 forty-foot monsters began to 

arrive and fill up the parking lot. Even before I began this research I recall 

seeing these folks sitting in fold-up chairs in a parking lot on a Thursday, 

playing catch with their kids, setting up grills to cook their meals, and 

watching TV via their satellite dishes. I always wondered what kind of 

parent pulls their kid out of school (at least two days before the end of the 

week) to spend their time in a parking lot to eventually watch a football 

game.  Typically, folks with RVs were also willing to follow the Longhorns to 

away games as well. It wasn’t until after spending years doing research on 

this project, talking with folks, and thinking critically about it that I began to 

make some sense as to the motivation for structuring not only one’s own life 

around this sporting event, but the life of one’s entire family as well.   

As I continued my walk to Jorge’s tailgate, I passed even more 

tailgates along the way. It seemed that every patch of grass or open area was 

occupied. Everyone was wearing their burnt orange outfit of choice. Prime 

spots farther away from the stadium were those with large trees offering 
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shade. While the northern states were already heralding the end of summer 

at this time of the year, in this area it was far from the end. It was not 

uncommon to have days in the 90s this time of year, and it was not out of the 

realm of possibility for it to top 100 degrees. So, shade was a huge 

commodity. Most folks usually brought canopy tents with them so that people 

could seek some reprieve from the cloudless, sunny day. Almost everyone that 

I passed along the way were groups of white people. I saw some Latino and 

Black folks sprinkled throughout, but there was no denying that this was a 

white event. 

When I walked onto the property of the Admissions Office (a building 

named after one of the first Black people to graduate from GCSU, a fact 

mostly unknown by the majority on campus), I realized that there were 

several tailgates on the property. How was I going to figure out which one 

was Jorge’s? As I was trying to decide how embarrassing it was going to be to 

walk through each of the tailgates looking for Jorge, he thankfully spotted me 

and I heard my name yelled across the crowd. They had roped off an area 

about 30 yards long and 10 yards wide around some trees.  

Jorge introduced me around to some of the folks there. First, his 

teenage son, Jorge Jr. and his teenage daughter Celia. Celia, I found out 

later, was a senior in high school and planned to attend GCSU the next fall. 

Also in the group was Duran, a former student employee of my wife’s whom I 

already knew. Duran is a personal trainer and also competed in bodybuilding 

contests at that time. Jorge’s buddy Greg and his girlfriend, Laura, were part 

of the group as well. Greg was a former student and frat brother of Jorge’s. 

Currently Greg was a middle school counselor at a local suburban school.  
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Laura was a third grade teacher and was in graduate school getting her 

Master’s degree in Education. Duran was also a former student of Jorge’s. 

Jorge, Duran, and Greg were all Mexican American, but the rest of the 

tailgate group was not. That day there was one other Black male other than 

me.  

Lots of people at nearby tailgates were with their kids, and I saw many 

little girls in cheerleader outfits. Celia remarked that she had worn those 

outfits when she was young, and had thrown fits when they didn’t fit 

anymore. Several white females were also in the group, and some former 

students of Jorge’s. As a popular administrator on campus who was very 

involved with students, Jorge maintained friendly relations with many of 

them long after they graduated. Tailgating was an excuse for them to all 

meet up regularly in the fall. Some of his former students had brought their 

parents into the tailgating group on occasion. A few were also former student-

athletes. A few women were former soccer and softball players at GCSU.  

I talked with Jorge about the genesis of the tailgate group. He told me 

it had started when he worked in admissions. At that time, the Longhorn 

Foundation did not have claim on spaces for tailgating. He and a few 

coworkers used to meet outside the building on game days and just bring 

some food. He described it as very simple and low key. Since he had a key, he 

would sneak people into the building to go to the bathroom. Then it just grew 

from there, including fraternity brothers then former students as he moved 

from working in admissions to academic counseling.  His students would then 

bring their friends. As tailgating space started to become more scarce and the 

Longhorn Foundation started claiming ownership rights over every piece of 
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grass on any property that was official university grounds, Jorge had to start 

staking claim to what used to be unpopular territory. Since he had a former 

student working for the Longhorn Foundation, he was able to officially obtain 

parking passes to this area at a lower price than everyone else. Typically, 

Jorge arrived the evening before and roped or taped off the area before others 

did. Tailgating in general was very much about the space one was able to 

acquire.  

As I put my fried chicken on a table with the rest of the food, I took 

stock of what other folks had brought. There were lots of bags of chips, 

Doritos, and nachos. Greg and his girlfriend had brought guacamole, and 

several coolers with beer and water. One guy from another nearby tailgate 

passed by at one point and put a container of brats on the table and told us to 

help ourselves. Jorge said that in the past he and Greg did all the cooking 

and then it got to a point where they charged folks $5 if they didn’t want to 

contribute any food or beer. Given that there were about twenty to twenty-

five people in the tailgate, that was a lot of mouths to feed. This time around 

it was more potluck, though I think the chicken I brought was the only real 

food.  

“Now there’s something one should never see at a tailgate!”  This 

comment came from one of Jorge’s friends directed at Greg’s contribution to 

the tailgate. He was referring to the small plastic container of small cubed 

pieces of cheese. Everyone laughed and there were some off-hand remarks 

about how that was not appropriate tailgating food. While there was no direct 

homophobic comment the tone of the remarks by a few of the guys made it 

obvious that they were calling Greg effeminate for having brought something 
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that looked like an hors d'oeuvres one found at a fancy reception. That was 

not something to be found in this venue. As I had seen on my way to the 

tailgate, and as I visited many other tailgates over the coming months, large 

quantities of meat and beer were the food and beverage of choice among 

GSCU faithful. One simply did not show up with cheese on a platter if one 

wanted to be invited back again. Since Greg was a veteran of the group it 

served to be a source of joking among the group for the moment. For me it 

was a significant moment in my research in terms of coming to understand 

the various ways that masculinity presented itself. I never saw Greg or 

anyone else bring small pieces of cheese again, so I can only assume that the 

social pressure worked.  

At about 5:00 p.m. we started to walk over to the stadium. Normally it 

wouldn’t be a long walk, but Jorge anticipated that we would be fighting the 

crowds for the first game of the season.  It took Jorge several attempts before 

he was able to gather the crew together by 5:30 p.m. to make the move, and 

in the end he had to leave some folks behind. Jorge and others also wanted to 

be in the stadium by 5:30 p.m. to see Andre Jackson have his jersey retired. 

Jackson had led the team to its most recent national championship a few 

years previously in dramatic fashion, and to a major bowl championship the 

year before that. He had achieved what few had done in the history of GCSU 

and he held a place of honor that could only be symbolized through the 

retiring of his college number and immortalization on the wall of fame along 

with a short list of GCSU football heroes.  

Walking over to the stadium was another intense experience as we 

joined the masses trying to enter into the game. As we passed one tailgate 
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group after another, Jorge began explaining to me that the closer to the 

stadium one tailgated, the larger the “donation” to the Longhorn Foundation. 

Folks near the actual stadium paid the same parking fee but their 

donation/contribution to the Longhorn Foundation probably met the 

minimum $25,000 mark to be considered for a spot that close. The donation, 

he explained, was merely a granting of privilege to be in the space. It did not 

account for all of the expenses one accrued in addition to one’s donation. 

According to Jorge one would need to factor in season ticket prices. Individual 

game tickets ranged anywhere from $60 to $110 with anywhere from five to 

seven home games per season.  Food became another price line in one’s 

tailgating budget. Jorge’s potluck approach was a means of keeping things 

low key, especially for Jorge and Greg.  As I walked towards the stadium, the 

food sophistication increased. I saw BBQ grills larger than my Toyota Matrix, 

professionally catered (with paid staff) serving chicken fried steak, 

hamburgers, steak, brisket, and rotisserie chicken. As we continued I also 

saw bar set-ups that rivaled most bars in town with full sized kegs and a full 

array of alcohol choices.  

This did not change for games that started before noon during the 

season when folks were out as early as 8:00 a.m. I jokingly said to Jorge, “I 

need to tailgate with a higher class of people. You’re not giving me the full 

tailgate experience.” We both laughed as we continued our way through the 

congregating masses. I started doing the math in my head as we walked: 

season tickets $700 per person; parking pass $600; Longhorn Foundation 

contribution $25,000; towable grill/smoker minimum $3,000 (some can be as 

expensive as $25,000); food $500 a game (feeding about 20 people); alcohol 
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$300 a game. The total GCSU Longhorn family experience: priceless. This is 

not even factoring in travel to and from games for out-of-town fans, 

paraphernalia, decorative tents with customized screen printing, 

personalized pick-up trucks painted in Burnt Orange with the Bevo symbol 

screened on, Longhorn jerseys, and hats.   

My brain started to shut down as we got close to the stadium. I blame 

my inability to do math and not the three hours of beer drinking that had 

just occurred. However, it was easy to see that money was being spent in 

great sums to give people what they felt was a necessary part of the college 

football experience at GCSU. When I explained some of these things to those 

that actively chose to stay as far away from this as possible, they couldn’t 

fathom why anyone would do this and spend this amount of time and money 

just to watch a football game. I often pointed out that they must have been 

getting something from this experience, specifically the football experience, 

because no one was tailgating at the women’s tennis matches. So what was 

this “something”? What was it about this sport, these particular participants 

that inspired people to go to great lengths to be able to make the claims that 

they were part of the Longhorn family? All this went through my mind before 

the game even started. 

 In the student section no one sits. Only at half time was I able to sit 

down after all of the tailgating, drinking, eating, walking around looking at 

other tailgaters, and socializing prior to the game. Game time was 6:00 p.m., 

and in this part of the country at the end of August it was still almost 100 

degrees at kick-off. The student section where I sat faced the setting sun, so 

my section didn’t get reprieve until the second half. When the first quarter 
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ended I wanted to go home. Desperately wanted to go home. But what kind of 

Longhorn fan would I be? A failure. I couldn’t show back up at the tailgate 

after the first quarter where the folks who had stayed behind to keep an eye 

on the TV and satellite were, and say I was too tired to stay at the game. Nor 

could I face Jorge the following week and tell him I had bailed in the first 

quarter. I might as well show up with tiny pieces of cheese and watercress 

sandwiches for everyone at the next home game. Four hours later, I made the 

slow walk back to Jorge’s tailgate area; and when I mean slow, I mean slow. I 

was completely and utterly exhausted walking back to the tailgate. And 

people did this year in and year out months at a time.  And I still had to 

gather my stuff and walk back to the car! The game ended about 10:00 p.m., 

almost eight hours after I had first arrived at the tailgate. And I was late to 

get involved! 

Yes, my response was about masculinity, but it was also about 

demonstrating commitment. To me that is what tailgating boiled down to: 

commitment. This is what I believe fuels and impacts the unrealistic 

expectations of fans on players and the seemingly irrational demands they 

have of them. I can honestly say that I wanted GCSU to win. Mostly because 

I had “invested” so much of my time, energy, and money (though it was 

limited), and I wanted some payback. I did my part. Now it was time for them 

to do theirs. Even though I fully understood the ramifications of what I felt, I 

still wanted them to win, to validate what I had just put myself through to 

watch them. I saw it on the faces and heard it in the comments of everyone I 

encountered that day at the game and at the tailgate.  
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Tailgate Part II – Red Beans, Rice, and Babies 

The next home game tailgate I went to, GCSU was playing against 

Rice University. Jorge’s email mid-week before the game claimed “RICE” as 

the dish of choice for the upcoming tailgate. Easy enough for me, red beans 

and rice it was. I was actually coming to like the food-themed tailgates at the 

expense of the other school. Of course, I imagined the GCSU rivals tailgating 

with steak being grilled all around their campus grounds.  

I decided on that day to park in an area forcing me to walk through the 

heart of campus to get to the tailgate. I wore a Longhorn’s t-shirt this week 

instead of the football replica jersey I wore the first game. I had bought it at a 

local grocery store that often had a large selection of GCSU gear for sale. This 

one was also burnt orange but on the front, in white, was a license plate 

design with the letters “LNG HRNS” written on it. As I walked through 

campus taking note of the different tailgates and the differences in people, I 

kept getting looks of approval from people at their tailgate. Some pointed to 

my shirt and gave me the “thumbs up” or the always-popular Longhorn 

salute. It started me thinking about what it meant to tailgate, and why folks 

were so willing to spend all this time and money. What did it mean for total 

strangers to claim kinship with one another? Here I was walking around 

campus on game day, and because I was wearing a GCSU shirt people 

assumed a connection with me and my thoughts and feelings about the 

GCSU community. It was obviously a social event, a way of bringing people 

together who are too busy with other aspects of their lives to make the time 

to spend with friends the remaining part of the year. Tailgating came to 

represent people’s public presentation of their willingness to be a part of the 
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GCSU family and nation.  Themes of family and symbols of national style 

pride were evident in everything that happened at these games. Tailgating 

demonstrated that the participants wanted and approved of the community’s 

standards. I compared this to other people I knew who vehemently opposed 

all things sport-related and, in some cases, all things GCSU related. Many of 

them say sports at GCSU are symptomatic of larger problems at the 

university, often blaming shortcomings at GCSU on the athletics program 

and its supporters, and pointing out that if so many people were willing to go 

to football and basketball games, why weren’t they willing to support the 

academic side of the university? 

As I continued to pass more and more tailgates on my walk through 

campus, I started seeing patterns in them. I noted that not all tailgates were 

created equal, nor did tailgating promote all of the notions of family and 

nationhood that were often on the surface of people’s minds about what they 

were a part of. As I walked more obvious differences in class became 

apparent in tailgate groups. While I had noticed the obvious difference 

between Jorge’s tailgate and the exuberant tailgates we passed on the way 

into the last game, I saw more and more differences stand out. The clear and 

precise ways that space was marked to separate one tailgate group from 

another was also readily apparent.  The sophisticated process of obtaining 

tailgate spots and the obvious financial burden it placed on the people who 

bought them played out in the careful parceling out of lots.  

It was easy to tell where one tailgate group ended and another started. 

The range of economic status went from simple barbecue set ups and beer to 

smokers the size of storage sheds serving top-shelf alcohol. There were 
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established and recognized boundaries, and people knew where they stood in 

relation to the boundary line.  One did not simply walk into a tailgate 

without proper protocol and start consuming the beverages and food. Some 

tailgates were specifically organized by the Longhorn Foundation and one 

had to have special wristbands to enter these, accessible only through 

significant donations to the Longhorn Foundation. It was not unusual to see 

chauffeured limos sitting by the curb next to these areas after games, waiting 

to pick up their clients.  

The tailgate portion of the day wasn’t too much different than the week 

before, but one of Jorge’s friends was unable to make it to the game so he had 

an extra ticket and asked me if I wanted to sit with him. Jorge had seats in 

the newly built section located in one of the end zones. I accepted gratefully. I 

wasn’t ready for another venture alone. His section consisted mainly of 

faculty and staff at GCSU and some graduate students. Talk about a 

different experience. I got to sit! That, of course, didn’t mean folks were any 

less committed to their Longhorn team. Sitting right in front of us was a 

middle-aged couple with a baby who was less than a month old. While our 

section was slightly more shaded than the student section it was still blasted 

by the afternoon sun. Game time was 6:00 p.m. but it was still very sunny in 

our section until the second half of the game. What was most startling about 

this couple and their baby was that they had driven from another state to 

watch the game, and they weren’t even alums of the school! The mother had 

gained interest in the Longhorns when GCSU won their national 

championship a few years earlier. She and her husband decided to start 

following the team more closely. Jorge, Greg, Celia, Jorge Jr., and I sat 
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stunned through most of the game, not comprehending how anyone could sit 

through four hours of football in 90-degree weather with an infant. And that’s 

after driving in from six hours away. Add to these inconveniences the sound 

coming from the largest (at that time) HD scoreboard in the world. It 

measures over 55 feet high and over 130 feet long. Only the new screen in the 

Dallas Cowboys Stadium and another in Tokyo are now larger. One can hear 

the sound of the screen from a great distance. Even to an adult in the 

stadium the sound can be overbearing. The sound generated by 100,000 

voices in unison with a highly sophisticated screen even made me consider 

getting industrial earplugs after the first game. I couldn’t fathom what all of 

this was doing to the baby. Also, after every GCSU score, an artillery cannon 

called “Smokey” was fired. GCSU scored 50 points that day. The cannon went 

off often. I thought walking to the tailgate earlier and getting acknowledged 

for wearing my burnt orange shirt was enough to be considered a part of the 

Longhorn family. I had nothing on the family in front of me. I still posit that 

this type of engagement facilitates the incredible pressure young Black 

athletes feel every time they play their sport, and generates the intensity of 

passion about a sport that many find incomprehensible. 

Several rows in front of us were a few Rice fans. Three white males 

had entered the stadium shirtless and had painted various things on their 

bodies, including “GUCK FCSU” (switch the F and G and you get the idea). 

This seemed pretty brave, or stupid depending on your interpretation, for a 

small group of young men to go to the home school’s stadium and write 

offensive sayings on their bodies, then sit in an area without any of their own 

team’s support. It wasn’t uncommon to see certain sections of the stands 
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dedicated to the visiting team’s fans. These guys however, were all alone and 

didn’t seem at all concerned. 

 

Part IV: “Sex” in the Stands: The Black Athlete as Sex Toy 

 

During the particular fall that I attended an entire season of college 

football games this particular game stood out more than others for the sheer 

fact of its sexuality. Although I had been tailgating with a group of people, I 

knew my game experiences were usually solo. I bought tickets for myself in 

the student section. I felt the need to meld into the crowd unburdened by 

people I knew and people who knew me and what I was there for. The people 

in my section only saw me as someone like themselves; an avid Longhorn fan.  

After leaving the comfort of my tailgating friends I entered the 

stadium among the throng of people making their way into the stands. The 

mass of bodies moved through the underbelly of the stadium to reach their 

seating, all the while chanting and cheering for their team, for their players. 

“GC!” … “SU!” was yelled repeatedly through the underbelly. One group 

yelling “GC!” waiting for a reply from another section “SU!” the sound 

reverberating and ricocheting off the concrete back into our bodies becoming 

a physical as well as aural assault of one’s senses. This call and response was 

repeated in the stands with the East side yelling “GC!”, followed by the West 

stands’ reply “SU!” Each side tried its best to yell louder than the other. On 

and on this was repeated throughout each game I attended, yet this was 

familiar to me. It made sense. I had experienced similar, though far less 
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intense, sporting events before. It wasn’t overburdening or shocking. But 

maybe it should have been, because the magnitude of this crowd far 

surpassed every sporting and musical event I had ever attended.  

After making my way out of the underbelly, I went to my seat and 

found myself surrounded by a sea of burnt orange. The vast array of clothing 

showed no lack of inventiveness as to what could come in that particular 

shade of orange. Not only was I surrounded by a sea of burnt orange I was 

also surrounded by a sea of whiteness. White faces. White bodies. The only 

other Black person anywhere near me was another Black male who sat 

(stood) a few seats away from me.  

On this particularly warm evening, everyone was already sweating 

just from the walk up the stadium stairs to their respective seats. Not that 

far into the game, I began to notice that as the game progressed, an increased 

utterance of affection was shared between individuals, not the usual high 

fives after exciting or momentous plays in the game (of which there is no 

shortage). Besides my feet hurting from standing for four straight hours, my 

hands usually hurt at the end of each game from the overly exuberant high 

fives from people, mostly men that I didn’t know. This particular evening it 

was kissing, hugging, caressing, and groping. At first it was just a kiss here 

or there which didn’t strike me as eventful at first. But after a big run, long 

pass, and catch, instead of high-fiving or clapping each other on the back 

most were turning to embrace one another in a kiss.  

As this started to be the typical reaction, I began paying more 

attention to the people in the stands than to the game itself. I knew when a 

big play happened because the intimacy level rose several degrees. In 
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between plays there was still a lot of touching and caressing, all in 

anticipation of a big play. The hope and desire for a big play was a hope to 

give the all-ahead signal for an explosion of sexuality. With each play, each 

kiss grew in intensity, each caress dropped a little lower on the back, 

eventually to below the belt line, and each embrace lasted longer and was 

more sustained. I began to feel like I had accidently walked in on a private 

moment. If it wasn’t for the fact that there were 100,000 people in attendance 

I probably would have felt even more self-conscious. As each big play 

happened down on the field, the eroticism of the stands heightened.  

So here I was left at the end of the game, walking back to my car alone, 

wondering what had just happened. What was the significance of what I had 

just experienced? I couldn’t believe how openly sexual that moment had been. 

I had even seen a lesbian couple getting aroused and kissing one another 

during the game. To say that I was in a state of shock was an 

understatement. It seemed too unbelievable that this game with these young 

Black men could so easily be a catalyst for white lust. But there it was. There 

was little denying it. While I had always understood, both personally and 

intellectually, that Black male bodies were integral to white erotic fantasies, 

to not only witness it but in some part to participate in its production was a 

deeply disturbing yet critical moment of my ethnographic work (hooks 2004; 

Jackson 2006; McLary and Walser 1994; Oates 2007). It’s one thing to look at 

Black images on television, print media, and the internet and interpret how 

those images are manufactured and situated in specific and meaningful ways 

to white erotic self-making. It is a total other thing altogether to find oneself 

in the production of a heightened sexual moment. Usually the encounter 
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happens in such cinematic moments when Black male music becomes the 

catalyst in white male sexual encounters. Apparently James Brown, Barry 

White, and Marvin Gaye have done more for white men getting white women 

into bed than any other group of men. The tropes seem almost inescapable: 

the lights go dim, candles are lit, and on comes the music. Caught up in the 

heat of the music the two white bodies are unable to restrain themselves from 

delving into their “darkest” desires, each envisioning in each other a source of 

Blackness that they are each forbidden to access directly unless, through 

music, they enact their fantasies. This was much more kinesthetically 

powerful than reacting to images on a television, computer screen, or 

magazine ad. It was as if I had been sucked into the moment as part of the 

advertisement.  

 

Part V: Hot Summer Nights, Cheers and Freshmen 

 

 “GCSU FIGHT” /“The Eyes of Texas” 

When I first began envisioning this project, I knew a critical part of it 

would be the voices, stories and experiences of the young Black men I came to 

know over time. However, like tailgating at GCSU, I wanted to have a 

broader understanding of the context that these young men navigated. This 

particular section is about my time spent with the GCSU Cheer and Pom 

squad.  I knew a student, Shannon, who was a former cheerleader for GCSU. 

She had cheered her first two years and then decided that she wanted to 

focus on school since cheering was a significant time commitment. After the 
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Spring Game experience I ran into her on campus one day and asked where I 

should learn more about the cheer squad..  She recommended that I meet 

with the head cheer coach, Edward Diego. 

Edward’s office was located on the opposite side of the stadium from 

the rest of the athletics department. Edward was in his early 30s when I first 

met him and from a Southeast Asian background, though he was born and 

raised in the States. He had cheered in college and took up coaching instead 

of pursuing a career in the corporate sector. We talked for about an hour and 

Edward was genuinely interested, not only in my interest in college sports, 

but because I had a genuine interest in incorporating cheerleading into the 

analyses of my project.  

He informed me that, although the cheer squad supported many of the 

athletic teams, they are not fully funded by the athletic department. Most of 

their financial support comes from private donors and alums of the cheer 

program.  He described the cheer program at GCSU as a good program but 

not a program that gets involved in cheer competition. There were programs 

that were more about competing against other cheer squads than they were 

about performing for their school’s athletic teams. Edward said many kids 

come out of high school from programs that prepare them for competition, but 

the GCSU program was more about cultivating school spirit and showing 

support for student-athletes at GCSU.  

As we continued to talk, Edward explained to me that the cheer 

program was divided into different groups. There were the mascots; the 

Orange Squad, the co-ed group; the White Squad, the all-female cheer group; 

and the Pom Squad, the all-female dance group. The Pom Squad did not do 
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traditional gymnastic stunts, but instead did dance performances during 

timeouts and halftime. They were more known for the flashy and revealing 

clothing they wore than for their dancing ability. There were several social 

networking sites dedicated to them. One was entitled “I want to marry a Pom 

Squad girl”. According to Shannon, “everyone wanted to be a Pom girl […] 

they were tall and beautiful and everyone looked at them.” She herself had 

been on the all-female squad.  

Coach Edward offered to me the option of spending time with the 

group during the summer. As part of GCSU’s Summer Orientation for 

incoming first year students to the university, they were given an 

opportunity to come to campus the summer before their fall semester and get 

to know the campus and the resources. Students spent three days on campus 

staying in one of the dorms. During that time the incoming students met with 

university officials, had an opportunity to meet with academic counselors to 

determine their fall classes, and could register and learn more about GCSU 

as a community. It was their first real opportunity to become part of the 

GCSU family.  One of the many programs put on over the course of the three 

days, which included such programs as alcohol and drug awareness, LGTBQ 

awareness, racial and ethnic diversity, and fraternity and sorority 

introductions (not to mention the academic programs as well), was a program 

called “Traditions”. It was the Traditions program that the cheer and Pom 

squad had been invited to participate in, and it was through attending these 

performances that I got to know the members of the squad. Incoming 

students learned about the history and customs of GCSU at the traditions 

program. I was told that participation by the cheer and Pom squad was 
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supposed to be a surprise for the newbies and that it was not listed on the 

program. The cheer and Pom squad were to come in at the end and teach the 

students some of the main school songs, especially the ones that were sung at 

football and basketball games. What follows is an account of that evening. 

 

Summer Orientation Traditions Program 

It’s 10:00 p.m. and I am headed out to campus to hang out with the 

cheerleaders. This time of year was extremely hot and there was no reprieve 

at nighttime, except that the sun wasn’t directly burning you to a crisp. I 

found a parking space near the building in which the event was scheduled to 

take place. As I parked I noticed what seemed like a brand new white BMW 

parking nearby. Three young ladies in cheer outfits got out of the car. “Must 

be nice” was all I could think as they walked across the street ahead of me 

towards the building.  As I rounded the building I saw a few of the 

cheerleaders outside the building practicing some moves. As I entered many 

of them were already there. Most of the squad was white. There was one 

Black female, one Black male, a few Latinas and one woman who was bi-

racial (Black and Asian). While the overall total squad was about 60 

cheerleaders, there were usually, at most, half that many on these summer 

programs I visited. Since it was summer time many were not on campus. 

Typically, on these nights the uniform for the women consisted of very 

short black tights for the girls and t-shirts usually tied in such a way to 

reveal their mid-section. The males in the group, of which there were about 

six on most nights, wore t-shirts and basketball style shorts that went below 

the knee. Most of the young women wore traditional cheerleader style shoes 
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while all the guys wore cross-trainers. Most of the young women wore ribbons 

in their hair in a burnt orange hue or white or a combination of both. The 

women in the group were far and above the most vocal and took charge of 

making decisions and giving instruction.  Coach Edward gave some guidance 

as to what to work on but a lot of direction came from a couple of the female 

cheerleaders. It wasn’t uncommon to see someone take out homework and 

begin studying. Quite a few of them were enrolled in summer school at GCSU 

or at the local community college.  I noted to myself that I doubted a football 

or basketball player had ever taken out homework during a practice to study 

for a class. 

Pretty soon it was time to go in to perform for the students. The team 

went out the main doors and waited outside the main lecture hall near the 

back door. The students were in the largest lecture hall of the building that 

held a little over 500 students. As the back door swung open I could hear one 

of the many fight songs that is played at football games blaring from inside. I 

could hear someone from inside the lecture hall saying, “Now we have a real 

treat for you all tonight! Welcome the GCSU Cheer and Pom Squad!!” At that 

moment the squad started running into room in single file and then dispersed 

throughout the room. Some went on stage up front, while others stood in the 

aisles and walkways. As they ran in they clapped in time to the song that 

played. Once everyone was in position they immediately went into their first 

routine.  

The Pom Squad was up on stage doing a dance routine as the co-ed 

squad began doing stunts and lifts. The all-girl squad also began typical 

cheer routines. The room was packed to capacity. All the students were 
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standing, cheering and clapping along. As the routine came to an end the 

room burst into thunderous applause. I picked a corner in the back of the 

room so I could see everyone and the squad. Once the applause subsided one 

of the Pom Squad girls grabbed the microphone from the student leader who 

had been running the program. Quickly introducing herself and the rest of 

the squad, she began to explain the importance of knowing the school songs 

when they went to sporting events. She then made some references as to how 

important and significant it was that the new students had picked GCSU to 

attend, and not one of their rivals. This was received with thunderous 

applause. It was not uncommon to hear these kinds of statements about how 

great GCSU was and how much better they were than other schools in the 

state and, often, in relation to other schools nationwide.  

The first cheer, and one of the most common and popular, was 

introduced to the students; the “GC!” vs. “SU!” chant. The cheerleader divided 

the room in half, designating the left side to be the GC side and the other side 

to be SU. The students rose to their feet, with the rest of the squad yelling to 

get them excited. As the students stood the cheerleaders got into ready mode. 

The co-ed squad had taken up position between the front and back sections 

on a walkway. Immediately, several of the young women stood on the 

upstretched arms of the guys on the team. They were now eye level with the 

students standing at the very back row of the room. As the left side erupted 

into a “GC!” the right side quickly responded with an equally loud “SU!” Back 

and forth they went. The cheerleaders urged them on and pointed to the side 

of the room that was supposed to say their part. Louder and louder it got. I 

was locked inside a room with over 500 students yelling at the top of their 
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lungs, making my chest shake from the vibrations, and they were just getting 

started. This cheer went on for almost a minute, though it felt like much 

longer. As they stopped they continued to cheer and clap.   

The next lesson was teaching them to properly display their 

“Longhorn” symbol with their hands. They were taught how important it was 

to display it properly and also demonstrated the incorrect ways of displaying 

the Longhorn. This led into the next cheer that tied directly to the Horns 

display. “GO HORNS GO!” As the students began yet another thunderous 

cheer they held their hands up and waved them back and forth in time to the 

chant. Again my eardrums were about to split open at the veracity of the 

cheer. 

The cheer squad went through a couple more cheers and then 

introduced one that was just for them to cheer, not for the students to 

participate in.  As music began, a familiar song started and I knew what was 

about to happen. Typically this song and dance is performed only once during 

football games, at the end of the third quarter, or during the second half of 

basketball games. It has its origin in traditional southern folk dancing.  All 

the male cheerleaders stepped aside because only the female cheerleaders did 

this routine. The young ladies began an intricate set of foot movements, hand 

and arm gestures, all of this along with twirling and high kicks. It was the 

most complicated routine performed by the squad. This was admitted to me 

on several occasions beyond this particular evening. In fact, every evening at 

least a third of the girls were practicing only this particular routine in the 

two hours leading up to the performance. As the girls danced the audience 

clapped along in unison and occasionally cheered them on at various points in 
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the routine that they might have recognized as particularly difficult. As the 

song ended to yet another thunderous applause and yelling, the dance 

reaffirmed itself as one of the most popular performed by the cheer squad. 

Over the course of the summer they told me that they were often requested to 

perform it at various university and alumni functions. This particular routine 

was almost always specifically requested as part of the general request. The 

women of the group really enjoyed performing the dance itself both for its 

intricacy and enjoyment of performing.  

At the end of the program, with the squad looking visibly tired, what 

transpired next was to me the culmination of what I perceived as the process 

of fully indoctrinating the students into GCSU’s Southern history and 

culture. It happened every time I went to watch the cheer squad perform, but 

the first time was especially significant because I was totally caught off guard 

and unprepared for what was about to occur.  As the folk dance ended, one of 

the squad’s captains came to the mic and informed the students that they 

would be ending the evening with the most important song they would ever 

learn at GCSU; the official school song, “The Eyes of Texas”.  As she gave 

them a brief history of the song (minus the Blackface component), she said 

that it was custom to face in the direction of The Tower while singing the 

song. Here was a critical moment in the genesis of allegiance not only o the 

historical racist Southern heritage of GCSU but also to the contemporary 

authority of senior administrative officials housed within the offices of The 

Tower. She acknowledged that this might seem odd since we were indoors but 

it was important for them to start practicing this rule early on.  
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I panned the room, looking at the various reactions of students as it 

dawned on them what they were about to do. Some giggled, others playfully 

nudged their friend next to them, others had a just a puzzled look on their 

faces. Mostly they were just waiting for instruction on what to do next. She 

instructed them to raise their right hand and make the Longhorns symbol 

and to face in the direction she was now pointing. That direction was the 

back corner of the room where I happened to be standing. Now it was my 

turn to be puzzled. Were they really going to stare at a blank wall and sing 

this song? And then it began. As the cheer squad began singing along with 

the student staff running the event, the incoming students joined in. Some 

sang shyly at first, but as they made their way through the song they gained 

confidence and lost their embarrassment of singing to the back wall of a 

lecture hall.  

Witnessing this early introduction of the school’s Southern heritage to 

incoming students demonstrated another example of how ideas about 

whiteness and, with it, white authority were taught and transmitted through 

GCSU’s community. Students did not necessarily come in with these 

particular conceptions of whiteness. However, they learned early on how 

these expressions of white authority were linked to sporting events and their 

spectatorship of Black male bodies.  
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Part VI –Hex Rally and Future Lawyer 

  

At GCSU, rivalries are taken very seriously, especially their in-state 

rivalry, Gulf Coast Tech & Agriculture (GCTA). Known as the TA Aggies or 

just TA, they were initially chartered as a school to prepare the sons of 

farmers and oilmen of the state. GCSU and GCTA opened their doors within 

years of one another and quickly set in stone a tradition of pitting what was 

known as the workers versus the elite from their inception. TA still positions 

itself as the “working class, people of the earth” school in opposition to SU’s 

positioning as the center of knowledge for the state.  Students at either school 

are indoctrinated from their first days on campus with an understanding of 

the differences and significance as to why one school is better than the other.   

Athletic competition was one of the main ways that the schools could claim 

dominance over the other. SU could lose all of their games in a given season if 

they had at least one win and that win was against TA. The same was true 

for TA. 

As a tradition that started in the 1940s as a way to break a losing 

streak against TA, GCSU holds the “Hex Rally” annually on the day before 

the game between SU and TA. During WWII, GCSU was on the unfortunate 

side of a long losing streak against the Aggies. The Longhorns had not won a 

game in almost eighteen years. A group of students from GCSU went to a 

famous palm reader in town for advice: 
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“Before the 1941 game, a group of students went to a fortune teller, Mozzelle 
"Madame Augusta" Hipple, for advice. The Aggies were undefeated that season 
and the Longhorns had not defeated TA at Kyle Field in almost 18 years. The 
fortune teller told the students to burn red candles, symbolizing challenge and 
opposition. University students, alumni and fans burned red candles for the entire 
week before the game. The Longhorns won the football game 23-0.”96  

A new and lasting tradition had begun. The Hex Rally was held every 

year since then except twice when different tragedies struck the student body 

at TA and out of respect GCSU decided to not hold the rally.  Early on in my 

fieldwork I attended the Hex Rally, and it was eye-opening in many ways 

considering the history of it, and the fervor with which many students, staff, 

and alums continued to hold onto the tradition. What follows is my account of 

that night.  

 

Hex Rally  

After a long day I returned to campus at about 9:00 p.m. for the Hex 

Rally. I had heard a lot about it from some of the folks I tailgated with, and 

they strongly encouraged me to attend.  They said if I really wanted to see 

what the true Longhorns faithful did to prepare for the upcoming game, this 

was it.  So here I was, up on campus late at night in the middle of the week 

wondering what any of this had to do with a football game.  

The march was supposed to start at the far end of campus, then travel 

up the east border of the campus, cross Main Street, come down Lafayette 

towards the football stadium, then head up the center of campus to the front 

steps of The Tower.  At the lead would be the Longhorns Marching Band with 

their drum corps at the front, bringing mid-week traffic on all streets they 

                                                
96 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hex_Rally 
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crossed to a complete stop. The rest of the band followed behind in full game 

day gear. One could hear them from several blocks away. Right behind the 

band was the Longhorns Cheer and Pom squad. Students followed behind, 

with the rest of the cheer squad forming a ring around the sides and bringing 

up the rear. As the March moved around campus it absorbed more and more 

students until about a thousand students were marching through campus. 

Anyone driving through campus or studying at that time (as the march went 

past several campus libraries) were forced to come to a halt, either due to 

physical impediment or from the noise disturbance created by the one 

hundred person marching band. I caught the march at a spot to watch it go 

by, and then cut through campus so that I could see their entrance up to The 

Tower. Well before I could see them I could hear them. Drums booming, 

students cheering, and singing the entire repertoire of school and game day 

songs. As I stood at the first set of stairs leading up to The Tower, I noticed 

that police barricades had been set up to divide the crowd in half with a 

walkway down the middle. As the band and cheerleaders made their way 

down the protected center aisle, students moved either to the left or right and 

filled in the plaza in front of The Tower. At the steps immediately in front of 

The Tower a stage had been set up with a microphone and dais behind it. 

The Texas Cowboys were also in attendance. The Texas Cowboys are 

an all-male student organization responsible for the firing off of Smokey the 

Cannon. It fires blanks, but one could lose an eardrum if you stood too close 

without protective gear. All of the Texas Cowboys wore industrial grade 

earplugs. The cannon was fired each time a touchdown was scored at a home 

football game. It travelled to special occasions, like the Hex Rally, and was 
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ceremoniously fired in support of official university events. Dressed in their 

finest and holding similar prestige as the Silver Spurs (who were in charge of 

Bevo), the Texas Cowboys wore crisp white cotton collared shirts with Burnt 

Orange scarves wrapped around their necks and dark brown Cowboy hats. 

Typically, they wore weathered blue jeans and rancher style boots and 

leather chaps.  They, like the Silver Spurs, had an illustrious alumni 

heritage. They claimed as their own a former state supreme court justice, 

three former GCSU presidents, and at least one governor. Also, like the 

Silver Spurs, the group was all male and predominantly white in its heritage: 

though in recent years small numbers of Black, Latino, and Asian students 

were seen in their membership. Membership was still for those that could 

afford it. Dues were extremely high, paralleling the white Greek Fraternity 

and Sorority organizations on campus.  

As I made my way closer to the dais, I began to see cheerleaders 

popping up above the crowd in the aisle. The male cheerleaders had started 

their stunts with their female counterparts urging the all familiar “GC” vs. 

“SU” chant between the left and right side of the crowd. The Pom group had 

made their way to the dais and were aiding in the direction of the “GC!” vs. 

“SU!” yell. The rest of the squad was scattered in front of the podium and 

along the aisles doing their part as well. Louder and louder they got, until 

finally a student came up to the podium holding his right hand up in the 

Longhorns salute. As the students gave themselves a round of applause for 

yelling loudly, the chanting stopped as the student introduced himself as the 

President of the Student Council. 
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As the crowd quieted down I surveyed the crowd, which was very 

reminiscent of the football game day crowd. Almost everyone wore burnt 

orange shirts, jerseys, and polos, and almost everyone white with a few Black 

and Latino students scattered around. There was a constant reminder just in 

numbers of where the dominant base of the school was formed, traditions, 

customs, and heritage were constantly being reinforced and recreated at each 

step along the way for its community members and visitors.  

There were a couple of camera crews from local news stations in 

attendance. As the crowd was finally silent the President of the Student 

Council began the ceremonies. First it was a litany of introductions, thank 

yous, and congratulations to each of the student groups that played a part in 

putting on the event. Representatives from each group, of which there were 

at least ten, took turns coming up on stage, each thanking their own staff of 

students and the university offices and departments that helped them 

financially. This went on for about 30 minutes. During this time I continued 

to walk around the crowd trying to take in the event from a student 

perspective. I finally stopped when I noticed two white female students 

standing with their text books open in front of them studying for what had to 

be a mid-term the next day. As I stood there I watched them going back and 

forth between memorizing terminology for their mid-term and yelling “GC”, 

“SU” or “GO HORNS GO!” They must have literally joined the march as it 

passed by the library on the way to The Tower. As they quizzed each other on 

terminology I could not help but just stare and wonder how all of this worked 

together, how they seemed to be merging their academic lives with this 

ritual. Scattered among them were students holding candles and singing and 
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cheering, yet these two were holding textbooks. Somehow, this event had 

enough significance to interrupt their studies. How many other people in the 

crowd had interrupted their studies to attend? At least these two brought 

their books with them, but what about the others? Were there textbooks left 

open-faced all over campus in dorms and libraries as students emptied those 

buildings to join the growing Hex Rally crowd? Standing there I realized I 

was at more than just a pep rally to demonstrate school spirit. This was a 

demonstration of something else entirely.  

The Pom squad started things off with a typical routine seen at most 

half-time games for football and basketball: hip-hop music with Janet 

Jackson style dance moves. The cliché was almost too cliché. While I had 

spent a little time with the squad and knew all of them to be smart, I still 

struggled with their open involvement in this obvious display of sexuality. 

They were wearing white loose athletic/dance pants with what seemed like 

Black tights underneath that poked through the top. The customary mid-riff 

shirt, this time a football jersey, was worn as a top with their mid-section 

exposed. “Is it that obvious?” Is all I could think at the time; but why was it 

so obvious? The crowd and the performers couldn’t always be that naïve.   

After another dance, similar to the first, the Student Body President 

came up and began to introduce the football team, what everyone was 

waiting for. As the team began to enter the barricaded aisle through the 

middle of the crowd, the Longhorn Band kicked into full gear, and the rest of 

the cheerleading squad resumed their stunts, the male cheerleaders throwing 

the female cheerleaders onto their shoulders, urging along and yelling for the 

players as they entered the center aisle.  As the crowd whipped themselves 
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into high energy, the players slowly walked down the aisle. All of the players 

wore their playing jerseys and had rolled the sleeves up high close to the 

shoulder to expose as much of their muscled arms as possible. The players 

seemed to barely acknowledge the presence of the crowd.  So many people 

were being so loud, and these guys were acting like it was nothing.  Some of 

the first players to take the dais were Black players. They were fully 

embracing the “Black athlete” stereotype: overly cool, calm, and collected, 

whispering and laughing with one another but not seeming to engage with 

the large crowd that had gathered for them. Despite the fact that almost a 

thousand people had shown up and many had been part of the planning, the 

players acted as if it was no big deal.  

After their slow walk to the dais the Pom squad began another routine, 

this time directly in front of the assembled team. “They do sure love that 

booty-shakin’ music and those hip-hop dance routines”, was all I could think. 

Black music. White dancers. And this time, the observers were a lot of Black 

men.  I couldn’t yet grasp or understand why so much of this dynamic 

bothered me. Was it that it played up the stereotypes of the lecherous Black 

male desire for white women? It was hard to ignore because the athletes, 

Black and white, didn’t hide their interest in the dancers, even though they 

ignored the crowd. As the players continued to joke with each other, I kept 

feeling like I was part of a scenario where the other folks in the group kept 

telling each other inside jokes, and there were awkward moments of not 

knowing whether to join in or not.  While this scenario was not a duplicate of 

the experience I had during the Spring Game it did reference for me the 

significant placement of cheerleaders as a means to aid in a particular 
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gendered and heterosexual representation of masculinity.  Though I argue it 

occurred on multiple levels. The juxtaposition of the cheerleaders between 

the audience and the players was again another kind of buffer zone. However, 

with the players’ direct gaze on the cheerleaders it both reconstituted their 

heterosexuality while simultaneously reinforcing to the audience old 

stereotypes about Black male hypersexuality. 

What happened next was to me the most significant moment of the 

evening and gave me a more complex understanding of why so many people 

were there, why students had abandoned their studies to attend a “pep rally”. 

When the last dance ended the head coach of the team was introduced, Coach 

Greg Stax, often just referred to as Stax. Again, the crowd began yelling and 

cheering, aided by the cheerleaders and band. After Greg Stax was 

introduced to thunderous applause, as was customary at any event he 

attended, he introduced each of the seniors by name. Each player received a 

resoundingly loud applause. He talked about how successful each of those 

players were on the field and how they had accomplished a lot as a senior 

class in the last four years playing together.  He mentioned some of the big 

wins they had as a group, including the National Championship win.  This 

resulted in the loudest applause of the night. Coach Stax had to wait a few 

minutes for the crowd to quiet down. Any mention of the National 

Championship win sent a Longhorn crowd into an immediate fervor.  

After the crowd calmed themselves down he then introduced two 

players as representative of the offensive and the defensive teams, again to 

loud applause. Both were Black males. The young man who was the offensive 

representative, and one of the most talented and popular players on the 
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entire team, was introduced first. Coach Stax introduced him in the following 

way: 

“Many of you know George Akua. (loud applause and cheering). Many of you 
know how important he has been to the success of this team. (more thunderous 
applause). Many of you know how crucial he was to our National Championship 
win. (more thunderous applause). What many of you don’t know is that George 
could have graduated after his third year and is planning to attend law school 
(silence) but he chose to stay to help our team win this year (thunderous 
applause).” 

Silence? A potential lawyer. Silence? I couldn’t believe it. And this is when it 

all became clear to me about where I was at that moment. Here I was in this 

crowd of predominantly white students eager for a win, willing to forsake 

their academics. They fervently believed in their ability to affect the outcome 

of the game by participating in this ritual. They somehow saw themselves as 

necessary for a win, because they thought the team needed them; despite all 

evidence to the contrary from the evening when the team barely 

acknowledged their existence.  

These students were willing to believe in this charade, but they 

couldn’t believe in a young Black man who was also an athlete becoming a 

lawyer. Was it so much easier to believe in the sayings of a palm reader from 

almost seventy years ago, a story that may not even be true, than to accept 

the evidence of a young Black male who was more intelligent than most of 

them in the crowd, but who was also an All-American football player? I was 

utterly stunned at what appeared to be a much more sophisticated 

mechanism of maintenance than I had previously thought. To me, this was a 

first-hand example of white authority denying any possibility of a Black 

subjectivity. I don’t remember all that was said by the student, but after him 
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the Defensive captain was introduced, and he was heralded with thunderous 

applause when it was announced that he led the nation in sacks.  

My goal in describing in detail the social world at GCSU is to 

demonstrate the mechanisms and processes by which a particular white male 

patriarchal gaze becomes dependent upon a particular Blackness with which 

to define itself.  This is a space that young black men enter and become very 

familiar with only because of their interest in sports. They are ultimately 

forced into engaging with it because of the particular demographics of the 

people directing the system. GCSU’s heritage directly impacts the 

construction of white authority, and this development of normalized 

understanding about white power and Black inferiority are played out in both 

structural and symbolic processes. I also argue that these constructions of 

whiteness continually reinforce their legitimacy of worth and power through 

the indoctrination of incoming students, annual school events, and social 

events like tailgating.  It is then understandable that these same students 

come to believe that they have a direct impact on the outcomes of the success 

of their athletic teams, even though they are not playing.  

These processes continually serve to legitimate white authority, here 

defined as white, male and heterosexual, by situating young Black men at the 

center of these processes as critical to their self-definition of whiteness.  A 

comprehension of the complex social dynamics that affect this particular 

construction of whiteness then allows one to understand the ways in which 

the young Black male athletes whom I met talked and made sense of 

themselves as athletes, men, and Black. Their interpolation of Blackness was 

very much impacted by the world of whiteness that they moved through on 
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GCSU’s campus. In some cases those engagements with white authority by 

Black male athletes were not only moments of subjugation but also 

opportunities for an appropriation of white male authority to their benefit. 

The following chapter will detail some examples of this dynamic. 
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CHAPTER FOUR – THE STUDENT-ATHLETE 

 

This chapter demonstrates the interstices and points at which Black 

male student-athletes engage with GCSU’s faculty, Athletic Administration, 

and fellow students, as well as details their various strategies for managing 

the responses they have to employ collectively and individually.  Creating a 

fuller picture of their lives, this chapter details how their Blackness is 

constructed in relationship with a white male patriarchal gaze and in 

relation to other engagements with Blackness. 

 

Part I - The GCSU Athletic Department 

  

Gulf Coast State University’s athletic department is one of the most 

successful athletic departments in the nation, in both an athletic and a 

monetary sense. Its Longhorn symbol is recognized nationally and is a 

successful brand. While the focus of this project has been on Black males in 

the high revenue-generating sports, GCSU has also had national 

championships in swimming, track and field, tennis, baseball, softball, and 

volleyball in recent years. Current and former Longhorns have been 

Olympians in recent years and in the past, and many athletes are 

internationally recognized. Despite these many successes, however, no sport 
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gets the attention, fan following, media attention, or revenue comparable to 

that of football and men’s basketball.  

Gulf Coast’s athletic department is headed by Dwight Winship, a white 

male in his early 70s who has been the head of the athletic department since 

the early 1980s. Under his tenure, the GCSU program has gone from a 

program recognized only regionally to one with national attention. The 

Longhorn is an unmistakable marketing symbol almost as visible and 

recognizable as the Nike “swoosh”.  Winships’ colleagues in GCSU’s athletic 

department resemble a Fortune 500 company: highly structured, specialized, 

bureaucratic, and hierarchical. The department has its own offices related to 

business, media relations, communications, concessions, contracts, event 

operations, facilities, human resources, sales, development (the 

aforementioned Longhorn Foundation), marketing, risk management, sports 

medicine, academic services, travel, and trademark and licensing. 

The Longhorns symbol does not belong to the university at large, but 

rather is owned and copyrighted by the athletic department. Other offices 

and divisions (even the President’s office) have to get permission to use the 

Longhorns logo from athletics, and this permission is not always granted. 

Even official student organizations have to complete paperwork and seek 

permission to use it on t-shirts or for any function at which they want to 

display the logo.  Each division in the athletic department is staffed with 

seven to eight people, coaches and support staff assigned to each of its 16 

teams can range from as little as three people (in the case of women’s tennis) 

to more than 20 (in the case of the football team). The athletic department is 

also in charge of its 100,000-seat stadium (used only for football), as well as 
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its dual-use soccer and track stadium, softball stadium, baseball stadium, 

basketball venue, swim center, tennis center and volleyball gymnasium, the 

latter being the only facility that is accessible to other students on campus for 

regular use. The staff needed to run these facilities rivals that of most 

professional stadiums in the nation.  

 

College Athletics as Revenue 

One of the few rules meant to make transparent the spending and 

revenue earned by college athletic departments is the “Equity Reports”. Each 

college is required by NCAA regulation to publicly disclose (typically done on 

the athletic department’s website) and make readily available their business 

dealings.  Gulf Coast ranks as one of the most successful athletic programs in 

the country, and the numbers it demonstrates in terms of money coming in 

and going out are more than impressive. In the following sections I lay out 

some of the expenditures of the GCSU athletic department to demonstrate 

some of the discrepancies between spending and generation of revenue by 

football and men’s basketball compared to the rest of the teams. This shows 

both the significant sources of money generated by young Black men at 

GCSU, and demonstrates their necessity as sources of income for the 

institution. It also situates their social capital as aiding in the process of 

legitimizing commonsense notions about gender and race, which become part 

of a measurable and consumable process. 

The following tables represent useful information not just in terms of 

the great sums of money being spent on college athletics, but also the 

disparity between certain sports.  I argue that these disparities between 
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expenditures and revenue reflect important differences in perceptions of 

student-athletes. The fact that football is able to generate almost $100 

million dollars (Table 3), a sum which far exceeds what all the other sports 

combined are able to generate, causes me to posit that there must exist a 

direct linkage between revenue and who is playing those sports.  

 
Total Revenues by Team 
Varsity Teams  
 

Men's Teams Women's Teams Total 

Basketball $15,602,348 $1,769,333 $17,371,681 
Football $93,942,815  $93,942,815 
Total Revenues of all Sports, Except Football and 
Basketball, Combined 

$7,141,240 $3,952,615  $11,093,855 

Total Revenues Men's and Women's Teams  $116,686,403 $5,721,948 $122,408,351 
Not Allocated by Gender/Sport    $21,147,003 
TABLE 3. TOTAL TEAM REVENUE. DATA RETRIEVED FROM GSCU’S ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 

FISCAL REPORT PER NCAA REGULATIONS. 

 

In other words, football’s normalization in being dominated by players who 

are male and Black is a key factor in the ability of the sport to generate such 

high sums of money.  

The differences in revenue generated by men’s basketball and football 

far exceed the combined revenue of all other sports combined. It is hard to 

argue with $93 million versus $11 million. What is also significant is the fact 

that the money generated by the two sports helps to fund all other athletic 

programs as well as the entire athletic department’s administrative staff. 

Another significant section to note is the amount of money allocated to the 

coach’s salary versus money spent on athletics-related student aid (Table 4). 

The head coach of the football team makes more money than is spent on the 

total allocation of athletic scholarships for the entire athletics program at 

GCSU.  
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Revenues and Expenses Summary 
 Men’s Teams Women's Teams Total 
 Total of Head Coaches' Salaries  $10,535,056 $2,754,756 $13,289,812 
 Total of Assistant Coaches' Salaries  $4,432,956 $1,479,168 $5,912,124 
 Sub-total of Salaries  $14,968,012 $4,233,924 $19,201,936 
 Athletically Related Student Aid  $4,461,102 $3,215,442 $7,676,544 
Recruiting Expenses  $752,329 $505,439 $1,257,768 
TABLE 4. BREAKDOWN OF COACHES SALARIES. DATA RETRIEVED FROM GSCU’S ATHLETIC 

DEPARTMENT FISCAL REPORT PER NCAA REGULATIONS. 

 

The common response most people make about college athletes is that 

they are given a free education in exchange for their labor or sport. Many see 

this as an exchange that is more than fair, and many others also see the 

exchange as “too much” when athletes do not live up to standards set forth by 

athletic programs or fans in general. This assertion is usually made from the 

uninformed position that student-athletes are given a full-ride four-year 

scholarship to compete. What most do not realize is that they are given a one-

year contract that has no guarantee for renewal and varies in monetary value 

from full tuition and fees to just covering the cost of their books for the year. 

Thus, even though Division I football programs are allocated a total of 85 

scholarships (25 per year), they are not spread out evenly among players. 

Another key aspect in understanding the scholarship dilemma is 

comprehending that students on full rides are not allowed to work.  So while 

the head coach can make money outside of his salary in the form of speaking 

engagements and endorsements, his own players are unable to obtain part-

time jobs on campus to make ends meet.  Couched in terms of “amateurism”, 

student-athletes are forbidden from working or gaining any money from their 

athletic ability.  
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Amateur competition is a bedrock principle of college athletics and the NCAA. 
Maintaining amateurism is crucial to preserving an academic environment in 
which acquiring a quality education is the first priority. In the collegiate model of 
sports, the young men and women competing on the field or court are students 
first, athletes second. 
… 
In general, amateurism requirements do not allow: 
Contracts with professional teams 
Salary for participating in athletics 
Delayed initial full-time collegiate enrollment to participate in organized sports 
competition.97 

 

For example, a music student in the College of Fine Arts who has been given 

a scholarship for their musical talents may form their own band and play at 

bars and restaurants around town and be paid for their skill. This is 

something a student-athlete is restricted from doing.  It seems that this “gift” 

of a scholarship is no more than a means of controlling labor. In a later 

section of this chapter I will delve more thoroughly into the mechanisms that 

manage Black male college athletes’ labor in such a way that prevents them 

from having the time or energy to work should they so choose.   

 

Part II - GSCU vs. Exam Schedule 

 

It’s a Tuesday night at the end of the semester between classes and 

final exams, and I am watching a college basketball game on ESPN that is 

taking place in NYC. GCSU and an east coast school are playing. The game 

didn’t start till 9:00 p.m. local time in NYC. I had spent the Friday before 
                                                
97 NCAA official policy on amateurism. 
http://www.ncaa.org/wps/wcm/connect/public/NCAA/Eligibility/Remaining+Eligible/Amateurism 
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trying to get studying packets together before the team left on Sunday 

because some of the players had exams when they returned. All I could think 

was “please don’t let this game go into overtime”. If it did, they would not be 

able to leave NYC until after midnight and then would not get back in time 

for their exam on Wednesday. It would also cut into their studying time for 

other upcoming exams later in the week.  

The game took place during “dead” days, which are the days between 

the last class day of the semester and the beginning of exams. Who makes 

this competition schedule? Given that the NCAA goes to great algorithmic 

lengths to determine eligibility and Academic Progress Rate(APR)98, it is 

disconcerting that there is a disconnect between competition scheduling and 

academic requirements. This is also in direct contrast to institutional policies 

regarding testing and the taking of exams. There are institutional rules 

regulating the behavior of faculty on those days to prohibit them from 

infringing on a student’s rights to have time to prepare for exams: 

 

Academic Policies and Procedures 

The no-class days preceding final examinations are not to be used as dates on 
which papers are to be turned in, examinations are to be given, quizzes are to be 
scheduled, or for any other class-related activity, other than office hours. In 
addition, the final examination period is reserved for scheduled final 
examinations. No other class-related activity, with the exception of office hours, 
may be scheduled during the final examination period.99 

                                                
98 Academic Progress Rate(APR) is defined by the NCAA as: “a term-by-term measure of eligibility and 
retention for Division I student-athletes that was developed as an early indicator of eventual graduation 
rates.” 
http://www.ncaa.org/wps/wcm/connect/public/NCAA/Resources/Research/Academic+Progress+Rate 
 
99 Final Exam Policies from GCSU Office of the Registrar. Located in General Information Catalog. 
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A professor is thus prohibited from requiring a student to turn in 

papers during this time, but it’s well within the rights of the NCAA, athletic 

department, and coaching staff to schedule an away game several thousand 

miles away during no-class days.  I believe that practices such as this and 

others serve to directly impact the academic capability and possibility of 

Black college athletes.  

For instance, during Thanksgiving or Winter Holiday Break, since we 

are more likely to see basketball and football games as opposed to rowing or 

tennis on ESPN, there is little connection made to how these schedules by 

themselves take away opportunity for student-athletes to dedicate time to 

their education. Instead, we continue to hear the rhetoric of longer seasons, 

play-offs for college football, and the strong desire to see games go into 

overtime – scheduling aspects which other, less prominent sports at the 

university do not face. I wish to make clear that other athletes in other sports 

have similar travel schedules and similar time restrictions, but the higher 

stakes perceived in men’s basketball and football (such as media broadcast 

and generated revenue) alongside the corresponding emphasis on athletic 

eligibility impacts Black male athletes much more than other student-

athletes in other sports. 

Given that these student-athletes are young and overwhelmingly 

inexperienced in appropriate reactions to demeaning situations, 

opportunities for student-athletes to show resistance are few and far 

between. When they do rebel, it is seen to be unsophisticated, which in no 

way means that they are incapable of reacting and resisting the system. In 
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later sections I will demonstrate the ways that I saw these rebellions happen, 

as well as the ways that they explained such acts of resistance to me.  

However, in relation to the ways that students’ athletic and competition 

schedules negatively impact their academics, I would like to recall an 

interaction I had with two basketball players that allowed them to reassert 

their subjectivity as students and not just athletes on a public stage. This 

interaction is related to the idea that, despite being shown on ESPN on 

weeknights, these student-athletes are still students. 

Once, when I was working with a particular athlete, named Cosby, I 

suggested to him that during a post-game interview, if asked about his 

feelings on how he played in the game, he should reply, “Well, ok, but what 

I’m really proud of is the A I just got on a paper.” We had spoken during his 

study hall on a night of a home game, and he and several other teammates 

had significant assignments due the next day. Their anxiety over completing 

the assignments in time as well as their anxiety over the upcoming game was 

readily viewable in their behavior. Cosby, in particular was noticeably 

agitated and distracted. Game time was 7:00 p.m. but they had to be over at 

the practice facility by 3:00 p.m. for treatment, followed by pre-game warm 

up and then media interviews, which were followed by a team meeting and 

another pre-game warm-up.  

He also knew that there would also be a post-game media meeting 

where their feelings and thoughts about the game would be asked of them 

over and over again by the media. There would be a good chance that he and 

his teammates would not get out of the facility until almost 11:00 p.m. that 

evening. Knowing that he would then have to go back to his apartment to 
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finish his paper, Cosby was visibly upset at the schedule but knew he had 

little choice. He knew that he had two hours to work on the paper, but with 

all of the pre-game jitters and excitement running through his body he found 

it hard to concentrate, which only added to his stress about finishing his 

school work.  

On other days I would usually be able to get Cosby back on track and 

back to his schoolwork, but today I could tell that was not going to happen. 

Sensing my own frustration with the situation, I decided to approach the 

situation from a different angle. We began to talk about his frustration with 

needing to complete both the schoolwork and his basketball responsibilities. 

Cosby spoke with me about his annoyance at the whole set up and his 

inability to do anything about it. He started talking about the post-game 

interviews that followed every game where each player had to sit and talk to 

the media and answer their unending questions, and how he and the players 

often just wanted to get out of the facility and go home. They were tired and 

sore and just wanted to go home and relax. But tonight he knew it would be 

different because he had homework to do and that added to the stress even 

more. I turned to him and said,  

 

“You know what Cos. When they ask you how you felt about the game you 
should tell them that you’re really proud of the A on the History paper you just 
got back today. Make them remember you’re actually a student.” 

Cosby looked at me and smiled. He replied, “You know what man, that would be 
something.” 
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We continued to talk a little more, but then I had to remind him that 

he only had this window of time to work on his paper before he left to go get 

ready for the game. Cosby eventually left and some of my frustration 

subsided as I went back to what I needed to do that day. The game was 

televised that night but I had other commitments and decided not to watch 

the game. Little did I know that I was in for a surprise the next day when I 

went back to the athletic department to mentor and tutor. I was sitting in my 

usual room waiting for the guys to come in when Al (short for Allison), one of 

the basketball players, came bursting into the room. 

 Al: “Gabby, did you hear him last night? He said it!” 

Me: “Said what?” 

Al: “He said what you told him to say!” 

Me: “What!!??” (Damn, was I about to get in trouble with the powers that be I 
thought). “No way. What did he say?” 

Al: “He did, he said ‘I got to get out of here so I can finish my paper that’s 
due tomorrow’.” 

Me: “You’re lying, stop messing with me” (I kinda hoped he was lying…) 

In walked Cosby just as I replied. Both Al and I turned to look at him, incredulous. 

Al: “Cos, tell him, tell him what you said last night.” 

Cosby: (Big smile) “I told him I needed to go back to my room and finish my 
paper tonight.” 

Me: “You’re shittin me!” 

Cosby: “Naw man!” 

Me: “Wow, I never thought you would say it. That’s awesome though! So what 
did the reporter say?” I asked. 
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Cosby: “He just kinda ignored it and stammered. He just asked me some other 
question. But I could tell he didn’t know what to do with it.” 

Me: “Damn.” 

 

The three of us just sat there for a second. While his response might 

seem like a small thing, Cosby’s statement was outside the very strict 

guidelines student-athletes are required to follow when dealing with the 

media. Coaches and athletic departments are always worried about damage 

control, and therefore put a lot of emphasis on training their athletes on how 

to engage with the media. For Cosby to have gone outside the parameters 

with even such a seemingly small statement could have had major 

repercussions for him, and possibly for me if he said I was the one who told 

him to say it. He could have been penalized during practice or even playing 

time, and I could have possibly lost my position in the athletic department.  

Even though nothing came of it and there was no big revolution, I 

could tell that Cosby felt better having at least said it, and for a brief moment 

that reporter had to grapple with the fact that he was, in fact, dealing with a 

college student who had student responsibilities. We are here again, 

reminded of Cohen’s (2004) comments about the ways in which agency can be 

viewed as not needing to overturn institutions of power but rather the 

opportunities for autonomy as critical examples of ways in which individuals 

are able to exist within oppressive systems. 
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Part III - Between Practice and the Classroom: Pain, Sleeping, 
and Eating 

“We’re here but we’re like zombies. Your body doesn’t have anything else left.”  

–Eric B. 

  

The above quote is from a former GCSU football player in a class filled 

with current athletes and non-athletes. The class he was in was taught 

primarily as a means of introducing athletes and non-athletes alike to the 

issues, concerns, and history of Black athletes in America. Much of my 

ethnographic research comes out of this class and a few others with similar 

content. These are classes that typically attract a large number of football 

and basketball players and, therefore, unlike other classes, helped to create 

an atmosphere that cultivated more active participation by student-athletes 

than usual. This section is primarily devoted to recounting experiences and 

conversations with student-athletes, and the different systems that impinged 

and infringed upon their ability to succeed academically.   

Eric B.’s comment very succinctly encapsulated what I knew many of 

the athletes felt on a daily basis, and what I came to recognize in their 

behavior in academic settings. Eric was responding to the instructor’s query 

about their lack of participation in class on that day, which was a growing 

concern not only for that instructor, but a concern that I often found myself 

struggling with throughout my ethnographic experience.  My field notes are 

often filled with comments about students in class sleeping, surfing the 

internet, eating, arriving late and leaving early, and a seemingly overall lack 
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of engagement in their education; even when the class seemed to directly deal 

with their own personal and life issues, such as the class on Black athletes. 

 

Those Guys are Still Hurting! 

  

For a period of about four months, I was able to gain access to the 

GCSU football weight room. The nature of my research prevented traditional 

participant observation because there was no way that I was going to be able 

to play college football or college basketball and use that experience to gain 

the embodied experiences these athletes were living daily.  Through a good 

friend, Jeffrey Thibideaux, I was able to gain access to the GCSU facility and 

was able to witness some of the training regimen of the GCSU football team 

firsthand. Thibideaux told me that we would be meeting at the Rosengarten 

Facility. Known simply as “The Rose”, the facility is a state of the art workout 

space built by GCSU primarily for the football program, but it is used by 

some other teams. I had seen the facility before but had not ever gone in to 

the weight room.  

As we entered, we walked through a short hallway and, as I looked 

down the rest of the hallway, I could see large photos of former GCSU 

Longhorns football players decorating the walls. Most of the photos were of 

players who were Longhorns who had gone on to play in the NFL, or captured 

moments of significant games in the Longhorns’ football history. We turned 

right and entered the first door into the actual weight room. Before me was a 

room that was approximately 50 yards wide by about 60 yards long. Along 

the nearest wall was a row of free weights on racks in front of eight-foot high 
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mirrors. On the farthest wall was a three-lane rubber track about sixty yards 

long. Between the mirror and the track were rows and rows of various weight 

training equipment: squat machines, flat bench and inclined benches, eight 

treadmills, and very large tires that looked like they were from monster 

trucks. Along the south wall was a counter that had baskets filled with 

bananas, apples, and oranges.  

When we had first arrived at The Rose there wasn’t much going on, but 

that changed pretty quickly.  Soon after I arrived, about 30 football players 

came and started their lifting workout. They were divided into groups of five 

to seven players, according to what position they played. Many of them were 

shirtless, showcasing their many tattoos and physique. A group of football 

players were at the squat cages lifting what seemed like Olympic 

weightlifting levels. I had only seen bars bend on TV while watching 

professional weightlifters before, so watching these young men straining with 

what must have been close to 600lbs on their shoulders seemed very surreal. 

Another group was near the huge tires. They were doing sit-ups with large 

dumbbell like weights. They would hold one (usually about 50-60lbs) in one 

hand, lay back in a fully flat position on the ground, and then sit up with 

their arm fully outstretched over their heads, the weight in hand.  

Jeff motioned me over to the track along the west wall. We began doing 

some warm up exercises and drills. Eventually we began doing our workout. 

In between sets I looked over to see these young men straining and groaning, 

grunting and loudly cheering each other on to complete their exercise. The 

whole time they were working out there was a crew of trainers closely 

monitoring every movement of the athletes. While not all the athletes were 
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Black, most were and they were the ones who most often went un-shirted. 

However, almost every trainer was white and male; several trainers were 

white and female. I couldn’t help but think about this dynamic of straining 

Black bodies being closely monitored by these white overseers, who carefully 

instructed the student-athletes on how to do the exercises correctly, making 

them repeat exercises if they didn’t feel the athlete completed the workout 

properly, occasionally yelling or cheering them on through the last rep of a 

particular station. Each group had at least two or three trainers attentively 

watching them.  I later learned from Jeff that most of the trainers were 

graduate students (and a few undergraduates) from the Kinesiology 

department working on either their Master’s or PhD degrees. Many of them 

were there to complete their internship requirement for their degrees.  

Over the next few months this scene repeated itself, but one particular 

morning was specifically memorable because of a conversation between Jeff 

and myself. During a brief break during our workout I turned to Jeff and 

asked, 

Me: “Jeff, what time did these guys get started this morning?” 

Jeff: “Probably about 5a.m.  This is the second part of their workout.” 

Me: “What?” 

Jeff: “Yeah, they were up on the field already when I met you in front of the 
Rose before our run.” 

Me: “Damn! Seriously? Most of campus is still asleep.” 

Jeff: “Yep!” 

Me: “See this is what I’m talking about. No one thinks of this part of it when 
they are watching a game in the fall. They have no clue what these guys do.” 
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Jeff: “No they sure don’t. These guys are already practicing for next season and 
they just finished last season two weeks ago.” 

Me: “Holy crap! That’s right. These guys just played in a BCS bowl game! 
And now they are already practicing and training for next season.” 

Jeff: “Gabby, here’s the thing … these guys are still hurting from that game. 
They still got bruises from that game. And here they are.” 

 

I had nothing to say in response. I could only nod in understanding. 

Even to me this was shattering news. Someone who knew a lot about the 

training and work ethic needed to compete at this level. Even I was blown 

away by the fact that these guys were two weeks out from the completion of 

one season and were already preparing for the next. While all of the students 

and fans who watched them were fast asleep in their rooms resting before 

going to work or class, these young men were putting their bodies through 

unbelievable strain. What I was witnessing looked like a mid-season workout, 

both in the intensity and scope of the workout, and in the attitude these 

young men put into their workout.  

It was from this specific experience that I began to think more 

critically about the behaviors of these young Black men that I witnessed 

while in class, specifically Eric B’s comment about being a zombie. Many 

times I made notes about the lateness of students to class, sleeping in class, 

and complete inaction in terms of class participation. While I often thought of 

it as a form of resistance, and on some level I do believe that it is a strategy of 

opposition, I had to take into account the possibility that these guys were just 

plain tired and banged up from their sport. That is not to say that athletes in 

other sports don’t put themselves through rigorous training regimens that 
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leave their bodies bruised and battered.  However, no sport is as physically 

violent as football and basketball. I started to think in terms of how this 

relationship between the violence done to the bodies of these athletes in the 

scope of their sport, both in competition and training, served as a structural 

tactic deployed specifically on their bodies to keep them from succeeding 

academically.  

I thought about several of the formal interviews that I had with some 

of these young men, often over food in between classes. They hurriedly forced 

down lunch so they could get to class on time. I reflected on the many times I 

saw athletes coming to class with meals in hand and eating during the first 

few minutes of lecture (in some cases through the entire class lecture). I 

thought about the many times while working as a mentor and tutor that the 

athletes I worked with wanted to sleep and repeatedly asked me if I could 

look out for them so they could catch a nap. Over and over again I continued 

to see the ways that they were hampered by their own bodies, which had 

served to gain them access to these elitist spaces and were now being used 

against them to prevent them from fully accessing the benefits of such places. 

 

Part IV – “They will take care of you!” 

 

Eric B. is a former player who had been a part of the National 

Championship team a few years before I started my research. He had been 

drafted into the NFL and played a couple of seasons, and then played in the 

CFL for a season. I met him during a spring semester when he came back to 
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GCSU to complete his undergraduate degree in between football seasons. His 

plan was to take classes in the spring and then head out to training camps, 

first the NFL and then the CFL if The League didn’t work out.  Eric B. had 

played defense for GCSU and came out of high school as one of the top 

recruits in the country. As a Black male from the South, he had participated 

in football from a young age.  I approached Eric as a person I wanted to get to 

know better because he was always outspoken in class and his honesty with 

his experiences as a student-athlete at GCSU was in stark contrast to the 

usual reticence of current athletes. While it was obvious in many respects 

why he was able to speak out more than current student-athletes, he was 

back at GCSU through the support of the athletic department. He was taking 

full advantage of their academic resources as a former student in ways he 

never had when he was a student-athlete at the school.  

 Nathan (Nate) A. was a senior on the GCSU Longhorns team. He was 

referred to me by a GCSU staff member, Marcus, who also happened to sit in 

on the same class as I did. Marcus told me that Nate “had his act together” 

and was “really sharp”. Like most of the Black athletes on the team, he too 

had come to the team as a top high school prospect, one who would come in 

and help the Longhorns win another National Championship. Unfortunately, 

he suffered a series of injuries each season and although he worked hard to 

come back from them, each time he would only suffer another setback. Nate 

was going into his final year of eligibility with high hopes when I met him 

that Spring. While Eric was verbose, Nate was the complete opposite. It took 

a lot to get him to talk. He was always light-hearted and not often serious, 

and he often responded to my requests to meet and talk with the reply, “Ain’t 
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no thing like a chicken wing”. That was his way of saying he was free to meet. 

However, when Nate did talk, his thoughts and insights about his 

experiences as a Black male football player at a predominantly white 

institution demonstrated he thought no less critically about his situation 

than did Eric.  

Nate, Eric, and I often met at a campus dining spot that was on the 

way to their next class after the one I sat in on with them. Our conversations 

usually started with me talking for the first few minutes while they ate their 

lunch. This block of time between classes was their only free time of the day. 

Between early morning workouts, early morning classes, early afternoon 

classes, and then practice, meetings, and film review, they allowed me into a 

very precious, much-guarded space of free time in their schedule. 

It was noon on a Wednesday and the food court was packed with 

students. I always felt self-conscious being in such a public place talking 

about things that I deemed private for Eric and Nate. I looked at the white 

students pretending not to stare at Nate.  As a current team member he was 

readily recognizable. I could see white students between tables making eye 

contact with each other as a way of legitimizing with each other that they 

were in fact looking at GCSU football players. Nate and Eric never seemed to 

take heed of them, unless, of course it was a female student, and then I had 

to pause and wait for their attention to return to the conversation. As for the 

white males, it was as if they didn’t exist. They went about eating their lunch 

and talking with me as if we were alone in the building.  The food court was 

part of one of the newer dorms on campus and was across the street from the 
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football stadium, so it was a convenient place for them to meet. Despite the 

heavy student traffic, we sat and talked, and I listened.  

 

ERIC & NATE Interview 2/21 

Me: “What is it like to live that everyday? What it feels like? And then you get 
people in class making comments that clearly show they don’t know what you 
guys go through everyday. In class that day another football student made the 
following comment: ‘I don’t care about school. I care about the play book’.”  

ERIC: “I think it has a lot to do with (pause) I don’t know what high school he 
went to but.” 

NATE: “Jefferson High.” 

Me: “So you’re talking about the school he went to?” 

ERIC: “Oh now I know what high school he went to! (laughs) I know at my 
school, Carver High, if you were any type of star or any type of anything you 
don’t have this positive…” 

NATE: “Academics.” 

ERIC: “Yeah but a lot of us we don’t hear a lot of even at church man. It’s not 
their fault. It’s not their fault! Even if I see someone balling on the field you 
automatically just think about all the talent the kid has. All the promise he has. 
You think this dude can be the next whatever. I can be the next great d-lineman. 
You know what I’m saying? People always look at the potential of how this guy 
plays. You never get I mean you get some that say ‘school school school!’ But the 
people who look at the athletic part outweighs big time! What’s his first name?” 

NATE: “Oliver.” 

ERIC: “Oliver. I’m tripping. Oliver that who we is talking about. I’m sure 
everyone is saying he can be the next whatever and I’m not saying he can’t but 
everyone is saying he can be the next dis n’ dat. And not realizing that hey what if 
he doesn’t become the next dis n’ dat then what’s gonna happen? Because of 
course it’s like winning the lottery. You win this ticket. You can win the quick 30 
million dollars without lifting a finger. Here! You put in four years. Go in the first 
round in the draft is just like winning the lottery. If in four years of playing 
college football I made 30 million dollars so you can make a lot of money in a 
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short amount of time so I think that’s a plus. Everyone. I mean if you can do it 
why not?” 

Me: “Shoot, I would.” 

ERIC: “Heck make the money. You got to realize. You make that money. It’s in 
a short amount of time. A ten-year career is a long career in the League. A fifteen 
year career is a long. These guys retire at 36 ... 37.  That’s young … you’re 36 
right?” 

Me: “No. I’m way past 36.” 

ERIC: “How old are you? I thought said you said you were 36?” 

Me: “No, you said you were 26 so I said wait till you’re 36.  I’m way past 36.” 
(laughs) 

ERIC and Nate: (Laughter) 

ERIC: “Imagine you turn 36 and you made all this money. You got to maintain it. 
You got to have an identity knowing who the heck you are.” 

NATE: “I struggle with dat.” 

ERIC: “I know I struggle with dat. When I got cut,  I kept on trying to make a 
team. But what helped me was that I had a plan outside of football. I know that 
when I’m done I’m going back and I’m going to pursue this (points to table 
referencing GCSU). But if I didn’t have that plan I probably wouldn’t a come 
back to school. And it sounds dumb but if you don’t have a plan outside of it. You 
put so much time in and you don’t come out!  You put all your marbles in here 
and you worked hard. Worked as hard as Cam Newton but you’re not Cam 
Newton. And guess what? Your feelings gonna get hurt. Your self-esteem gonna 
get hurt. And you gonna be like. And then you go your whole life thinking I 
should be there. I got robbed. I should be there. That should be me.” 

Me: “You feel the same way? (to NATE). Cuz you in the thick of it now.” 

NATE: “It’s like what he said. You put in the work.  You may even put more 
work than somebody who is more successful than you and you can see them go to 
the league even before you did. But you put in more work. But it’s like he said if 
you don’t have that plan. You put all your eggs in one basket. And as soon as you 
know that opportunity passes you by and you don’t get what you want or 
something, you get into a depressed and angered state. Where you’re just sitting 
there reflecting on what I did. How come it wasn’t good enough? Reflecting on 
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your past. Thinking I shoulda done this or I coulda done dis but I didn’t and then 
by that time you’ve wasted your time in school. If the school is gonna use so 
much you might as well get something outta tha deal. Which is getting your 
degree or graduating.  If they’re gonna take all the miles outta your body you 
know then take as much as you can outta what they are willing to give you.” 

Me: “But you know, you talked about this last time.  Can you get to the league 
without and give as much time as you need to give? Anyone that wants to be a 
high profile anything they got to be committed. They got to put in time. You not 
gonna get to the league without putting in some time. It’s a very rare individual 
that cannot workout. Not go to practice and make the league.” 

NATE: “Right.” 

Me: “So, if your goal is to make the league, you got to put in the time right?” 

NATE & ERIC: “Right.” 

Me: “How are you supposed to have an alternate plan? What’s an alternate plan 
look like?” 

NATE: “It just something that is always in the back of your mind. That you can 
fall back on. I understand that I am working towards the league. 100% that’s my 
first goal. That’s I want to pursue. That’s not for forever. But you got to 
understand that you not gonna play in the league for forever. You got to start 
thinking about what’s down the line. And that’s what these young cats they don’t 
understand. Say you make it to the league. Congratulations. Say you go first 
round. Congratulations. So in the end it’s gonna come to an end. You career is 
gonna finish. You can’t play for forever. It’s physically impossible. And what 
they don’t understand after that is what he (Eric) is talking about. Is you got to 
have a plan to make the money. How not to spend all the money. And one so you 
can have money to last you. Learn to invest. Learn to do something outside of 
football so that after football you can continue to make money. If that’s what you 
really want to do. If that’s what your goal is. To make lots of money. That’s one 
of the main goals. Is playing with big guys and to make a lot of money. 

 

In the first part of the discussion Nate and Eric were responding to a 

fellow teammate’s (Oliver) comments during class about his truthfulness 

about being at GCSU to study the playbook and not to study academically.  

Eric was especially poignant in referencing the difference in high schools as 
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well as community engagement with athletes. Eric specifically deals with the 

propensity of even other Black people in stressing Black male athletic ability 

over intellectual capability. He stresses how significantly that impacts the 

ways that many student-athletes enter GCSU, and their perceptions on why 

they are there and their own capacity to achieve academically.  

As they are already interpolated as athletic subjects over intellectual 

subjects, once they enter places like GCSU they fall into a system already set 

up to frame them in this way. What usually ends up happening is a lack of 

questioning about this kind of subject making and a lack of ability to deal 

directly with it in a way which may cause a shift away from their athletic 

ability.  Eric also points out the almost inevitable circumstance that these 

young men find themselves in at the end of their college career. “[T]hen 

what’s gonna happen?” This statement acknowledges that these young men 

are left at a disadvantage because of the pressure of being athletes at the 

expense of their intellectual growth. This insight is probably based on his 

experiences as a former GCSU player who left without graduating and whose 

career did not manifest to the degree he had hoped it would professionally. 

Eric had a unique perspective with which to scrutinize comments of current 

players who had not yet had the experiences he had gone through. 

Nate’s follow up comments about the ways that the mileage is taken 

out of their bodies through the sport and that their only recourse to salvage 

that stripping is to get a college degree highlight the importance of the 

strategies employed on their bodies throughout their collegiate career. 

However, when I asked for further clarification on what would be the best 

ways in which to prepare for such an outcome, his best reply was that it had 
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to be an idea in the back on one’s mind, that there was “something else”. Is 

this enough? Granted it was Nate’s explanation for his own success, but I had 

to take into consideration that he had been injured multiple times during his 

college career at GCSU and that must have had some impact on his outlook. 

Had he been as successful on the field as Eric was, would he have the same 

presence of mind now? Or would he be no different than Oliver?  

It seems unfortunate that injuries are usually the only means through 

which college athletes gain some perspective and are able to re-conceptualize 

their relationship to the institution as athletes. Injuries give them the ability 

and time to focus on school since their free time is significantly increased. As 

I revisited these conversations later I continued to wonder how reasonable it 

was to simply place the responsibility of success on the shoulders of these 

young men. The idea that their success or failure in multiple endeavors is 

their own stems from American liberalist individualism, where success and 

failure are based on individual achievement and structures that might 

impact one’s path to success are erased.  Nate’s comments about having a 

plan did not take into account the necessary support systems one would need 

to even fathom the conception of alternative options.  

In an earlier conversation, Nate spoke at length about how his uncle 

and mother were motivating influences in his life, and their constant 

pressure on his academic performance matched and often exceeded their 

expectations of his athletic performance. He once told me that his mother 

made it a point to make both his athletic and academic achievements part of 

the Sunday Service announcements. As a result, he knew that just as he got 

questions about poor playing performances, he would also be questioned 
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about poor grades at Sunday service. When Nate and Eric both acknowledged 

the difference in schools between themselves and Oliver, they hinted at the 

reality of what a lack of true support can mean. Yet they still put the 

responsibility on Oliver to know how to best deal with his situation, despite 

the obvious lack of support and preparation he had entering GCSU.  

 

“Nobody comes out of nowhere” – The Overlooked Protestant Ethic 

  

During another conversation, Eric went into great length about his 

feelings about making it to The League (the NFL) and the reality of the 

situation on his potential for success when he did not meet those 

expectations. Again, I think Eric’s distance from being a college player, 

playing in the NFL, playing in the CFL, and then returning to GCSU allowed 

him to comprehend his experiences in ways that current athletes were unable 

to. I think this is noteworthy, because the athletic system thrives on these 

young men not wanting to deal with the reality of the situation. Rather, the 

athletic system promotes dreams and desires and then claims that one’s 

ability to attain these dreams is based on their work ethic, as opposed to the 

simple fact that there are only 224 players selected in the NFL draft each 

year with 122 Division I programs; this amounts to approximately 12,000 

players vying for those 224 spots, at which point the odds become staggering. 

This does not even take into account Division II and III school hopefuls who 

also attempt and often do make their way into the league over high profile 

Division I athletes. The reality of this alone should alert these young men to 
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the simple truth: that it is unlikely they will make it. This should be 

something they know walking in the door as incoming freshmen.  

 

ERIC: “You got to have some reality in life. For me that reality check was as soon 
as the draft. I didn’t have any reality check while I was here until the draft came. 
My senior year came and my stock fell from my junior year. Because if I had left 
as a junior  … when you leave as a junior politically you’re rough around the 
edges but you have so much potential they’re gonna pick you high anyways. But 
that same junior who leaves as a senior and that next junior that leaves early is 
automatically gonna go ahead of him. And that one senior. That one hit wonder 
senior. That comes in and has one good season. Who never had a good season his 
whole career he’s gonna go ahead of you. Then all of a sudden now I’m that guy 
who’s been here the whole time since I came back as a senior now my stock 
dropped. So that was my reality check. But if I would have never had an injury I 
would have gone first or second at worst third round. But then when I had this 
shoulder injury I dropped to the second round. Right then and there. That was my 
reality check. That was my reality right there. Oh damn! Everyone been saying, 
‘You better make sure you get that degree!’ The people that had been saying that. 
And you just like. This quick. It’s like that. Until a lot of these guys reality check 
it’s too late. For me I was blessed to rehab. Rebound. Be in the league for three, 
three and half years but my reality check wasn’t until the draft. So I think the best 
thing, Nate understands, he understands that my NFL career ain’t guaranteed. If I 
put all my eggs in this basket? I can do that and something unfortunate happens. 
Then where am I gonna be at? And a lot of guys put their eggs in that basket and 
then when it doesn’t happen they don’t know what to do. I take the same 
mentality that I take in the game into life and sometimes that ain’t good because 
that ain’t keeping it real. Well ok, I’m gonna make it!”  That’s good and that’s 
bad. Like Oliver. He’s saying, ‘I’m gonna make it. I’m gonna make this happen. 
No matter what. I decide my own fate.’ And we don’t. We don’t decide our own 
fate. I can work as hard as I can. I can be stronger than I’ve ever been. Faster 
than I’ve ever been. Smarter than I’ve ever been. And then go get on that field. 
It’s not in your hands. If you want to get biblical about it, it’s not in no one’s 
hands. Even on a smaller scale. It’s in the coaches’ hands. I mean for me. I 
learned that when I was on the Sharks (NFL team) when I was in training camp. I 
was bigger. I was strong. I was healthy. I was much smarter than I’d ever been. I 
go into that camp. Felt good. There’s no way they’re gonna deny me. I got 
released. I was on second team. Played well. Was never a problem. Worked my 
tail off. Put everything into it. And got released. And in some respects I’m still 
dealing with that mentally. How did I not make the Sharks squad? I’m better than 
this guy. I realize this. I realize this now.  It’s not in my hands. How can I work 
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out as hard as I did? Stay extra. Know the plays. Cool with all the team. 
Everything just feel like it worked. And it did not work. That means it’s not in my 
hands. So Nate can bust out stupid numbers at the combine. And it still not work 
out. It still might not work out. So that’s the thing that Oliver and all of us need to 
realize. It’s not being negative or being scared to look at it. And understand this.  
It’s a real situation. Like, ‘hey you may not make it to the league.’ Even if you are 
good enough. The scary part. There are guys I know that aren’t playing now that 
should be playing. The best guys. You can ask anybody. Anybody in the NFL. 
You have guys that are at home that are better than guys that are on teams now. 
Guys in the CFL that are better. Guys in the UFL that are better.  You know why?  
You see guys like KW, you know. He’s in Miami. He played two years in 
Vancouver, in BC. Got player of the year twice. Goes to Miami. In two years he’s 
in the pro-bowl. This year he’s second, third in the league in sacks. He came from 
Canada. He came out of nowhere. Nobody ever comes out of nowhere. Nobody 
comes out of nowhere. That’s the one thing people got to realize, this guy was 
always there. Now he’s getting his opportunity.  It shows that somebody 
somewhere was wrong about this guy.  But if they had given him a first round.  
The best players aren’t gonna make it. I might not make it. So I got to get this 
degree. And him (Nate) keeping it real with the situation. I need to take a career 
path that’s gonna make me that kind of money. 

Eric’s intensity during this part of the conversation highlighted how 

much he critically tried to understand what it meant for him to be a part of 

this system. While he was trying to talk rationally about the reality of the 

difficulty of making it to the NFL you could tell from his changes in tone and 

the loudness and seriousness of his speech that he was coming to grips with 

that reality. At 26, after having played in the NFL and the CFL, he was still 

coming to grips with the reality that he may not be good enough to have a 

long career. He was still seeing his playing time in the NFL as less than 

successful, forgetting that he had won a National Championship as a college 

player, that he had played on one of the most successful teams in GCSU 

history, been drafted into the NFL, and then played in the CFL – despite all 

this, he insisted that he still might not be good enough. His incredulity at not 
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making the team after coming back from injury and the circumstances he felt 

surrounding that decision were still weighing on him heavily.   

However, his honesty about his perspective while a GCSU Longhorn is 

commendable: “I didn’t have any reality check while I was here”. He openly 

acknowledges that he was not that different than Oliver, whom he was using 

as the impetus for his comments. Looking back, Eric acknowledged that he 

himself thought that nothing could stop him from reaching The League, yet 

at the time he gave this interview, even after having matured and having 

some time to reflect on those experiences, he still takes on some of the 

responsibility to “know better”.  To me this, again, begs the question: why 

wouldn’t he be given a reality check the day he stepped on campus, if not to 

constrain his decision-making and focus him towards the GCSU athletic 

program instead of towards academic pursuits? This question is not 

suggesting to privilege education above other desires, as I think that these 

young men deserve to pursue what they conceptualize as their dreams. 

However, at what expense and how and why is this done at the expense of 

full knowledge? What I see transpiring in these types of situations are the 

structures by which young Black males buy into the prevailing system of 

authority and the ability of that authority to give them opportunities to 

acquire a certain kind of power, both materially and immaterially. It is in 

these moments that we see how a Black male investment in patriarchy and 

acceptance of male authority serves some of their needs as Black men. 

“Like Oliver. He’s saying I’m gonna make it. I’m gonna make this 

happen. No matter what. I decide my own fate. And we don’t. We don’t decide 

our own fate.  If you want to get biblical about it, it’s not in no one’s hands. 
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Even on a smaller scale. It’s in the coaches hands.”  I mulled this statement 

over and over after my conversation with Nate and Eric that day, and then 

later when I revisited and transcribed this conversation. The entire 

conversation was so layered with multiple meanings and each time I re-read 

or re-listened to conversations I was amazed at the subtext behind so many of 

their statements. My initial reaction to Eric’s statement about not being able 

to decide one’s own fate and that life’s opportunities were not always 

controllable seemed deeply profound, even for a 26 year old. It seemed like, as 

an athlete, he had grasped a complicated concept that not many seem to care 

about or are able to comprehend while being a current athlete, or even later 

in life.  

However, as I went over the conversation multiple times, something 

didn’t seem quite right about the statements. There was something that 

didn’t quite make sense. After Eric makes the transition from stating that it’s 

not in his hands nor is it in anyone’s hands, he then states “if you want to get 

biblical…it’s in the coaches’ hands”. To complete his statement in this way 

was confusing at first. But later as I met and talked with other athletes about 

their thoughts about coaches and their relationship with these men it began 

to coalesce. While Jesus himself couldn’t help Eric to a long career in The 

League, a coach could. That was the extent to which these young men 

believed in the power and authority of their coaches. To think that God 

couldn’t make it happen but that a coach could.  

I replayed in my mind all the times I heard athletes in post-game 

interviews thanking their “lord and savior” or pointing heavenwards after a 

big play. I, along with most of the viewers, interpreted it as religiosity gone 
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amuck on the football field, but with this statement maybe it wasn’t Jesus 

they were referring to as their lord and savior but rather the guy on the 

sidelines they baptized with Gatorade after a win. In later sections I will 

spend more time dealing with this consistent theme around the perceived 

authority and power of coaches and the way that this dynamic impacts the 

decision-making of these young men, as well as how it impacts and affects 

their ideas about how power is wielded and who is the “natural” leader of 

young Black men.  

 

“Your Coach’s Voice” 

  

During a later conversation, Eric made connections on his own without 

prompting that demonstrated the ways that these young men saw the impact 

of coaches on their lives. 

EB: “I could just think of a lot of people off the top of my head right now that 
played here and like since football didn’t work out it’s like, ‘I guess I’m gonna go 
and try this’. And it’s sad because so I’ve always had that plan. See when I first 
started out. I was like I always wanted to do something in sports. I know how to 
teach somebody about the game. I know how to talk about the game. Cuz I played 
the game. If I wanted to be a science teacher I could do that too. But that’s 
[football] what I wanted to do. But I put more time here. One day you wake up 
and you’re like, ‘Hey I know a lot about football. What can I do that pays well 
and still keeps me around something that I know about’. Coaching. Weight 
training. Analyst. And when I first started I wanted to be sportscaster. I wanted to 
be in that. Then somewhere along the line I decided I wanted to coach. And when 
I tell [them] I wanted to coach I always tell them why. Because it’s not just about 
football.  It’s about me remembering in high school the influence that coaches do 
have over kids. And to me, a guy like me, a guy like Nate, a guy like Oliver. 
When we’re in high school, yeah academics are important but a lot of time your 
high school coach’s voice is more stronger than anybody’s voice in that school. 
Than your principal. Than your teacher. Teachers change all the time. Your coach 
stays the same. Principal. How often you might have a good relationship with 
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him? You might not. But I know my high school coach.  Stuck with me for four 
years. So I’m gonna see him all the time. So the voice he has and what he can tell 
those kids is the most important of the whole school. Cuz this is who they deal 
with. And most of those kids ain’t going to the NFL anyways. So I was like man 
if I can can coach. I always wanted to coach high school ball. But if I also know 
that if I [could] coach college the money is there. More money is there. So I feel 
good about that career choice. It’s like if all else fails I can make a lot of money 
coaching college and then fall back on high school. Or coach high school if I got 
enough, got the money I want. 

Me: “High school coaches make good money?” 

ERIC: “Yeah they do. They make six figures. But dees dudes over here! (pointing 
to stadium). Our D-line coach they said he  made 3 somethin. 350. [Coach] 
Williams made last year like 900 somethin. And freakin Coach Stax. You know 
what I’m sayin, I might need to do some college coaching. 

 In a similar way as in the previous conversation, Eric begins talking 

about the real impact that coaches have on their players. He claims that they 

are more significant in the life of a young person than their teacher, 

principal, and most likely any other adult in that person’s life. It’s difficult to 

argue with what he claims initially. He makes very critical analysis of school 

culture. Students do in fact change teachers year after year. Students rarely 

develop meaningful relationships with the principals. Further, as is true to 

form in most public education settings, most Black males are demonized 

within school culture, and their mostly likely interaction with school 

leadership is usually due to some infraction on their part. But for young men 

playing a sport, spending time with someone they see almost every day for 

their entire high school career, who is someone who claims to want the best 

for them and the best from them; why wouldn’t they see that relationship as 

the most meaningful in their lives? Especially when compared to teachers 

and school administrators who probably see them as anything but competent. 
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After explaining the dynamics of the relationship and capturing the 

essence of it, Eric makes another shift. Instead of continuing along the lines 

of mentorship and guidance as a part of the coaching lifestyle, he changes the 

discussion to one about money. It was striking to hear him go from talking 

about wanting to lead young men to then focusing mostly on how much 

money he could make. I don’t criticize him for it but rather point it out as 

being part of a more complex system of arrangements and relationships 

between these young men and the people they look to as examples of 

leadership and authority.  Coaches have the ability to determine one’s entire 

career in life from pre-teen through adulthood. They can determine what 

high school you go to, what college recruits you, if you get drafted, if you sign 

a contract with a team, if you avoid getting cut and ultimately if you continue 

to an adult career as a coach. To say that this relationship is significant is an 

understatement for young men who envision their entire life as being 

intertwined in the world of sports. If from the age of about ten this is where 

these young men locate power and authority, and this authority is reinforced 

well into their twenties and thirties, why would they not seek to achieve the 

same thing?  This line of thinking links Black theorizations on the critique of 

a Black male intellectual’s propensity to seek white authority at the expense 

of Black women and queer Black folks.100 I see these young men strive for 

this kind of power that comes at their own expense, because they strive for 

goals that are just as elusive as a professional athletic career. While the 

statistics on becoming a coach are significantly higher than becoming a 
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professional player, Eric’s situation is noteworthy because he himself 

recognized that none of that would be achievable without a college degree; 

even high school coaching.  

If we return to the incongruities of athletic and academic life, how are 

these young men supposed to pursue coaching without degrees when many of 

them fail to complete their undergraduate career?  I also think it crucial to 

refer back to earlier in this chapter, where the monetary flow in the athletic 

department, especially in terms of salary, was laid out. The athletes are well 

aware of the money being spent around them. It is not surprising that they 

want to partake in it.  At one point in our conversation Eric scoffed at a 

$50,000 a year salary. As someone at the time not making even that much, I 

was slightly put off by it. But when he and others were used to seeing ten 

times and a hundred times (with respect to the head coach) being paid to 

people around them with whom they were in close contact, why settle for 

$50,000 when you can potentially get $5 million?  

 

“If I can I will” – Interpolation and Self-making in Athletic Success 

 

Eric and Nate then went on to further explain things, and were pretty 

astute in recognizing some racialized differences in perceived ideas of Black 

subjectivity as it related to the ways that Black males conceptualized 

themselves primarily as athletes.  Eric and Nate referenced the ways that 

young Black male athletes hold onto ideas of themselves as athletes more so 

than their white counterparts. This refusal to see themselves as multifaceted 

individuals was to their detriment. 
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ERIC: “Right. You can be a millionaire doin something else but you got to have 
that plan. You got to be like, ‘I’m gonna make my money doin this’. And I hate to 
say this but the white guys on the team have their reality life. Shoot. You talk to 
them now.” 

NATE: “Oh I know I’m not going”. 

ERIC: “There’s guys on that team that knowing they’re not going to the NFL. 
You take a poll. Like go around every football team in college and ask the Black 
kids,  ask the whites. What’s the poll of the Black guys that think they going to 
the league? Just not even the older guys. Just ask the freshman. You know how 
many?” 

NATE: “All of them.” 

ERIC: “I bet you every single one of them say they going to the league. Or think 
they going to the league. But the white kids.  There are some whites kids that are 
freshman that will probably tell you, probably say, ‘If I can I will. If I can I will.’ 

Me: “So what do you think that difference is?” 

ERIC: “I don’t know because I saw these guys [white players] they’re done.”  

NATE: “True dat. Hmmhmm.” 

ERIC: “The Black guys they’re not gonna hang it up that fast” 

NATE: “The way you grew up. The atmosphere. The people around you.”  

Me: “Don’t they grow up?” 

ERIC: “I think in the white community not all the white people not gonna jump 
on John, Johnny whatever his name.  John Doe’s back. And say ‘You’re gonna 
make it’. Us. I know. Me. My church. My school. Everybody that knows where 
I’m from. Everybody jumps on my back. I’m gonna be on you. ‘We know Eric. 
He’s going to Tha League!’ I used to hear that all the time. When I played 
basketball, ‘He’s going to tha NBA!’ When I played football.” 

NATE: “Whatever you did.” 

ERIC: “Yeah right. (laughs) Oh yeah he gonna be in the NFL. There’s a pressure 
on us to.” 
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NATE: “Just to satisfy.” 

ERIC: “To actually make it.” 

 

Eric and Nate ended the conversation with an assessment of the 

impact of the Black community on young Black men in their self-

identification as athletes, and that this pressure is adopted as part of their 

process of understanding who they are as both Black people and as males. 

Their phrasing of “everybody jumps on my back” gives a serious depiction of 

how they perceive this pressure. They were obviously aware of how they were 

often just conduits for other strategies but seemed unable to cultivate 

explanations or alternate possibilities for themselves. They continued with 

even more sophistication of how the pressure is applied to them. 

 

ERIC: “That is a great point about just the difference between neighborhoods and 
wherever you’re from. And people jumping on our backs saying, ‘We gonna be 
dis’ and ‘We gonna be dat’. And putting that it’s almost a pressure. It’s almost a 
pressure.  A let down or whatever. When I got cut. Immediately, I used to be so 
strong in the church. Yee ha! Every time I went to the next level they recognized 
what I did. High school. He’s this. He’s All-American. He goes here, he’s with 
the Sharks. I get released. Now when I got to go to church.  Man! I got to answer 
the questions, man it’s like the media! ‘How’s it going? You still gonna play?’  
‘You gonna be dis? You gonna be dat?’ And it’s just like the pressure of trying to 
succeed. It’s not their fault. It’s not that they’re doing it on purpose. You don’t see 
enough guys, enough Black guys going D 1 [Division 1 College Football]. Going 
to these types of schools [meaning schools like GCSU]. So when one does it’s 
kinda like Barack. It’s the first Black president. So of course all of us are …  you 
got white people who don’t understand are like ‘We don’t do that with Bill 
Clinton’.  Of course. You all got 40 whatever presidents so of course when we get 
a Black president we all goin to be repping! We got a Black president! My Black 
president! You know what I’m saying?  We don’t have any so you get excited. 
It’s the same thing here. If Nate is makin that push to the league it’s like we’re 
more excited about it than him. We be like, ‘Oh my god he’s gonna be the next 
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dis and dat!!’  At the same time we try to encourage him but it’s a lot of pressure. 
He’s only like 21. How old are you? 

NATE: “22.” 

ERIC: “22. Only 22. See what I’m saying. I’m 26. We was hearing that at 17 
coming in. We was 18 coming in. That’s a lot of pressure you’re putting on an 18 
year old kid.  To come in here and try to do it. So in his mind subconsciously he 
might not even be thinking about it but he’s like, ‘Man I don’t want to let none of 
these people down’. So when he doesn’t make it he’s like, ‘Man I let everybody 
down’.” 

NATE: “And he’s got to go face it.” 

  

Their description of feeling like they’ve let their community down and 

that their success or failure directly impacts their community speaks to 

pressures that they at least perceive do not exist for their white counterparts. 

It also serves to explain why they might think Black athletes hold on to their 

self-perception as athletes longer. Given their assumption that their 

community is more invested in their success as athletes and not in other 

ways, this gives us insight into another set of systems that impact the choices 

they as young men make upon entering college.  

  

“Give them what they want” 

 

Though the previous discussions with Nate and Eric may depict a lack 

of resistance or a displaced understanding of the power dynamic, in the 

following discussion the two demonstrate that they did, in fact, have a more 

sophisticated understanding of their situation. In the following conversation 
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Eric and Nate offered their interpretation of how to best take advantage of 

their situation, and what they felt other athletes needed to do. 

 

NATE: “All the resources that come through here.” 

ERIC: “We got to.” 

NATE: “Alumni, all the contacts. There’s too many networks to not.” 

ERIC: "Like he said. Networking man. And like you said [me] how do you get it 
back? They used us for four years so how do you get it back? Right there 
[gestures to stadium]. Get it back from them! Actually show up and say, not like 
‘Hey where ma job at!’ Cuz some dudes, some dudes do do that. There are some 
dudes who expect to get a job. You got to have an idea. ‘This is where I wanna 
go. This is where I want to be by this time. I want to get my degree’. And you got 
to be dead serious. And they will find you a spot.”  

Me: “So you think there is a support network?” 

ERIC: “Definitely.” 

Me: “So if you focus on football? You give them what they want for those four 
years” 

ERIC: “Definitely.” 

NATE:  “Especially the ones that doesn’t cause the problems and especially for 
Coach Stax. He’s told me himself. The guys that have been troublemakers on the 
team he has real problems writing recommendations for them. But the guys he 
knows who were successful and were willing to put in the work. And handle their 
business. You know, he’s willing to write the recommendations for them because 
that’s what they’re gonna do.” 

ERIC: “I’ll promise you. Nate can play ten years in the league and come back and 
Coach (Stax) be whatever or whoever’s running the athletic side. Coach will be 
up in there. The guys we know. I guarantee you the way Nate carries himself 
here. The way he takes care of his academics. His whatever on the field. He can 
come back and say not like, ‘Hey where’s my job!’ (laughs)” 

NATE: (laughs) 
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ERIC: “He comes in and says, ‘Hey I’m ready. I’m ready to start. I’m ready to get 
into this field. I want to be involved here.’ [said in deferential/humble tone] They 
will do whatever they can to find him something that he wants to get him 
involved here. And if they can’t they will find something somewhere. Florida 
State, wherever.  If they know somebody there. Same with me. I’m blessed. I just 
saw Coach. Coach see me. High five me. Handshake. Give me a hug. Every time. 
Cuz, you know I handled well myself here.  And that’s what these guys need to 
learn to do. Is start getting like, I understand Oliver, but you need to understand 
the power that you have right now.  Here at GCSU. Show good to Coach, show 
good to Bailey. You know, to these people that are going to be here.” 

Me: “Who’s Bailey?” 

NATE: “He’s our new head of football operations.” [turns out to be young Black 
male professional] 

ERIC: “And he wants to be an athletic director. He wants to do that. That’s why 
he came back. The people you need to meet and get to know and shake hands 
with now. You start talking to them and you say, ‘Hey man, I don’t know exactly 
what I want to do but I want to be involved here. What do I need to do?’ And you 
put in that work. They’ll make sure you get it. They will. I definitely believe that. 
Or they’ll recommend you to something.  Go ahead(to Nate).” 

NATE: “I’ve even had one instance where Bailey, the football operations guy and 
I spoke. We had a senior luncheon a couple of weeks ago. The lady over the 
senior luncheon she asked that a couple of us say a few words to cover all the 
seniors that were there. I was fortunately chosen to be one of the ones to speak. 
You know after I spoke afterwards I sat down Bailey came to me after the 
luncheon was over and he said, ‘Have you ever thought about getting a job in 
public speaking?’ And I was like, ‘Ahh not really’. I haven’t been the type to be a 
public speaker but I know how to talk whenever I’m in front of the public. So I 
had never really thought of being in it as a profession. But he told me he knows a 
guy at ESPN.  He told me he knows one of the guys real well that could possibly 
give me a job once I’m outta  here for public speaking. It could be sportscaster, 
public speaking, you know it could be anything. But he has that connection. That 
tie. And just by being in his graces. Knowing that he knows that I handle my 
business. He knows that I’m handling myself. He knows he can trust me with that 
opportunity. It’s a blessing that he placed it on his heart to come tell me. You 
know it’s a blessing that I am able to have this opportunity. It’s just an example of 
like what Eric is saying. If you carry yourself and present yourself in a 
presentable manner in front of all these people who are so influential. It’s gonna 
come back to you and that’s just one example.” 
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Nate and Eric’s understanding of what it took to be successful in the 

system offers a lot of insight into how some of these young men view power 

and authority and their ways of accessing it. To them, the ultimate 

opportunity was to be able to return to GCSU, or to have someone from 

GCSU connect them to another institution. It is noteworthy to point out that 

neither of them saw themselves as being able to accomplish success without 

the aid of GCSU in some way.  However, even in their strategizing, they 

acknowledge that the power rests in the hands of the coaching and 

administrative staff. Nate and Eric firmly believed that they had to “perform” 

a certain kind of Blackness and masculinity in order to gain access to that 

power. And they felt proud of themselves for having figured it out.  What I 

found troubling was that they did not seem troubled by the way that they 

needed to alter themselves to access it. In fact they felt honored by getting 

the opportunity.   

Nate’s statement of, “Especially the ones that doesn’t cause the 

problems and…especially for Coach Stax. He’s told me himself. The guys that 

have been troublemakers on the team he has real problems writing 

recommendations for them.”  Nate doesn’t seem to question the head coach’s 

statement nor does he think it important to question what may be meant by 

the phrase “cause problems”.  Both he and Eric seemed somewhat 

comfortable with acquiescing to this level of power.   

In a different conversation Eric did point out to me that there were 

guys who were on the National Championship team who he had lost track of 

and did not know what had become of them. And he pointed out that they 

were the ones who had caused problems for the coaching staff during their 
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collegiate career. Neither Eric nor Nate wanted to find themselves in that 

situation. They were smart enough to know what opportunities were 

available to them and wanted not only themselves to gain access to it but also 

wanted others, like Oliver, to gain access to it as well. “And that’s what these 

guys need to learn to do. Is start getting like … I understand Oliver … but 

you need to understand the power that you have right now … here at GCSU 

… Show good to Coach...” Eric framed this in terms of the players actually 

having power.  

For Eric, power was understood as the ability to read what the 

coaching staff wanted and giving it to them whether it was genuine or not. 

“Give them what they want!” He meant that in all its seriousness and 

totality. Nate framed it in spiritual terms, “And just by being in his graces …  

It’s a blessing that he placed it on his heart to come tell me. You know it’s a 

blessing that I am able to have this opportunity ... If you carry yourself and 

present yourself in a presentable manner in front of all these people who are 

so influential.” Nate framed his understanding of the power dynamic as one 

that he felt blessed to be a part of and that his success or opportunities were 

directly linked to what the coaching staff bestowed upon him.  

In the end, Nate and Eric felt that it was important to play the game 

and subvert themselves to the system to get the opportunities they both 

sought. They had firsthand experience of seeing it work to other former 

athletes’ advantage, and they saw no reason to not follow suit. But just when 

I thought I had some insight into Eric and Nate’s understandings of playing 

for GCSU they followed up the conversation with these statements, showing 
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again how much more astute they were of the system than I think anyone is 

fully aware of: 

ERIC: “I’m saying, I’m just saying it’s all about for grade, it’s all about respect, 
doing what you got to do. Sometimes you got to do just cuz you have to. And then 
when you go to Coach you got to play da game jus’ like the way he play da game. 
You got to be like, ‘Hey yeah coach heading to class Coach. Can’t wait to get 
dere. Hey I love bein here. I love GSCU.’ When you’re in front of the media, 
‘Hey I love’. You got to play it. You got to play it! Then they say ‘Hey well this 
guy is the guy!” Just like that guy said ‘You were the Nathaniel Benin before 
there was a Nathaniel Benin.’ You know who Nathaniel Benin is?” 

Me: “Yeah [former GCSU athlete who was known for his strong academic record 
and athletic ability. He was often used as a media front man for the team to dispel 
myths about Black athletes, often depicted playing chess or referring to his 
Christian upbringing.]” 

ERIC: “He said ‘I always thought of you as the studious guy of the team. You 
were like the Nathaniel Benin before he existed.’ Me and Nathaniel are 
completely different. Completely different. 

NATE: (laughs) 

ERIC: “But not in like a negative way.  We’re just not the same person. But like 
the fact that I came off to you like that! Lets me know that I’m doing my job.” 

NATE: (laughs) 

ERIC: “You know what I’m saying.” 

NATE: “You must be doin’ something right.” (laughs) 

ERIC: “Right. (laughs) I must be doing something right.  And the way you do it is 
you got to be respectful. You got to handle your business [said in a hushed tone]. 
At the end of the day he may not be dis but like he’s a hard worker. He gets it 
done. He’s always, well I’m not always gonna be in a good mood, but he’s ah …” 

NATE: “More positive than negative.” 

ERIC: “Yeah. More positive than negative. And if Coach can say, ‘Anything I tell 
this guy to do he’s gonna do it with everything he’s got’. It’s over! Oh! It’s over! 
You become one of his guys. Oh he gonna take care a you! [If]you’re never in 
trouble. Never you know never get into crap over here. Respect him. Respect 
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everything. I still have the same goals as Oliver but at the same time when I see 
people I shake their hand.  I look them in the eye. And if I’m not as interested in 
the classroom as you think I’m gonna make you think that.  Like I’m not gonna sit 
here and say, ‘Man I don’t care about school man’. Now that I’m gone and now 
that I’m coming back I can say that. Even when I wasn’t interested I had to have 
it.  He [Oliver] needs to realize that he has to have it.  You see what I’m sayin. He 
has to have it.” 

 

I have to be honest when I say that I was overwhelmed with the 

casualness with which this part of the conversation took place. Here I was, 

sitting with these two young men, wondering whether they understood or 

cared that they were part of a system that I felt was taking advantage of 

them. To have them openly declare how much they were “pretending” and 

“playing the game” was amazing.  I was somewhat relieved, if not taken 

aback, by their insight into knowing they were just as much playing the game 

as were the coaching staff. But I still questioned in the end how much this 

was impacting their experiences. Even if Nate and Eric admitted to playing 

the game, they still acquiesced to the rules set by those in positions of power.  

They also acknowledged that the power that the coaches held was real in 

some way because of their acceptance at his ability to take care of them later 

in life. This complicated back and forth dance was not something I was 

prepared for. I assumed I would meet young men who either knew or didn’t 

know the complexity of the situation they were involved in.  I was surprised 

at what seemed a flexibility of knowledge; one that allowed them to move 

back and forth between points of authority.  

Eric and Nate’s discourse reinforces Willis’ (2004) claims about the 

ways in which agency can occur at the very site of capitalist production 

without overturning it.  
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“There are forms of praxis arising from definite human agency at the site of 
production which, in the very same moment, provide the conditions for capitalist 
relations, and also partially penetrate and variably challenge those relationships 
(Willis 2004: 109).”101  

 

Willis’ claim frames Eric and Nate’s simultaneous challenge to the system of 

authority they are a part of but also to their willingness to take part in it.  It 

is in their willingness to participate that they are held accountable for the 

continuation of the system. While their desire to circumvent particular 

aspects of the authority of coaches they also support their authoritative role 

in their lives and in the lives of the other young men they know. Eric summed 

up the conversation with the following statements. 

ERIC: “You got to realize.  You definitely think one way as athletes. That we can 
get the piece of the pie so to speak. Is if you guys [coaches, university] are makin 
money off of us is we gonna come back and get that. You know what I’m sayin. 
We gonna come back and get it here. Cuz we put the time in here. Why should I 
get my degree and go off somewhere else where I didn’t put no time in. I need to 
get some of the fruit. Some of the seeds.” 

NATE: “Get that back.” 

ERIC: “Get that back.” 

NATE: “I need my harvest.” 

ERIC: “But you got to have your stuff right. You got to have your stuff right. If 
I’m coming back and I want to have an administrative job here. If I want to be on 
the coaching staff. I want to be in the weight room. I want to be a whatever. I 
want to be here.  You got to have your stuff right. You can’t just say, ‘Oh I’m 
blah blah blah where’s my job at?’ You do have to be professional. But at the 
same time I do feel like those people [athletic department] realize how much you 
did here so they owe that to you. You do need to have the mentality of like we’re 
owed something. But at the same time just because you’re owed something like 
doesn’t mean you’re not prepared for what you got to do next. For the next level 
you trying to go to.” 

                                                
101 Willis 2004 
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ME: “It’s still not a handout.” 

ERIC: “Right, right. You need to do what you need to do to get that stuff. But at 
the same time we are owed that stuff.”  

 

Eric wraps up the conversation by acknowledging that they are “owed” 

because of how much they have given of themselves to the program. I think 

he means this on multiple levels. I believe it is a recognition of the physical 

contribution through their bodies and the damage done to them. It is a 

recognition of the academic sacrifice many of them make by dedicating 

themselves to the sport. It is an awareness of their personal sacrifice of their 

selves in order to access the power structure.  

 

“I’m here to learn the playbook. I don’t care about the rest of this.”  

- Oliver 

  

Oliver was so much a stimulus for conversation between Eric, Nate, 

and myself that I decided it was necessary to spend some time with him to 

get his own insight into the comments he made during class. Like Eric and 

Nate, Oliver was on the football team and in the Black Athletic class, the 

same class I sat in on that particular spring semester.  It was early on in the 

semester that I noticed Oliver, and I’d already decided he was someone I 

wanted to know more about, even before his infamous comment.  

Oliver was very outspoken in class and had lots of comments and 

reactions to class discussions. However, I noticed throughout the semester 

that he had a difficult time being understood or appreciated by the class. 
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Unlike Eric who had a level of respect because he was older, had played in 

the pros, and was a member of the National Championship team, Oliver’s 

comments often went unheralded. However, there were several times 

throughout the semester that I heard him make amazingly astute, if only less 

eloquent, statements that showed he was clearly critically engaged with his 

situation. Like many of his classmates he lacked the sophistication to be 

understood or fully appreciated in an academic environment. Oliver was a 

sophomore on the GCSU Longhorns football team, from a small town just 

north of one of the major metropolitan cities in the state. He red-shirted his 

first year, meaning he practiced with the team but did not play, which 

allowed him five years of playing eligibility total and gave him more time to 

work on school. In theory, red-shirting allowed athletes who might not 

otherwise get a lot of playing time their first year an opportunity to focus on 

school and develop more athletically as freshmen. This allowed time for 

experienced players to graduate or move on to the pros and make room on the 

starting roster for the more patient players waiting for their turn in the 

spotlight.  Oliver came to the Longhorns as one of the top prospects in the 

country and was rated as the top position player in his class for high school in 

the entire state.  

When Oliver made his infamous statement, I was first astonished that 

an athlete made such a bold statement so openly in class in front of other 

athletes and the instructor. As I looked around the room I could tell that 

others felt the same as I did, but there was no outright disagreement with 

him from any of the other athletes in the class. While they may have been 

incredulous at the statement, he was probably not alone in what he had 
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voiced. He just said what I think others were too afraid to say, something 

they felt a statement that would come back to negatively affect them. After 

the astonishment wore off, I was disconcerted by what he said, so much so 

that I felt it necessary to examine what was it that bothered me so much 

about his comment. I began to question whether my own fixedness on 

lateness to class, sleeping, eating, and talking during class were raising some 

pressure points within me that needed to be examined. Did I need them to 

care about school? And if so, why? Was Oliver’s statement and my reaction to 

it more about my ideas and conceptions of the tactics these young men should 

adopt rather than their own constructions of space for themselves at GCSU?  

The more I examined Oliver’s declaration of not caring about “this” and 

that he was at GCSU to study the playbook later proved to have more 

nuanced meanings as we went through the semester together. Often, I found 

myself sitting near Oliver and noting the comments he made throughout the 

semester and the reactions he got from those comments. I learned that I, like 

others, were not truly listening to what Oliver was telling us. Within his 

words and comments were some critical assessments of his experience, and 

an astuteness that rivaled Eric and Nate’s but went without the respect or 

recognition that it deserved. 

During one particular class, a discussion ensued between a number of 

the Black athletes in the class and one of the outspoken Black females, who 

was not an athlete.  The instructor had begun class talking about the 

pressures put on Black college athletes, implying that they had more to deal 

with than regular students. Loudly and unashamedly the female student in 

class voiced her disagreement with the statement. She clearly stated that she 
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was tired of hearing about all these athletes and their so-called problems. 

She said that there were lots of students like her who had a lot of troubles 

and that they had it harder, while the athletes had it easy and had all kinds 

of support. She listed that they had their own tutors and counselors to help 

them while she had no one and nothing. There were few times in the 

semester where every Black male athlete in the class erupted to all talk at 

once. This was one of those moments. There were so many comments hurtling 

through the room at the young woman it was hard to decipher what was 

being said. Clearly she had struck a nerve. Many of the players just grunted 

or groaned loudly to voice their disagreement while others were talking over 

one another to defend themselves.  

The instructor had a tough time regaining control of the class, but 

after a couple of minutes of everyone shouting he was able to have his voice 

heard so that they could carry on the conversation in a constructive manner. 

He asked everyone to quiet down and assured them that he definitely wanted 

to encourage this conversation, but that it wouldn’t get anywhere if everyone 

kept shouting at the young woman in the class. The professor asked the 

young woman to explain herself again so that everyone was clear on what 

point that she was trying to make. As soon as she had finished, Oliver was 

the first one with his hand in the air. He was half out of his seat almost 

standing to make sure the professor called on him.  

I was a couple of seats away and could tell he was agitated. He opened 

with this statement: “I aint have nuthin! The month checks! The Pell Grants! 

It was all given to me!” Although he practically yelled it he was clearly 

emotional over what he was trying to convey. For one of the few times all 
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semester, everyone sat back in silence and let him talk. They knew it and so 

did I.  Oliver was about to drop knowledge.  

Everyone turned to him to let him have the floor. The professor looked 

at him and encouraged him to explain what he meant. “I ain’t have nuthin 

when I got here!” He said this as he pulled on his sweatshirt and pants. “All 

of this was given to me! I ain’t have nuthin!” He went on to explain that while 

he understood that other students who were not athletes had troubles too, he 

reminded those in the class who might not know that he was not able to get a 

job while playing on the team. Everything he depended on was given to him 

by the team, and it was all contingent on how well he played for the team. 

Everything could all be taken away at anytime if he did not perform well 

enough.  

All the hands that had been raised earlier and all the voices that had 

been shouting over one another a few minutes earlier were noticeably silent 

now. All the athletes in the class knew what Oliver was saying and he was 

saying it for all of them. There was no denying how frustrated and angry 

Oliver was at having to depend on the team for everything, including the 

clothes on his back. He lacked so much autonomy in this situation that he 

couldn’t even manage to buy his own clothes. He knew what that meant. He 

knew that the system had put him in a position where studying the playbook 

was vitally more important and crucial than anything else. The emotion in 

his outburst and explanation of it clearly conveyed to everyone what he was 

trying to say.  As he settled back in his seat the student he had been 

speaking to had little to say other than, ‘I didn’t know all that. I didn’t know 

you all couldn’t do those things.” She and Oliver had a couple more small 
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exchanges and each had a better understanding of where the person was 

coming from. As the tension subsided the professor moved on to the next 

topic.  After that class I went up to Oliver and asked him if we could meet 

some time and talk.  

 

3-31: Meeting with OLIVER 

 

I met with Oliver today over in Rosengarten. I happened to spot Oliver 

through the glass wall in a computer lab. We made eye contact and nodded. 

Oliver was working with an older white male on the computer. They were 

working on Oliver’s computer science program. When the tutor asked Oliver 

if he had completed a particular assignment, Oliver said, “no” and that he 

had been too busy. The guy loudly rebuked him and said he didn’t want to 

hear how busy Oliver was, because none of the players had a busier schedule 

than him. The tutor went on to list his schedule: he had just come from one 

job and was now working with Oliver, which was to be followed by going to 

the gym, then to another job, and then finally on to coaching some young 

kids. All Oliver had to say in response was that he didn’t know the guy 

coached. I grabbed a seat nearby and pulled out a book from my bag to read, 

which happened to be Joy James’ “Resisting State Violence”. I was way too 

distracted to actually concentrate on the book though. I was worried about 

someone coming through and questioning me on why I was there.  

Eventually, the tutor left and Oliver continued to work on the 

computer. He looked up at me and said he would be done in a second. He shut 

down the computer and we went to go look for a room to talk. When Oliver 
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and I finally found a room it was across the hall from the office of the tutor 

who had been helping him. He immediately jumped on Oliver’s case and 

asked why he wasn’t at the computer typing. Oliver told him we had to talk 

and I assured him we wouldn’t take a lot of time. He seemed very angry and 

stormed into his office. He was clearly exasperated. Oliver seemed somewhat 

unfazed by the tutor’s reaction. I, on the other hand, felt very self-conscious 

and worried that a coach or administrator would come in to see what we were 

doing.  

The conversation we had that day wasn’t specifically noteworthy other 

than Oliver trying to explain why he spoke more in the class I saw him in 

versus his other classes. He openly admitted that he felt a lot more 

comfortable in that class than in his others, and a lot of it was due to the fact 

that there were lots of athletes in the class. He said they knew him and what 

he was about whereas non-athletes didn’t and he didn’t feel the need to share 

with them what he thought about the class topics. I encouraged him to speak 

up more because I thought he had good insight and that others could benefit 

from it.  

I saw Oliver again when we would sit next to one another in the Black 

Athletes class. He continued making side comments that I wished were heard 

by the rest of class. One of the last comments I heard him make in class was 

this: “It’s a game. If you don’t play tha’ game then you’re gone”. Shortly after 

that he was gone. At the end of that semester I learned that he put in for a 

transfer and that GCSU was giving its permission to allow it. NCAA athletes 

are restricted from moving from one school to another and the current school 

has to give its okay to allow a student to transfer to another school. Usually, 
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athletes transfer because they see the writing on the wall. They either know 

that they are not going to get any playing time, or that a crop of new hotshot 

recruits are coming in and that their scholarship was probably going to get 

cut anyways. Oliver was not the only athlete I saw this happen to, and like 

Oliver, this other athlete didn’t like playing the game.  

I tried on multiple occasions to track Oliver down or find out what 

school he transferred to, but I was unsuccessful. Emails went unanswered 

and I couldn’t find any information on the blogs or websites that are usually 

so meticulous about giving information on college athletes’ whereabouts. The 

last public record of him was that he was granted the permission to transfer 

and that was it. Oliver didn’t play the game, as Nate and Eric had pointed 

out, and he paid the price. While Eric went on to accept a non-paid coaching 

position with GCSU while he completed school in the fall, Oliver was 

nowhere to be found. Eric had learned the system to his advantage. It would 

only be a matter of time before Eric was employed as a salaried coach at 

GCSU or somewhere else, with the future of six figure salaries looming on the 

horizon. For Oliver, it was likely he would never finish school and would 

struggle financially. 

 

“Some of them ain’t never gonna see playing time.” - Sylvan 

 

Sylvan C. was another football player for the GCSU Longhorns whom I 

met one spring semester while attending a class he was enrolled in. Sylvan 

was not particularly interactive that semester, but the following summer I 

again met him in another class I happened to sit in on. As I walked into class 
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and saw him, he immediately came up to me and asked me about my project 

and how it was going. He had remembered me introducing myself to several 

athletes that spring and had been a part of a group of students whose contact 

information I had been given but had a difficult time getting in touch with. 

As we chatted briefly I told him I had emailed him and several other guys but 

had heard back very little. He laughed and said that as a group they were all 

notorious for not returning emails. Their schedules, according to Sylvan, were 

so jam-packed that it was often hard to find free time to do anything else, and 

usually if they did have free time, they quickly found it scheduled by a 

member of the athletic department for one commitment or another. 

Sylvan was from a major suburb of the second largest city in the state. 

He had come to GCSU reluctantly.  As I later found out from him, he did not 

have the same openly verbose commitment to Longhorn Nation as many 

other athletes. He told me he was seriously considering going to school in 

another state, one that was part of one of the other major football conferences 

in the nation. He came out of high school as one of the state’s top-rated 

defensive backs and looked to have a promising career at GCSU.  However, 

like Nate, injuries plagued Sylvan’s career at GCSU. He red-shirted his first 

year and then got injured the following year. When I met him that spring he 

was preparing for knee surgery over the summer and missed the entire 

upcoming season rehabbing. The following conversation I had with him 

differs in distinctive ways from other athletes I met with.  Sylvan’s injuries, I 

think, played a major role in his perceptions of GCSU and its football 

program. However, his thoughts offered an interesting contrast to Eric B’s 

philosophy of “they gonna take care of you”.  
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Sylvan Interview 6-15 

 

Sylvan and I met one hot summer afternoon around lunchtime at the 

new Student Activity Center. Commonly just referred to as the S.A.C., the 

building has a food court and houses several divisions of the Dean of 

Students, an academic department, and several rooms for student, faculty, 

and staff general use. Sylvan and I had spoken during the previous class, and 

he agreed that this would be an okay place to meet and talk. As I walked up 

to the Starbucks, our agreed upon place, I spotted Sylvan on the phone. I 

made a point of catching his attention and then sat down nearby. I could only 

hear fragments of the conversation but I could tell that he was somewhat 

agitated by what the person on the other line was saying to him. I waited for 

about five minutes and then he finally wrapped up his conversation, telling 

the person on the other line that he had someone waiting for him.  

Sylvan hung up and slumped in the chair across from me looking 

exasperated. I asked him if everything was ok and he said that he was on the 

phone with his girlfriend but that there were some issues. Quite 

unexpectedly, he began to explain that his girlfriend, who happened to be 

white and on the GCSU soccer team, had just come from a meeting with her 

coach. Apparently the coach had given her an ultimatum: either stop dating 

Sylvan or get her scholarship revoked and kicked off the team.  I was 

speechless. I’m pretty sure my mouth hung open in amazement. All I could 

muster was “What? Can they do that?” He said that the coach was pretty 

serious and that his girlfriend was pretty freaked out. He went on to explain 
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that he and his girlfriend had somewhat of a tumultuous relationship and 

argued often. The coach felt that he was a bad influence, mostly because he 

was on the football team, and that she should not be involved with him. 

Sylvan said that he was “never gonna give her up” and that they would make 

it work. Suddenly, he seemed to realize that he had said more than he had 

expected and changed the conversation. He began asking me about my 

project and what we might talk about. I could tell he was slightly 

uncomfortable and feeling a little exposed, since this was one of the first 

times that we met. I asked him if he had eaten as I had not. So I grabbed 

some food and explained my project, once again, as I waited for my order, 

then we went upstairs to find a quiet place to talk. We found an empty room 

and as I began to eat, he talked. 

He first began talking about his family and telling me that his mom 

was white and his dad was Black. When he was young, his mom had taken 

him away from his dad and they didn’t reconnect until he was in high school. 

He said that his mom had had some legal problems and was currently in jail. 

He indicated that some of it was due to drugs. It was because of his mom’s 

issues that he reconnected with his father and step-mom. He said that prior 

to that he had lived a pretty “thug” life, and at the time that he reconnected 

with his dad his father was moving in a professionally positive direction.  

Sylvan’s dad was a high school football coach, and so he began to improve the 

financial situation of Sylvan and his ten other siblings. Sylvan told me that, 

because his dad was a coach at a school from which GCSU typically recruited 

from heavily, he was seen as a good prospect. Sylvan hinted that GCSU’s 
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interest in him was mostly to keep their relationship with his dad positive so 

as not to hinder further recruiting prospects’ likelihood of attending GCSU.  

Sylvan used this as a springboard to talk about his dissatisfaction with 

the culture of the football team at GCSU. He was the only student-athlete I 

spoke with who openly said they felt they had made the “wrong choice” in 

coming to GCSU.  This statement puzzled me. Not because every other 

student made claims to loving the school, but because Sylvan said it so openly 

and matter-of-factly. I asked him what he meant by that, and he went on to 

explain his thoughts about the team as well as the differences he perceived 

between the Big South Conference and other major conferences in the region.  

Before attending GCSU, Sylvan had been recruited by some of the 

major football programs in the country. GCSU’s state was known for 

producing football talent: one simply had to look at the rosters of teams 

within the conference in other states to see that, in many cases, 80-90% of the 

roster was from GCSU’s state. Sylvan contradicted the media blitz that 

claimed that the Big South Conference was the premier conference in the 

state. He said he followed pretty closely what the other big conferences did 

and felt like a couple of them were more competitive and had a higher talent 

pool than the Big South. Sylvan went on to explain that, since he had friends 

in some of those other conferences whom he spoke with regularly, he had 

good information on the differences in team culture. He claimed that the 

other schools “took better care of their players” than GCSU, saying that at 

other schools it was more like a family than at GCSU. I pressed him on what 

he meant by “better care”, and Sylvan remained ambiguous about what he 

specifically meant by that. He did assert that he did not mean anything that 
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violated NCAA policy, but he wanted to point out was that he knew of 

situations where the teams at other schools took care of a player who was in 

trouble and needed assistance. He didn’t feel that same sense of security with 

the Longhorns. According to Sylvan, it was all about “business” at GCSU; the 

culture was more about winning games and generating money than “helping 

young men”.  

What really struck me from my conversation with Sylvan was the 

following statement: “I think that there should be a stronger relationship 

between the players and Black faculty that truly cared about their academic 

progress.”  This was one of the few times I’ve heard an athlete say this. 

Sylvan didn’t think that the coaches on the football team truly cared about 

the academic success of the players; he claimed that administrators called 

faculty to excuse athletes from class just so that they could attend a team 

meeting. Sylvan said, “It’s not right. It shouldn’t be like that.” I could not 

disagree with him. He said that it sent a bad message to the players. Sylvan 

went on to talk about how, when he first got to GCSU, the older players on 

the team intentionally did not communicate with him instead of helping and 

teaching him as a new, younger player. He said that this sense of competition 

was fostered through the coaching staff and proved to be divisive, even going 

so far as to recruit players just so they wouldn’t have to play against them. 

“We have eight running backs. Some of them ain’t never gonna see playing 

time.” 

During my research I often heard claims that GCSU had the shortest 

practices in the nation. Players often said this, quoting Head Coach Stax. 

Stax was known for the statement and the short practices seemed to be a 
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recruiting and promotional tactic. However, on a couple of occasions I heard 

and saw players actively refuting the claim. Sylvan was one of them. He said 

that it was “bull” that they had the shortest practice. He said there was a 

huge difference between what the coach claimed was their practice time and 

the actual time he and the others actually spent on football. Sylvan then 

went on to explain how the schedule actually “worked”. According to Sylvan 

practice was much longer than that, despite the coach’s claim that practice 

was from 4:30p.m. - 6:30p.m. Sylvan said that players were expected to be 

there by 2:15p.m. to begin watching film, which usually lasted an hour. He 

said they then immediately got dressed in their practice gear to report to the 

field in order to do walk-throughs, drills and warm-up exercises. This timing 

did not take into consideration any athletes who needed any physical rehab 

prior to practice to get their bodies ready for practice. Practice was followed 

by more film.   

Sylvan said that they are done closer to 7:30p.m. and then they were 

supposed to fit in a meal and then study before it got too late. Many players 

often missed meals due to the tight schedule. Given that I often saw athletes 

eating in class or searching for food as soon as they got out of class, I did not 

doubt his statements.102 Based on comments from Sylvan and other athletes, 
                                                
102 17.02.1 Countable Athletically Related Activities 
Countable athletically related activities include any required activity with an athletics purpose involving 
student-athletes and at the direction of, or supervised by one or more of an institution's coaching staff 
(including strength and conditioning coaches) and must be counted within the weekly and daily limitations 
under Bylaw 17.1.5.1 and 17.1.5.2.  Administrative activities (e.g., academic meetings, compliance 
meetings) shall not be considered as countable athletically related activities. Revised: 10/31/02 effective 
8/1/03) 
 
17.02.13 Voluntary Athletically Related Activities. Effective Date: Aug 01, 2004 
In order for any athletically related activity to be considered "voluntary," all of the following conditions 
must be met:  (Adopted:  4/18/01). The student-athlete must not be required to report back to a coach 
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the coaching staff was very proficient at working around the rules, given that 

official policy is intentionally vague in areas and words are left to 

interpretation. As a result, there was a lot of potential for coaches to apply 

the letter of the law as they saw fit. First off, the definition of the term 

“voluntary” opens the door by stating that as long as no one on the coaching 

staff “directs” the activity then it is not countable towards their allotment of 

hours. From my own personal experience as a track athlete in college, team 

captains led all of our pre-season practices as well as regular season warm-up 

drills.  Coaches were not present. Since no one needed to report on record 

that we had “warmed up”, this time technically counted as voluntary. 

Sylvan’s comments mirrored my own experience. It was also obvious from 

Sylvan’s and other’s comments that there were in fact “penalties” applied to 

athletes who did not participate in all of the “voluntary” activities. These 

                                                                                                                                            
or other athletics department staff member (e.g., strength coach, trainer, manager) any information related 
to the activity.  In addition, no athletics department staff member who observes the activity (e.g., strength 
coach, trainer, manager) may report back to the student-athlete's coach any information related to the 
activity; The activity must be initiated and requested solely by the student-athlete.   Neither  
the institution nor any athletics department staff member may require the student-athlete to participate in 
the activity at any time.  However, it is permissible for an athletics department staff member to provide 
information to student-athletes related to available opportunities for participating in voluntary 
activities (e.g., times when the strength and conditioning coach will be on duty in the weight room or on 
the track).  In addition, for students who have initiated a request to engage in voluntary activities, the 
institution or an athletics department staff member may assign specific times for student-athletes to use 
institutional facilities for such purposed and inform the student-athletes of the time in advance; The 
student-athlete's attendance and participation in the activity (or lack thereof) may not be recorded for the 
purposes of reporting such information to coaching staff members or other student-athletes; and   
The student-athlete may not be subjected to penalty if he or she elects not to 
participate in the activity.  In addition, neither the institution nor any athletics  
department staff member may provide recognition or incentives (e.g., awards) to a  
student-athlete based on his or her attendance or performance in the activity. 
[Note:  Coaching staff members may be present during permissible skill-related instruction pursuant to 
Bylaw 17.1.5.2.1]  (Revised: 4/29/04 effective 8/1/04) 
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athletes were seen as less committed and were more likely to earn less 

competition time.  

 

Part V - “She ain’t Messin with no Broke N…” – Trust/Intimacy 
and Self worth 

 

Over the course of the three years that I conducted my research, I saw 

an ongoing pattern of behavior between Black male athletes and women on 

campus. This ranged from heated discussions between Black male athletes 

and Black women to a conversation I had with a white female student who, at 

the time, was engaged to a former GCSU football player who was returning 

to complete his degree. In many of the classes I sat in on with athletes, I 

consistently recognized lots of sexual tension, both overt and subtle, between 

the male athletes and the women in the class. While the goal of the project is 

to link Black male athletes’ sporting lives with their academic life, it is also 

important to include the ways in which intimacy impacts these student-

athletes because of the real ways that this particular sporting system places 

them into particular situations that are in many ways unavoidable because 

they are actively sought out. These issues of intimacy also speak directly to 

the ways that these young men perceive themselves, a process which is 

inextricably linked to a larger set of tactics that impact their choices as they 

navigate the institution. More importantly it also points to the ways in which 

Black males accept patriarchy as both a means of authority over men but also 

women. 
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 Early on in my research I sat in on a class with a larger number of 

athletes in the class. It was through this class that I met Victoria Charles. 

Victoria, it turned out, was engaged to a former GCSU football player who 

was also in the class. Victoria was a senior at the time and was planning on 

graduating that spring semester. She had met Jacob when she was a first 

year student and they were planning on getting married that semester. 

Victoria told me that she had met Jacob at a frat party a few years before. 

She said she had initially avoided him, along with the rest of his teammates, 

because of his attitude and the fact that he acted like the stereotype she had 

come to expect of football players at GCSU. Victoria said Jacob and his 

friends were known to go to parties where they got a lot of attention from 

both the men and women at the party, then spent the whole evening ignoring 

everyone. Victoria told me that Jacob and others developed this persona as a 

way of protecting themselves from the constant attention they received 

wherever they went. When she did get to know Jacob better, she said that he 

was completely the opposite in private, but whenever they went out he 

turned into this “mean person”. It is because of this fact that she often chose 

not to go out with him in public once they started dating. Jacob was 

returning from playing in Europe to complete his degree and she said that he 

was actually grateful that he was no longer that popular and could go places 

without being followed or harassed. 

Because Victoria dated Jacob, she got to know many other girls who 

dated guys on the football team. It was in this part of our conversation that 

gave me some additional insight into the ways that intimate experiences of 

these young men impacted their self-definition, and the complicated nature of 
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trying to find true friendship and companionship at GCSU. Victoria told me 

that one of her female “friends” made a habit of dating only the most popular 

and successful players on the team. By dating, Victoria meant having sex. 

She was clear that this was not about developing long lasting relationships 

with these young men. Victoria informed me that this girl once bragged to 

her about her ability to “control” big Black guys. As a small white female, she 

liked being able to “dominate” them and have power over them. She told 

Victoria that she was not even always attracted to them, but rather wanted 

to prove what she was capable of doing to them. Victoria told me that all of 

the players were aware of this girl’s promiscuity with players on the team 

and how she would hang around for new players to come in. The guys tried to 

warn the new players but it often did not matter. I include this story to 

demonstrate the ways in which I eventually saw these young men try to deal 

with how others perceived them, and how this affected how they felt about 

themselves.  

 

“Gold-diggers” 

  

A couple of years after my conversation with Victoria I was sitting in 

on a class that had a large number of athletes in it and a fair number of non-

athletes. As usual there was a noticeable group of women who always came 

impeccably dressed to class and who made a point of gaining the attention of 

the guys in the class. This scene played over and over again in every class I 

sat in on. The interesting dynamic in this class was that almost inevitably 

discussion landed on the dating practices of Black athletes. While many 
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women were in the class to gain the attention of athletes, many of them were 

especially vocal about their displeasure of issues they saw among the Black 

male athlete community. Black women were usually the most vocal, they 

often complained about the perceived tendency of the Black male athletes to 

date white female students. One such conversation eventually provided 

insight into the negative feelings these young men had about themselves, as 

opposed to the typical interpretation of Black men’s bravado in relation to 

their sexual exploits. The conversation went something like this: 

  

Instructor: “When I used that term gold-digger I saw some smiles and head nods. 
What were your thoughts going through your head back then?” 

Black Male Athlete I: “It happens like that.” 

Instructor: “Why does it happen like that?” 

Black Male Athlete I: “Because they identify with the identity of a basketball 
player or football player athletically. But then when they get out of athletics they 
are a different person. It’s not who they fell in love with.”  

Instructor: “A lot of people think it’s just the money. Think so?”  

Black Male Athlete II: “I think it’s just the money.”  

Instructor: “You think it’s the money?” (directed at others in the class) 

Oliver:  “Money make the world go round.” 

Black Male Athlete II: “9 outta 10 if you ask the lady to sign a pre-nup what’s 
gonna happen?” 

Instructor: “Ladies what do you think? Is it the money?” 

Female Student I: “Naw it’s not the money.” 

Instructor: “What is it?” 
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(Long pause) 

Black Male Athlete III: “The money!” 

 

This brought lots of laughter throughout room and many side 

discussions. Students were eagerly talking to one another as the instructor 

waited for someone else to join in on the conversation.  

 

Instructor: “If you were about to get married to an athlete would you sign a pre-
nup? (Directed at a Black female student in class)” 

Female student II: “I would.” 

Lots of laughter from males in the room.  

Black Male Athlete III: “We talking about thousands but this guy got millions. 
There’s a big difference.” 

Oliver: “Ha!! I’m gonna tell you this, money make the world go round. How 
about this? You talk to a brother that got a quarter million and then you talk to 
another brother say got 500 million (lots of laughter). Who you gonna go look 
for? The quarter million dollar man? Or the 500 million dollar man?” 

Black Male Athlete IV: (pointing at teammate sitting next to him) “If it was 
Rodney working down at Payless I guarantee you, you wouldn’t be fallin all over 
Rodney like that.”  

Oliver:  “So you call that looooove!!?” (laughter around room) 

 

Various comments around room (some being yelled across the 

room). 

 

Black Male Athlete V: “Exactly. It’s a different situation see. Come on, come on. 
Why not?! Why not?  

Oliver:  “If it’s love , man you gonna leave that dude by the wayside.” 
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Female student III: “Some women do marry for money but you all marry them 
sooooo? 

Instructor: “Would you marry somebody if you thought she married you for your 
money?” 

Oliver: “Noooo. But at the same time say it’s like this. I’m about to go to the 
League. I’m about to get drafted. I’m about to go first round. First pick. How 
would that situation change? I’m providing for you. I’m getting all the money. 
You still lookin for comfort right? So any way it goes you still win.”  

Black Male Athlete VI: “In most situations how you able to tell if she marrying 
you for your money?” 

Oliver: “Exactly!” 

Black Male Athlete VI: “Most women can hide!” 

Instructor: “Most women can what?” 

Black Male Athlete VI: “Most women can hide it. Like how would you be able to 
tell they marrying you for the money?” 

 Lots of laughter from males in the room. Lots of disgruntled 

comments from women. 

Black Male Athlete VII: “It’s like women use men. Look at Basketball Wives 
(TV show). Why is Basketball Wives even a TV show?”  

Black Male Athlete VIII: “Exactly!!” 

Black Male Athlete VII: “Okay, if you my ex why you still wanna carry my last 
name?” 

Black Male Athlete VIII: “Exactly!!” 

Black Male Athlete VII: “Why? Cuz you still reap the benefits of being what? 
Miss O’Neal (Shaquille).  Right? Right.” 

Lots of comments from all over the room.  

Black Female student III: “I feel like you all are putting all the blame on the 
women. But you all have a choice . But as a man you have to take the 
responsibility to make sure you date somebody, to marry somebody who is worth 
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it. So you’re successful and so any woman that wants you only wants you for your 
money?” 

All the male athletes in unison respond: “YES!!!!”  

Then followed by one male voice yelling out: “Gold-diggers!!” 

 

This last part of the conversation was so unreal it seemed rehearsed. 

As the young woman tried to make a point that the responsibility of finding 

an appropriate person was the responsibility of the athlete, she posed to them 

the ultimate question of if they felt that women only wanted them because of 

their money, and the collective response was overwhelming. This was only 

topped by the lone voice during the ensuing silence yelling out “gold-diggers”. 

I understood that there was a lot of discussion about the stereotypes of Black 

men and their sexual promiscuity but I felt that this conversation hinted at a 

more important underlying issue.  

I came to understand this more in terms of how these young men 

thought of themselves and the ways that their potential for negative self-

reflection may lead to the publicly-promoted behavior of their sexual exploits. 

I began to see it more as a lack of self-confidence, a resistance to believe that 

they were anything more than a meal ticket. A meal ticket for their coaches, 

family, friends, and any women they met. The fact that these student-

athletes overwhelmingly responded in unison with the same answer without 

hesitation, even the students who said nothing else all semester long, 

demonstrates their incorporation of themselves as nothing more than a 

commodity. But it also feeds into their reliance on patriarchy as a system 
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that positions them in conflictual, if not inevitable, relationships with 

women. 

While they struggled to make a space for themselves and to capitalize 

on it in a way that might provide some future benefit, the consistent themes I 

saw over the course of my research demonstrated an inner belief that they 

were not valued as full persons. Rather, they saw themselves as sources of 

power and money for others. This revealed their perceptions about women as 

a group, some of which, based on my earlier conversations with Victoria, were 

well-founded. The perceived physical and intellectual commodification of 

their selves was enhanced by the student-athletes’ awareness of their 

coaches’ salaries, the athletic department budget, and how little they received 

in return. I offer this as part of their negotiation between athletic and 

academic spaces. These intimate encounters served to enhance their 

alienation from their academic lives, considering that their self-worth was 

wrapped up in their athletic lives which brought both the negative and the 

positive.  Thus, these student-athletes simultaneously perceived their 

athletic abilities as potential for power and weakness. 

 

 Part VI: Not Even Pat Summit is good enough – Expressions of 
Masculinity Through Coaching Options 

 

During my fieldwork I continually sought out examples of and 

explanations for masculinity, both in how these young men thought of 

themselves as masculine as well as the ways that they were interpolated as 

masculine objects. The direct approach typically did not result in good 
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discussions or conversations about their ideas on masculinity. Again, sitting 

in on a class proved to be most useful as there was a class discussion about 

the implementation of Title IX in college sports (the institutionalized attempt 

to balance the playing and participation of women at the collegiate level 

through balancing of scholarship offers and team sports at schools 

nationwide).  

During the lecture, the instructor gave examples of the ways that Title 

IX helped and hindered women’s athletics, and a tangential conversation 

developed around the topic of women as coaches. When the instructor posed 

the question of whether or not a woman could coach men’s teams since men 

were coaching women’s teams, the following conversation ensued. 

 

Instructor:  “Would you play for a woman coach?” (directed at a basketball player 
in the class) 

JAMES: [shakes head no] 

Instructor: “Why not?” 

JAMES: “They can’t handle me.”  

Some laughter in the room. 

Instructor: “If there was one who was capable would you play for her?” 

JAMES: “Naw.” 

Instructor: “Why not?” 

James: “I would think she wouldn’t know how to handle me.” 

Instructor: “Would you (directed at another Black athlete) play for a woman 
coach?” 

Student: “Naw I wouldn’t play for a woman coach.” 
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Instructor: “Why not?”  

Student: “In football the coach is constantly yelling at you like…” 

Instructor: “You not married are you?” 

 

Whole class erupts into laughter. 

 

Instructor: “But even if she really knew football you couldn’t? What do you 
play?” 

Student: “Defense.” 

Instructor: “Aren’t you bigger than your coach?” 

From around the room “No… No… No”. 

 

Lots of laughter. Players start yelling out names of coaches that are big. Then 

instructor starts asking if there are any coaches that didn’t play the position 

they are coaching. 

 

Instructor: “So how can you coach and play for them if they didn’t play that 
position?” 

Student: “Cause we listening to them.” 

Instructor: “You listening to them? So why can’t you do that with a female? If she 
knew all the information?” 

Lots of rumbling and muttering in room as males try to come up with an answer. 

Student: “I’m not going to be confident.  Not going to be comfortable.” 

Instructor: “But why are you confident if this little fellow is coaching you now?”  
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[Instructor was referencing the new defensive coordinator for 

the team who was not the size of most of the players on the 

team, including the kickers.] 

Student:  “He had many people in the NFL.” 

Instructor: “What if she has some people in the NFL?” 

Student: “I don’t think there are women aggressive enough to coach a physical 
sport.” 

Instructor: “Hold on there. I know some women who are very aggressive. Men 
coach women all the time. 

Student: “But you might have an owner who wouldn’t have a woman as a head 
coach because most owners are not female.  So you might be the laughing stock 
of the league [NFL] if you got a female coaching your team as an owner.”  

Instructor: “I’m waiting to hear from the ladies in here.” 

Female student: “If you sign a letter of intent and you come to GSCU and your 
coach is a woman there ain’t nothing you can do about it.” 

Multiple Males: “You can transfer!!” 

Instructor: “There’s a rule that says if a coach leaves after you’ve signed a letter 
of intent you can actually change.” 

Female student: “And at the same time I feel like but what if she was a big dyke 
and she knew the game but she might be a woman in gender but she might not 
even identify with.” 

Instructor: “What does a woman’s sexuality have to do with?” 

Female student: “A lot. A lot.”  

White Male student: “One problem is there’s women’s basketball but there’s 
no…” 

Black male student: “Football.” 

White male student: “No football.” 
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White male student: “In football it’s a man’s sport. Like you said its one of the 
few places a man can be a man. I know a bunch of redneck dudes who would 
rather not play football than have some woman tell them to go tackle a guy.  If 
you try to break down that whole culture in football it’s gonna be real hard. It’s 
hard for people who don’t play football to get a coaching job.  It’s gonna be really 
really hard to see a woman as a football coach.” 

ERIC: “Actually in one of my classes there’s a high school coach who is a 
football coach over there. In my opinion I’m not gonna say it can’t be done. That 
a female can actually have knowledge about the game and maybe even be a 
coach. But like what he was saying. There are coaches that wouldn’t be able to do 
it all.  But I would say that it would be hard to adjust to because nobody’s done it. 
But you see a lady win ten straight state championships and then she going over 
to college and win three straight national championships. Then everybody will say 
‘she’s a great coach’ and jump on the bandwagon and say it’s okay but nobody’s 
done it. So nobody’s gonna jump on that bandwagon. And we can’t even fathom 
it. Let her mess around and start winning some championships and then the next 
person’s gonna be hired and the next person.” 

Frederick (course TA): “James, so you wouldn’t play for Pat Summit? Pat 
Summit at the men’s program you wouldn’t play for her?” 

JAMES: “No.” 

Student: “I think in certain sports it’s just not okay. Football and basketball are 
probably those two sports for whatever reason. I guess baseball too.” 

Student: “But if you get drafted what are you gonna do?” 

Student: “That’s not true. There are people that get drafted and are like, ‘I’m not 
playing! Trade me!’ Eli Manning did that.” 

Instructor: “There was a time when people said Black folks shouldn’t coach.  
Same thing for women.  There might be some women coaches that may be better 
coaches than some men in some areas but we won’t know because we won’t give 
them the opportunities.” 

ERIC: “Football is just.” 

Instructor: “There are some women that could handle it.” 

ERIC: “Maybe certain positions. But I don’t know about some lady coming in 
trying to teach D-line. You know what I’m saying? Maybe a receiver or 
something.” 
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Lots of laughter throughout the room to the idea of feminized receivers. 

Eric’s final statement of “maybe a receiver” elicited laughter 

throughout the room as a show of support of the seeming impossibility of a 

woman coaching a high profile football program at a school like GCSU. It was 

also within the paradigm where male patriarchy not only seeks to position 

men to dominate women but also other men. The varied responses in the 

conversation from Black and white students and from male and female 

students demonstrated the overly naturalized and essentialized ideas around 

gender that framed the discussion. The universal acceptance of women as 

lacking the ability to coach men also served to situate male superiority as 

essentialized and natural. Using the “winningest” coach in college basketball, 

in the example of Pat Summit, and the immediate refusal to play for someone 

who is well respected at all levels of coaching in college sports distinctly 

demonstrated the ways that these young men felt their masculinity had to be 

a significant factor in their abilities as athletes and in their conceptions as 

men.  

James’ response of “I don’t think she could handle me” not only speaks 

to his ideas about his masculinity, but also references his lifetime experiences 

with coaches as an athlete. James’ comments intimate that it is necessary for 

a coach to “handle him” and that only another male could accomplish that. 

While he may have made that comment as a demonstration of his burgeoning 

and uncontainable masculinity, he also established that he was in fact 

containable, if not by a woman then definitely by a man. James established 

that he somehow had a need to be contained. This spoke to continual 
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references that I heard from every sector: that Black male athletes needed to 

be watched, patrolled, surveilled and monitored. James’ comment supported 

this idea, and validated that it was in fact true. When pressed, most of the 

males in class emphasized size as a key factor in their ability to learn from 

and respect their coaches, and this overrode even the importance of 

knowledge of the game itself.  

When the female student in class brought up the possibility of a 

woman being appointed to be their coach after an athlete signed their letter 

of intent, the unanimous responses of “transfer” the group elicited showed 

their communal unwillingness to learn from a woman. No athlete seemed to 

grasp their own contradictions about women as owners and the inability for a 

woman to be a coach because of the owner’s embarrassment. There have been 

a number of women who have been owners in the three major male 

dominated sports leagues, the NFL, NBA, and MLB. While some were owners 

as the result of a sibling or spouse death, some reached the position in the 

same manner that their male counterparts did. While many current teams 

are no longer owned by individuals but rather small business 

conglomerations, Virginia Halas McCaskey is still major owner of the 

Chicago Bears. That there have been woman owners in the League for a 

lengthy period of time seems to have had little impact on the possibility of 

women assuming other leadership roles in professional sports. 

The focus of this chapter was to demonstrate the relationship between 

sport and education as seen through ethnographic experiences between 

myself and young Black male athletes at GCSU.  Through showcasing these 

relations, I demarcated how race and racialized notions of Black males are 
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constructed in educational settings by a white male patriarchal system. I 

contend that this relationship between sport and education is one where, due 

to their centrality in the highest revenue generating sports in collegiate 

athletics, Black males serve to do more than just bring money and power to 

white institutions. They also reinforced racist and gendered notions of 

Blackness as well as whiteness. In turn, however, the Black males I 

interacted with also were prone to accepting and buying into patriarchy when 

it benefited them. Demonstrating the propensity of Black male patriarchy of 

coopting a white male power structure as an avenue towards gaining 

authority, whether through their future influence as coaches over other 

young black men or in the elevated position the salaries earned as coaches 

would provide them.   These examples of Blackness are necessary for the re-

examining of this relationship between sport and education, a relationship 

based on inequity. While in the midst of this white power structure it was 

demonstrated that these young men were able at times to enact autonomy in 

their daily lives they were not and have not been able to overturn the total 

balance of power in their favor. Because this relationship between young 

Black male athletes and educational institutions is also a site for the 

appropriation of their talent and abilities, this serves as a process to limit 

their potential. The process of placing young Black males directly into an 

educational setting, where their primary focus is anything but academics 

serves the needs of a white power structure more than it serves these young 

Black men.  This particular relationship serves to mis-educate these young 

men, and ultimately leave them with less than they are promised.  
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By laying out the structure of the athletic department and the budget 

of the department in relation to the rules governing both the academic and 

athletic policies of these young men, then superimposing these financial facts 

onto the reactions of these same men towards these policies and realities, it is 

demonstrated how opportunities for agency, acknowledging that this may 

also include acquiescence and acceptance, are necessary realities in the lives 

of Black male football and basketball players at GCSU. I argue that the 

combination of institutional policies and social norms of GCSU impact the 

ways in which these young men configure themselves in terms of race and 

gender. Their self-making as Black males is reliant both on their 

interpolation by white authority and on their acceptance of that white male 

authority in their lives. 
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CHAPTER FIVE – COMPETING MASCULINITY 

 

This chapter serves to make sense of what I observed as different 

masculinist agendas co-opting Black male athletes at GCSU. This chapter 

details the ways in which different forms of patriarchy both seek to exert 

authority as well as mutually constitute one another. Ultimately, I engage 

with how patriarchy is both a process of males attempting to dominate other 

males but also how males, even in unequal positions of authority, operate in 

ways which support systems of power. It is also an attempt at formulating a 

strategy that may lead to opportunities of agency, from open politicized 

resistance to daily attempts for autonomous space for Black college male 

athletes specifically. Over the course of my research, several groups emerged 

in both overt and subtle ways that directly impacted how the young men I 

met with created opportunities for autonomy at GCSU.  

One can argue that the main critique of Black intellectual thought is 

its overly determined masculinist discourse. With the aid of Black Feminist 

and Black Queer examinations of Black identity formation and Black political 

forging, we have now come to understand how, in their search for power and 

authority, straight, Black men modeled themselves after the only power 

structure they were familiar with: white, male, hetero-normative power. In 

dealing with post-Reconstruction and anti-colonial discourses, early theorists 

on Black subjectivity and liberation such as W.E.B. DuBois, C.L.R. James, 

and Frantz Fanon sought to counter the claim of the physical and cultural 
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failure of Black people. In challenging these narratives, however, these 

theorists failed to acknowledge the ways that their discourses repeated and 

reinforced similar processes of power dynamics over Black women, queer 

Black men and women, and, I would add, different kinds of Black men who 

they were trying to dismantle themselves.  

Part I - Man, You’re gay!  

“Man, you’re gay!” Typically this statement, when said from one male 

to another, is grounds for fighting or, at the least, a challenge to one’s 

heterosexuality. Cosby Rouse was a starter for the GCSU Longhorns 

basketball team and Al Hunt another member of the Longhorn basketball 

team were two student-athletes I was working with. Both men were in their 

early 20s and in peak physical condition – I was very much their senior. 

Cosby was one of the stars on the team and had the potential to go pro and be 

drafted rather high. Al was not a starter on the team but had come into the 

program heralded as a top high school player with a lot of promise for his 

college career. Both were good, hard-working students.  

I worked closely with Cosby and Al as a tutor and mentor during a fall 

and spring semester at GCSU.  I spent at least two hours a day with them in 

a small, confined room, helping them keep their academic schedule together 

and with the occasional homework assignment.  One day out of the blue Al 

said, “Gabby, you’re gay aren’t you?” I had been looking through their 

schedule of upcoming assignments and my head was down. As I looked up 

both Al and Cosby were looking at me intently. Smiling sort of. Were they 

joking? Were they including me in one of their name-calling games they 
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reserved for each other or their teammates? It’s not like they were unaware 

that I was married to a woman and that I had a daughter. How should I 

react? I looked at Al and Cosby sitting there gauging my reaction. So I had to 

reply:  

Me: “What if I was? What difference would it make?” 

Al: “Aww man, I knew it, you’re gay.” 

Me: “What are you worried about?” 

Cosby: “Man, Gabby trying to look at you when you bend over to get your books 
dawg. You better not turn around on him.” 

Me: “HA! Trust me fellas, if I was gay, I’d do better than you [I said nodding at 
Al] What makes you think you’d be my type anyways. You ain’t all that!” 

Cosby: “Awwww man he said you ugly!!” [As he doubled over and pointed at 
Cosby]  

Al: “Why you got to say that man! Why you got to call me ugly G?” [He replied 
in a tone as if I had hurt his feelings. Seriously? I thought to myself.] 

Me: “Why do you care? Maybe you’re the one that’s gay since you’re so 
interested in my opinion.” 

Al: “Aww man, why you got to say it like that.” 

Me: “Don’t worry man, if I was gay you wouldn’t be my type anyways. I could 
do much better. You ain’t got nothing to worry about.” 

 

Both Al and Cosby broke into laughter and went back to studying. I 

went back to reviewing their schedule and acted as if nothing had just 

happened. Phew! I sat there pretending to read while my brain raced. What 

was that all about? I mulled this conversation over and over again during the 

coming months as I continued to spend more time with Cosby and Al and 
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continued my research at their school.  It was over time that their comments 

began to make more sense, when I contextualized the conversation I had with 

Cosby and Al with other observations during my research, I was able to 

interpret their comments into a larger discourse about the ways that varied 

masculine projects sought to gain authority.  

What I came to realize after spending much more time conducting 

fieldwork on Black male masculinity on campus was that Cosby and Al were 

attempting to classify my difference as a Black male among younger Black 

males who were struggling to understand the kind of masculinity and 

maleness that I projected, one that was, to them, foreign. Their only way to 

label it, to frame it, to put my masculine projection into a context that made 

sense to them, was to find the most “other” form of masculinity they knew: 

gayness. Thus, it seems that the kinds of hetero-normative masculinities at 

play in the lives of these young men positioned homosexuality at the furthest 

reaches of the masculine spectrum, and with it any other kinds of masculinity 

that were not obviously heterosexual, patriarchal, and Christian.  I didn’t 

engage in derogatory comments about women with them. I never talked 

about going to Church. I insisted that they not use the N-word with each 

other or with me in my presence. I challenged them on their commitment to 

issues of Black injustice as college athletes who had a national audience. I 

didn’t quote hip-hop lyrics. In fact, I often tried to convince them that Led 

Zeppelin was good Black music by some white folks from England. But, they 

never bought it: my difference couldn’t be incorporated into their straight 

understanding of maleness.  So, they integrated me in the only way they 
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knew how; lacking a language of social theory and gender theory, calling me 

gay was the only way that they could form a discussion around it. 

For me, my interaction with Cosby and Al heightened my own 

positionality with them and the other Black men I came to know over the 

three years I did my research. How did my own ideas about maleness impact 

how I was perceived and treated? How did it impact who would or would not 

talk to me, or how they talked to me? If I was perceived as gay I was 

definitely the “other” in a hyper-hetero world trying to get Black college 

athletes to open up to me. Over the years, and with additional encounters, I 

began to see patterns emerge around campus, on the field and off, that 

continued to reinforce my conclusions about the multiple male discourses 

that were in competition with one another and fought through the bodies and 

voices of these young Black men.  

When Cosby and Al labeled me as “gay”, was it a recognition on their 

part of not only my difference, but also that my political project differed from 

their goals and agendas? That interaction was both a recognition of difference 

and a marking of lines. To me this was a unique interaction because it went 

from what could have been a volatile situation, ripe for misunderstanding, 

into a place where gayness, the original topic of conversation, was not really 

the issue. Instead of responding in a manner that showed I was offended or 

insulted at the accusation, when I accepted the category they were locating 

me in we opened the possibility for an understanding between one another, 

one that all of us were probably new to.  

Broaching the subject with me was obviously a risky venture. At the 

very least I could have demonstrated real anger and used it as a reason to 
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end any trust we had developed over those months of working together. I had 

let them get away with surfing the internet, texting on their cell phone, and 

napping at times when they were supposed to be studying – all of these 

“secrets” were at risk if their query had been misunderstood and 

misinterpreted. So, my reaction to their query was wrought with tension. By 

playing into the role and accepting the label as if it were no issue, I 

demonstrated to them that I understood what they were truly asking of me. 

In that moment of mutual understanding we were able to open a 

conversation, albeit a non-traditional one, about masculinity and Blackness. 

Their playfulness in response and feigning hurt at possibly not being the 

recipient of my gay attention was, again, their way of responding to me that 

they appreciated that I understood what they were truly asking me, and 

acknowledging that I was in fact different from them. Even if they lacked 

sophisticated tools to decipher my difference, I was appreciative of their 

observation. To me it was a great moment in terms of mutual recognition in 

each other and a realization of trust.  

It was from this ethnographic experience with Cosby and Al, along 

with many other encounters, that I began to ponder concepts of masculinity. 

Through readings on Black and queer feminist theories and theoretical 

conceptions of whiteness, I began to merge these ideologies. I offer that these 

masculine discourses have evolved strategies to protect their investment of 

embodied and social property, and that Black male college athletes are one 

site where this strategy is employed. I do not claim that it is employed 

equally or uniformly.  
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During my work I came to recognize that several stakeholders were 

vying for position on a white college campus and co-opting these young Black 

men as avenues of expression for their discourses. The Black middle class.  

The Black Radical Project. A white male patriarchal hetero-normative 

project. A white female hetero project. A Black hetero female project. A Black 

queer and Black feminist project. I saw these stake holders embodied in the 

faculty, coaching staff, Athletic department administrative staff, fellow 

students, and myself.  Some of these have been laid out in previous chapters 

but for the purposes of this chapter the factions I will focus on are the White 

male hetero-normative and Black Middle Class examples. 

 

Part II – The Challenge of Restraint: To Win Them Over 

  

The instructor of a class I sat in on regularly invited the grandson of 

Branch Rickey to class to give a lecture on his grandfather’s legacy about the 

integration of Major League Baseball.103 The class that day was also 

integrated, as a College of Communications Sports Media class was also 

invited to sit in on the speaker. Besides just the increase in size of the class, 

the demographics changed drastically. The class I normally sat in on was 

predominantly Black and male and filled with many athletes, mostly football 

players. The media class was mostly white and mostly non-athlete. At the 

opening of the class, the professor of the media class began by introducing 

and announcing the recent conference champions in track and NCAA 
                                                
103 Branch Rickey was the owner of the Brooklyn Dodgers in the 1940s and was the key person in bringing 
Jackie Robinson to the team as the first Black player of Major League Baseball. 
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qualifiers. It was noteworthy that this white male felt it important and 

noteworthy enough to interrupt class with these announcements when the 

instructor of the class I sat in on, a Black male, never once made any 

comments about the successes (or failures) of any of the athletes in class. 

What follows are excerpts from Rickey’s grandson’s talk.  

 

The scope of my talk this morning is not just a retrospect of the events of 1945-
47. A far more extended timeline about the man who was the architect behind 
those events. I hope to show this through a lens that few of you would ever have a 
perspective largely unfamiliar to even students who have studied the topic of the 
integration of baseball. You should know that never having the advantage of 
studying this topic in graduate school I’m going to tell you how I lived my life 
and earned my living around the world of baseball and growing up close to that 
architect. I weigh my insights from the stories that I heard. Having grown up 
across the pasture from his house … Playing chess with him ... being the fourth 
person recruited in to play bridge with him … I had the opportunity to learn from 
him first hand from a person who participated so closely. So my appreciation 
arises from encounters I have had because of my heritage. Historically facing the 
resentments … not exactly slurs from my colleagues. Expressions of racial 
resentment not so much directed at me but rather implied in front of me because 
of persons were so admitted by others and persons associated with the game of 
baseball. Encounters which have caused me to scrutinize my years of baseball … 
examining the ways I was doing things … and those of my colleagues ... Yes I 
have always had the advantage of being around star athletes now called superstars 
… however in living through the aftermath of all these events more things have 
become clear to me. That one event of 1947 arguably the most resounding sports 
milestone of the last 100 years. And one that continues to resound into today. 
Those principles to which Branch Rickey adhered. A strategy he pursued. A 
partnership he struck in his career … His pedigree was with his family was in the 
hills of southern Ohio. His father followed around the tail of a mule. 
Impoverished farm background. He knew no social advantage. No financial 
advantage. Well it was mostly the habits and convictions he got from his family 
and the community around him. Curiously those same principles became such a 
critical part of his success. They were also the greatest complications to his life.  

 …  
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Now comes the interesting question. If you’re him, what do you do? If his project 
is to succeed then whoever he chooses had better be up to the task. Who to 
choose? Consider whom to choose? What kind of person? A fine athlete? Yes. A 
fine baseball player? You would think? A possible troublemaker? Clearly not. 
This person is going to be the first. In the limelight. In front of everybody. A 
person who will follow orders? Without hesitation? Surely most of you would say 
yes. Is that the kind of person Branch Rickey sought? He landed on the prospect 
of a young player named Jackie Robinson. Try to consider again the social 
climate of 1943. In Florida White athletes would be arrested if they went onto the 
field with a Black athlete. You have to think about that for a while to figure that 
out. You have to think about that for a while to understand the power what that 
was in that society. There was one overriding behavior criteria that Branch Rickey 
was fixed on. It was an overriding necessity. That the player must be able to not 
strike back when confronted by racial slurs. Of himself or his family. When 
taunted by other players. Or by fans. Or knocked down by pitchers. Or hit by 
pitchers. He needs a player absolutely reliable to hold his temper. For what 
purpose? Was it necessary for the game of baseball? No, It was not necessary for 
the game of baseball. It was necessary to win over the fans. Win over the fans 
with superior play and with personal restraint to resist the behavior of those who 
would try to detract from.  So Branch Rickey needs a player who will meet all 
these challenges. Does he pick anyone from a number of greats of the Negro 
Leagues? Satchel Page? No. The monumental challenge needed, not just 
physically. What he needed was somebody who could cope with challenges on all 
fronts. To cope with adversity most athletes couldn’t begin to appreciate. What he 
needed more than anything else was not an employee but a partner. He needed a 
partner who could balance the unreal expectation of self-restraint against the 
extraordinary opportunity to prevail over social biases. Biases that had never been 
defeated before. What my grandfather realized was that a person without 
determination, without courage, without persistence…without his own relentless 
pursuit of excellence was not going to weather the magnifying glass of the 
American public. Remember that Branch Rickey and Jackie Robinson did not 
have the benefit of the Civil Rights Movement.  Rosa parks came 7 years later. 
Martin Luther King came later than that. The signing of Jackie Robinson went 
against American institutions that were ingrained with legitimacy and sanctity. 
Segregation was not a regressive practice in that era of America. Rather it was 
institutionally and universally accepted in that era of America.  The challenge was 
to win them over.  

 

Unfortunately, within the text of this speech, it is hard to recreate the 

tone and reverence with which the grandson of Branch Rickey spoke of his 
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grandfather. His intent was to depict his grandfather in a typical American 

storytelling trope of the poor farmer boy without a penny in his pocket and 

without social or economic privileges ability to rise to the level of major 

league owner and instigator and generator of the most significant social 

revolution in American history after the Civil War was not at all subtle. He 

made little attempt to underplay his grandfather’s role and how he perceived 

it as the genesis for the Civil Rights Movement to follow later. What he 

neglected to include as part of his talk was the decision to integrate baseball 

was more economically than socially driven.  The Negro Leagues were a 

successful financial institution and the white owners of the major leagues 

were well aware of the money they could generate if they integrated the 

league. This runs parallel to the misplaced nostalgia of Abraham Lincoln’s 

“freeing of the slaves” for social reasons, rather than the economic necessity 

of the northern industry needing a labor force to work in its factories.   

As I sat in the room listening to this overly eulogized tale I tried to 

assess the reactions of the Black male students in the classroom. While many 

of them had their usual look of disinterest, a few sleeping and others 

obviously preoccupied with what they were doing on their laptops, I began to 

wonder how much of these kinds of stories they had to endure over their 

years as athletes. How often did they have to endure the stories of “great 

white men” as models for their roles as athletes?  More importantly, how did 

these young Black male athletes make sense of the constant reimagining of 

athletes like Jackie Robinson as their template for Black male athlete 

behavior? It was not the Jackie Robinson after he has retired from baseball 

that was portrayed. The Jackie Robinson after he retired from baseball 
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became immensely significant in the Civil Rights movement and spent the 

greater part of his life after playing dedicated to social justice issues. Instead 

of the Civil Rights activist, these young men were given a portrayal of 

someone who held his tongue instead of one who spoke out fervently against 

racism and injustice. This was a deferent depiction that allowed for white 

male patriarchy to situate itself as significant and in a position of authority.   

During the speech, the Black male athletes in the class were given 

very clear instructions on the criteria of personality traits that are most 

valued by a white male authority. It was an obvious attempt to inform the 

Black male athletes in the class how they should conform if they wished to be 

accepted into mainstream America: A person who will follow orders; personal 

restraint. The depiction of Jackie Robinson as a person of great restraint as a 

model for Blackness and for membership into American society served as a 

model not only for the Civil Rights movement but, I argue, as a model for 

modern day athletes.   

The theme of restraint really means an adoption of white, middle class, 

patriarchal values. It allows for the continuation of racist and violent 

behavior because in no way is that behavior or system forced to change, it is 

only made to accommodate and to make space for individuals that will allow 

the white power structure to sustain itself. As I sat and listened to this 

speech I recalled the various times athletes told me about the variety of 

people that came to “talk” to them about success and leadership. That they 

were often visited by older, successful white males (usually in the private 

sector) who gave them “tips” on success. For young Black men trying to 

unravel for themselves what Blackness and masculinity might mean, these 
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examples were from different masculinist voices on how they should alter 

themselves in order to be successful.  

As many of these examples were often male and white it was no 

surprise to hear in discussions with these young men a recovering of some of 

those white, middle-class beliefs. I specifically situated this scene of the re-

telling of Jackie Robinson’s part in the desegregation of MLB as part of a 

larger political process of promoting middle class values at these young men.  

 

Part III – What would Jesus Do (on the field and off)? 

 

The battles for dominance I described took many forms and I saw the 

young men respond in varied ways. The Black middle class project was one of 

the more common encounters I witnessed during my work. Most often I saw 

this process during particular interactions with a group of Black male faculty 

who often taught classes that were popular with Black athletes, mainly 

football and basketball players. It was not uncommon to hear these Black 

male faculty members request that the young men remove their hats upon 

entering their classroom, chastise them for perceived promiscuity, or make 

claims on the importance of having a respectable public image. These 

professors showed their frustration at the seeming lack of interest in their 

education, and in the most extreme example they gave catechism lessons 

during class lectures.   

Historically, the criticism of the Black middle class was its claim to 

authority at the expense of other Black political projects while dictating the 
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Black political and social voice.  This was done through a homogenization and 

Christianization of the Black community and Black experience (Summers 

2004). Over and over again I saw this recreate itself in classroom encounters 

where there was little room for alternate Black identities, where Blackness 

was neither complicated nor multifaceted. 

One such class was one I sat in on during the course of a summer. Most 

of the Black male athletes in the class were incoming first year football 

players who were starting their undergraduate education early in order to 

situate themselves prior to the beginning of the football season. Many of 

these students were targeted by one of the student affairs divisions at the 

university which worked closely with the athletic department to channel the 

students into classes with this particular professor. As a Black male faculty 

member in the American Studies department, he was one of the few Black 

male faculty in his department, as well as in the entire university. I came to 

know this professor as someone who was particularly concerned about the 

welfare of young Black men on campus, and he went out of his way to teach 

courses on Black Studies, usually unapologetic about his disdain for white 

America’s treatment of its Black population over time.  

The first time I sat in on one of his classes I was not prepared for his 

particular style of lecturing.  I initially labeled his teaching style as a Black 

Southern Baptist/Pentecostal Minister style of lecturing, conjuring up images 

of loud, verbose, intense, and dynamic preachers maintaining the attention of 

their flock during service. While I still hold to this description of this teaching 

method I add that it also has linkages to athletic coaches manner of 

maintaining a certain level of authority over their athletes. Here I liken him 
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to Bobby Knight’s school of teaching. The volume at which he often spoke was 

hard to ignore. His teaching style definitely took many by surprise when he 

first started at GCSU in the early 2000s. Having come from a similar 

institution in the South with another big time football program, he was 

accustomed to working with high profile college athletes.  He had obviously 

gained some success with the students he had come into contact with over the 

years and continued that pattern of success at GCSU.  

Over time, however, as I sat in on more classes I began to see a pattern 

emerge in his teaching methods that caused me to deliberate how his 

particular teaching method and impetus for engaging these young Black men 

might, in many ways, impact these young Black male athletes in the same 

way as the white administrators and coaches. This is not to say that their 

agendas were the same, but in the end their competing agendas were 

ultimately fighting over what these political agendas saw as a valuable 

resource: young, Black, potentially very influential men.  

I began to think critically about the ways that Black masculinity, 

especially when coming from the Black, Christian-inspired middle class, was 

just as significant a category for exploration on the impact on the 

development and experiences of these young men.  It was through sitting in 

on this summer class that much of this came to the forefront. I could no 

longer ignore what this particular agenda might be doing within this 

particular social system at GCSU. While this professor felt that he was 

educating these young men away from a white paradigm, I began to consider 

the possibility that he was potentially reinforcing a narrative of Black 

pathology harkening back to Patrick Moynihan.  This in no way negates his 
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strong commitment to the success of these young men. He was clearly 

passionate and committed to their success. I was more critical of his 

definition of success and the means by which these young men might achieve 

it. I began to question the manner in which these messages were conveyed 

and how they might be interpreted by young Black men who were on a path 

to self-realization as Black, as males within a context that might lead them 

towards an overly negative portrayal of their Black community.  

Understandably, the professor understood the power dynamics of the system 

that sought to manipulate these young men. It was clear that he was 

attempting to destabilize and awaken in them a consciousness to question the 

mostly white male authority they were up against. Unfortunately, in the 

many classes I sat in on, a pattern seemed to develop of Black culpability 

instead of an unveiling of systems of white power. Given some of the 

reactions in class by students, most often silence, I began to question what 

these young men might, in fact, be taking from these conversations.  

During one class discussion, the professor was lecturing on the impact 

of contemporary Black music and its relationship to contemporary athletes, 

and the ways that these two communities, both Black and both 

predominantly male, negatively impacted one another. He stated, “Hip Hop 

was the most destructive force in the Black community today”. Again, the 

instructor was constructing his argument on the basis of a Black pathology 

which situated the Black community, in this case Hip Hop, as the central 

problem in the moral failure of the Black community. I sat there waiting for 

the challenges that would never come from the athletes.  He made the 

statement knowingly, as most of the Black male athletes sat in class wearing 
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“Beats” headphones or were in the process of watching music videos during 

class.104 Beats headphones were designed by Dr. Dre and are some of the 

most sought after and expensive headphones on the market. It was common 

to see athletes at GCSU wearing them around campus daily, and one could 

almost mark a Black male as an athlete by just the headphones alone. On one 

occasion I had a basketball player tell me that they were given the 

headphones as part of the Conference swag bag gifts. The prices for them 

ranged from about $200 to $500.  Since these young men couldn’t work and 

often complained about their lack of financial freedom I could only wonder 

what it must be like to get such expensive “gifts” at conference tournaments 

and then to walk around campus with them.   

As the professor made this comment about the negative impact of Hip 

Hop I struggled to comprehend why he would not at least tease out the fact 

that Hip Hop had become a product of consumption that based its entire 

marketing on the sensationalizing of violent aspects of Black culture and, in 

many ways, a complete fabrication of the Black experience. As I sat in the 

class I fought my urges to speak up and declare that the police force, guns, 

and drugs (all manufactured and produced outside the Black community) 

were far more destructive forces than music.  

On another occasion the professor was engaging the students in a 

discussion about the personal characteristics of famous Black males that 

tended to result in their demise. Among many things listed, one notable was 

their “struggle with lust”, and combined with that struggle was what he 

                                                
104 (http://www.beatsbydre.com/) 
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termed the “Sampson Syndrome”. He began by relating to the class what he 

framed as an inevitable issue for Black males; their inability to “control” 

themselves sexually with regards to women, and that it often led them down 

a path where they felt they were invincible save their Achilles heel or 

weakness for women. In this conversation, not only were Black men 

pathologized, but Black women were as well. It was not the first time I had 

heard him speak disparagingly about women whom he saw as sexually 

promiscuous  - more than once, this professor insinuated that promiscuous 

women were the cause of Black men’s infidelity to their wives.  

Within the same discussion he expounded on the importance of Black 

families and Black values and pulled in notions of an African sensibility to 

counter white American values.  It seemed that he was unaware that in his 

preference for opposite sex partnership, Christian marriage, and abstinence, 

he was in fact reinforcing a White American ideology. His categorization of 

Black males as sexual beasts who were unable to resist their physical urges 

seemed to only reinforce long held stereotypes.  What was made clear to the 

students through these lectures was that Blackness was homogenous, 

heterosexual, and Christian. The professor made it clear that there was little 

room for multiple Black subjectivities. During the same conversation, he 

expressed that everyone felt “regret after having pre-marital sex”, and that if 

the Black community was going to succeed “Black folks needed to keep their 

clothes on”.   

For these young men it was a new and rare experience, to have a Black 

male professor for any subject, let alone one that was dealing specifically with 

issues that may have to deal with their identity as Black males.  What 
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seemed problematic with the particular approach and emphasis of the 

professor was the negativity directed at the Black community as having 

failed a moral test in association with what these young men may have 

experienced.  While this professor saw himself as trying to “uplift the race”, 

what was more likely happening was a distinction being made between the 

“right kind” of Black male versus the “wrong kind” of Black male. 

Unfortunately, the professor in question seemed to align himself with a 

Cultural Deficiency position that, according to Gordon’s critique of 

scholarship claiming Black pathology as the problem of Black cultural and 

individual failure, states: “[B]lack male ‘deviance’ is understood to be a result 

of the generalized pathology of the ‘ghetto’ culture of poor African Americans. 

Poor African Americans are seen as caught in an unbroken cycle of poverty 

and social disorganization…”105 With his unique position of influence and 

authority, this particular professor wielded a lot of influence over these young 

men, and thus limited their opportunity for engaging fully in conversations 

about the multiplicities of social worlds that these young men could explore 

or come to understand, not only in terms of race but also in terms of gender, 

class, sexual orientation, and spirituality.  

Again, according to Gordon (1997), what was missing was an 

understanding of the “broad range of Black-male cultural practice and 

meaning even within particular classes in our communities, despite the 

structural constraints placed upon them (Gordon: 39).”106  Without doing this, 

these young men are left to become framed within a very narrow perception 
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of Black male practices, without the opportunity to understand the processes 

that they may have constructed and developed as strategies for survival in 

the midst of structural oppression, both institutionally and socially.  

 

Part IV – “Look how big his hands are!” 

 

“The Black is a better athlete to begin with because he's been bred to be that way, 
because of his high thighs and big thighs that goes up into his back, and they can 
jump higher and run faster because of their bigger thighs and he's bred to be the 
better athlete because this goes back all the way to the Civil War when during the 
slave trade'n the big …  the owner … the slave owner would, would, would, 
would breed his big Black to his big woman so that he could have ah, ah big, ah 
big, ah big Black kid see…” – Jimmy the Greek, CBS Sportscaster (1988). 

 

One of the most difficult moments of my research in the course of three 

years was a moment that solidified for me that Jimmy the Greek was gone 

but not forgotten. It was a visceral moment and when it occurred I was at a 

complete loss as to what to do or how to react. It was also a difficult moment 

because I felt completely useless to help in the situation when it happened. I 

was working with Cosby, who I introduced above. We were alone in one of the 

study rooms in the academic center in the athletic department, and he was 

working diligently on a homework assignment that was due soon. He was 

tired because he had a particularly tough workout that morning and was 

dreading the upcoming afternoon workout. He was doing his best to stay 

focused but I could tell all he wanted to do was go to sleep. I sat across the 

room from him going through his file of upcoming assignments as well as 

those of a few other athletes. The room was quiet as it was just the two of us, 
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and it seemed as if the other basketball players were diligently working as 

well since I didn’t hear any commotion going on in the hallway, and there 

were none of the usual constant interruptions.  This was all about to change. 

Without warning the door flung open. In the doorway stood Dwight 

Winship, head athletic director of GCSU, smiling broadly. It was not 

uncommon for Winship to come through the academic center to occasionally 

say hi to the athletes. Most often he breezed through as he was giving some 

important dignitary or high profile recruit and their family a tour of the 

facilities. 

Winship: “Hi Cosby!” 

Cosby: “Hi Sir.” 

Winship: “How are we doing today?” 

Cosby: “Fine, sir. Just a little tired, sir.” 

Winship: “Great. Hard at work I see.” 

Cosby: “Yes sir.” 

Winship: “Let me introduce you to some people.” 

Cosby: “Yes sir.” 

Winship: “Cosby, this is Asa Williams and Gus Henderson.” 

[The men were two white males in their mid to late 30s. Both 

were smiling broadly as well as they stepped in to shake hands 

with Cosby] 

Cosby: “Pleased to meet you.” 

Asa: “Great to meet you. We’re big fans.” 

Cosby: “Thank you sir.” 
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Winship: “Cosby hold up your hand. Let ‘em see! Hold up your hand.” 

[Cosby holds his hand up as Winship places his palm against 

Cosby’s outstretched hand for comparison] 

Winship: “See! See! Look how big his hands are! I told you! See how big they 
are! That’s a first round draft pick right there!” 

 

The two men nodded in agreement. At no point was I ever 

acknowledged or even spoken to. I just sat there incredulous. Winship backed 

out the door with the two men and walked out, letting the door close behind 

him. As the door shut I jumped and looked at Cosby. “WHAT THE FUCK 

WAS THAT!” was all I could get out. It was rare for them to hear me curse or 

see me get super agitated that bluntly in front of them. I could see Cosby was 

a little shocked by what had happened but also at my reaction. He just put 

his head down for a second and shook it. All he could say was “Gabby, that 

ain’t nothing! You should see what happens at practice. I could tell you 

things!” I wanted to jump up and run out of the room and grab Winship by 

the collar of his shirt and throw him up against the wall and yell obscenities 

in his face. But I just sat there. I could only look into Cosby’s eyes and see the 

dejection that he felt for what must have been for him yet another degrading 

moment. It was a moment that he could not avoid, stand up to, or speak out 

against. He was only 20 and here was this 70-year-old white man who 

represented the highest authority in his world.  

There was no place in this setting for him to resist such a request. It 

was bad enough to watch him take on a deferential attitude towards Winship, 

allowing himself to participate in the paternalistic treatment that was so 
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commonplace for himself and his fellow Black male athletes. But to have 

Winship demand that he put his hand up for measurement to demonstrate to 

these strangers how big he was was unconscionable. It was never explained 

who those men were or why they were there. Not to make myself the center of 

the issue, but for Winship to have done this in front of an adult Black male 

without second-guessing whether that was an appropriate action was also 

troubling. Cosby and I just continued to sit there for a few minutes staring at 

one another, not knowing what to do. I could only mumble that it was “fucked 

up”. Cosby nodded in agreement. He gradually went back to finishing his 

work as I returned to mine.   

Later as I thought back on this incident, I could not help but link it to 

the quote above by the former CBS broadcaster Jimmy the Greek. His 

comments about the supposed breeding practices of slave owners served as a 

way to explain the dominance of Black males at competing athletically in 

contemporary America. In the case I witnessed, here was the head person of 

all athletics at one of the premier athletic programs in the entire nation, and 

in no time at all he reduced a young Black male to nothing more than a hand 

measurement. Gone was his entire personhood. All that mattered were his 

anthropometrics. In that single characteristic he summed up Cosby’s life-long 

pursuit, dedication, commitment, and training to reach the pinnacle of his 

athletic ability. Gone was any acknowledgement of his intelligence, 

personality, interests, likes, or dislikes. Gone was Cosby. All that mattered to 

Winship was demonstrating this particular physical characteristic. It 

solidified for him the anthropometric framing of the world.  
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Cosby’s success had little to do with him as a person but rather, 

according to Jimmy the Greek, proper breeding practices. Cosby had as much 

control over the size of his hands as he had over the setting of the sun. The 

arbitrariness of focusing on that particular aspect of him also highlighted to 

Cosby that the only way that he mattered was in the physicality of his body.  

I am sure Cosby had lots of daily reminders about it but this situation 

seemed so personal, so intimate, that I could not fathom it had little impact 

on how he felt about himself. I began to try to connect this to scholarly work 

coming out of fields like Kinesiology that structured their dialectics on the 

presuppositions that persons were knowable by muscle composition, lung 

capacity, build up, and processing of lactic acid.  

In this section I try to engage the everyday discourses about Black 

folks’ supposed natural domination of athletic activities, as well as the 

academic discourse of the pseudo-scientific work of scholars from fields such 

as Kinesiology that seek to demonstrate “real” genetic and physical 

differences of raced groups to provide evidence for athletic ability, then 

extrapolating these supposed differences to indicate “real” differences 

between racialized groups of people. It seems inconsistent with intellectual 

pursuits that academics would devote scholarly work to prove why raced 

groups are better suited to one sport over another given their physical and 

genetic proclivity, yet it does and has.107 The fact that these impact Black 

college athletes directly in the form of academic choices in coursework and 
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professional endeavors as coaches serve to undermine their understandings 

of themselves, as well as categories of race and gender as a whole. 

Jimmy The Greek’s quote, while dated, was reflected over and over 

again in everyday conversations and explanations for Black success in certain 

sports, despite the overwhelming evidence for the specialized and dictated 

choices of sport opportunities that reflect social, economic, and geographical 

circumstances. I consistently heard comments made by athletes and non-

athletes alike essentializing Black athletic success to physical and/or genetic 

dispositions. American football and basketball continually reference the 

sentiment of Jimmy the Greek. This evidences the prevalence and 

persistency of racial ideology at every social level, and connects to Omi and 

Winant’s (1986) work on the pervasiveness of racist notions in all institutions 

of American life.108 While the discussions and comments I overheard, read, or 

were a part of were not as openly racialized as Jimmy the Greek’s or as 

indecorous as Winship’s behavior, they were in no way less significant for 

their naturalization of Black physicality. That these referents link back to 

academic discourses and that these discourses are part of the education of 

many Black athletes in no small way affects the ways that Black athletes see 

themselves.  

These discourses then make their way into academic settings that then 

impact how these young Black athletes are treated, as well as how they learn 

to see themselves. These discourses detail the structures of the athletic 

program that reinforce the primacy of physicality of Black bodies, as well as 
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the ways that Black males adopt this phenotypic and genetic difference as a 

way to differentiate themselves from their white counterparts.  Winship’s 

treatment of Cosby linked for me another masculinist discourse that 

delineated white subjectivity as human and Black masculinity as less than 

human. Indirectly, Winship demonstrated that his particular understanding 

of what maleness meant directly affected everyone in that encounter.  

 In outlining the four previous ethnographic examples that dealt with 

what I have termed as “competing masculinities”, I have attempted to 

demonstrate the varied political agendas that these young Black male 

athletes encounter as students at GCSU. In encountering these particular 

political agendas, young Black men are pushed to conform to certain 

hegemonic traditions of masculinity. These masculinities are all different 

from one another, and yet are in constant conversation with each other as 

they each grasp for social dominance. I highlight these examples primarily to 

enter into a discussion about the ways in which gendered discourses are not 

only varied, but also actively self-perpetuating. Yet, even in these moments of 

hegemonic expression, we see opportunities for agency by these young men 

and potentially by those situated in positions of authority. In questioning my 

own interpolation into a particular gendered sphere and recognizing those 

moments of disjuncture between the student-athletes and the male 

discourses they encountered, I was able to make sense of how masculinity, as 

a process of power, is learned and taught.  
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CHAPTER SIX – CONCLUSION 

From Practice to Praxis  

Every day of this project, I continually sought answers to question such 

as: “what do I do with what I have learned and experienced? What are the 

ways that I can now use these conceptualizations as a means of liberation? 

What are my political objectives for these young Black male athletes and, 

more generally, Black people as a whole? Who is to be liberated? Who is to be 

impacted?” The image of gloved black hands formed into fists of defiance 

thrust into the air in Mexico City always served as my archetype of 

resistance. However, as I moved through GCSU I saw dramatic changes in 

the ways in which we conceptualize and are impacted by race and racism 

since that Olympic moment 44 years ago.  I am reminded of a conversation I 

had with an Olympian whom I met quite accidentally while waiting for my 

luggage in Newark’s airport on a trip to Philadelphia.  

Edward Caruthers was a member of the 1964 and 1968 U.S. Olympic 

teams as a high jumper. He was a college student at the University of 

Arizona, attending at the same time that Harry Edwards was making his 

way around the country trying to mobilize Black college athletes around the 

Civil Rights movement and the upcoming 1968 Mexico City Olympics. As Mr. 

Caruthers explained to me, he understood what Harry Edwards was trying to 

accomplish and he agreed with his ideas but as an athlete, he needed to make 

his own decisions about what to do in terms of resistance. He relayed to me 

that in 1964 he had not performed as well as he had been projected or wanted 

to do. He then spent the next four years rededicating himself to proving what 
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he was, in fact, capable of to himself and to the world. It was during this time 

that the mobilizations of Harry Edwards became prominent. From Mr. 

Caruthers’ perspective, he had come too far and sacrificed too much to give 

up the opportunity to compete. He also knew that competing and possibly 

succeeding was his way of proving the importance of Black men to an 

American society that tried to denounce them as unimportant and 

unnecessary.  

So, while John Carlos and Tommy Smith publicly protested, Edward 

Caruthers collected his silver medal in 1968 and returned home to California 

to become a coach, going on to help future young Black male athletes become 

successful young men on and off the track. He raised a family and saw his 

children become professionals. He continued, in his own way, down a path of 

expressing his ideas about Blackness and masculinity that was not about an 

open and direct confrontation with white authority, like John Carlos and 

Tommy Smith, but still reflected his opinions on how to enact autonomy. 

During our conversation in the airport and in further conversations 

afterward, I was forced to re-think the inner workings of resistance. I had to 

accept that a direct confrontation with power was not always the standard by 

which to frame successful resistance.  Resistance was more than just a mere 

acceptance of how hegemonic power successfully co-opts subaltern projects 

then uses the subaltern projects to legitimize its authority. I sought to 

consider how resistance and acquiescence as varying forms of agency might 

work in a material sense, and how it might work for the Black athletes whom 

I met.   
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My inclination toward direct forms of resistance was challenged that 

same spring when I attended a day-long symposium focused on the global 

issues of the incarceration of Black men, and the targeted and directed 

approaches of state-sanctioned agencies in the subjugation of mostly Black 

men. In the group was an Afro-Brazilian woman who wanted to draw 

attention to the serious problem of poverty in the favelas throughout Brazil. 

She was attempting to link these problems to the upcoming Olympic games 

and the World Cup tournament to be held in that country over the next few 

years. The woman went on to describe a plan involving Brazilian athletes 

potentially boycotting or engaging politically in ways that would draw 

attention to poverty and police brutality in Brazil, and suggested that the 

athletes be willing to sacrifice their World Cup or Olympic eligibility and 

participation to make a political statement.  

As a former athlete, I had a difficult time agreeing with her 

suggestions, knowing full well the life-long commitment that these athletes 

would have to sacrifice for her cause. Having also spent time with college 

athletes and their dedication in pursuit of the highest levels of achievement, I 

knew this woman had little understanding of what she was truly asking. I do 

not write this to critique her planning, because in some ways I had been 

asking the same thing. Yet I felt her request came from a lack of 

understanding of who these athletes were, especially Black male athletes, 

and how their identity might exist in relation to larger social issues.  

For me, any formulation of activist projects originates from a 

sophisticated understanding of the ways that Blackness, masculinity, and 

maleness intersect with sport. Assuming that Black athletes exist as tools for 
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manipulation of political projects only further subjugates them, because it 

fails to recognize what may be most important to them without fully allowing 

for the opportunity to educate them on the hegemonic systems they are a part 

of. In contrast, mobilizations of artists and musicians do not stem from them 

boycotting their field of expertise – rather, these types of mobilization seek to 

use their actual talents as mediums through which to obtain liberation. So 

how might we ask Black male athletes to use their athletic talent as a 

medium of liberation? Instead of asking them to boycott or abstain from the 

very thing which placed them in a position from which to counter hegemonic 

discourses, we need to find a way to utilize their position as athletes to their 

advantage as individuals and for broader social problems.   

Since so much of my research was conducted in the classroom, this is 

where I see this change beginning. In order to cultivate a cohort of socially 

engaged athletes, especially those who are required to attend institutions of 

higher education, it is necessary to create spaces and opportunities for 

student-athletes to engage academically, wholly as students. This includes 

exposing them to ideologies and systems of thought which allow them to 

develop a better critical consciousness around issues of inequity, inequality, 

and injustice.  

However, as I demonstrated in previous sections of this dissertation, 

this comes with the understanding that radical transformation of the 

educational space must be tantamount. A transformation of the university 

alongside a full recognition of its role in sustaining normalized ideologies of 

race, sexuality, and gender are absolutely critical for any of this to occur. In 

addition, a radical transformation of and engagement with the process in 
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which coaches are trained and cultivated is necessary. Time and again I 

heard from athletes about their desire to become coaches and their 

acceptance of the impact that coaches had on their growth as young Black 

men. However, very little has been done that examines how even Black 

coaches are merely reproducing white, male, patriarchal systems of power.  

Without addressing these issues, Black male athletes may continue to serve 

as the archetypal image for both white and Black engagement with Black 

subjectivity.  

It is in the space of the classroom that we can cultivate within these 

young men the possibility of becoming owners of these very systems. Through 

radical educational practices, we can create the opportunity for a 

transformation of the social world of sport.  

 

Summary and Final Thoughts  

I began this project with a particular goal in mind. Primarily, I was 

focused on understanding the processes and the mechanisms utilized that 

allowed for a mutual construction of masculinity and patriarchy between 

Black male college athletes and white patriarchal authority at a university. 

That under these circumstances, where Black males were recruited into an 

environment which situated them in subjugated roles to this authority, both 

those in power and those not aided the other and themselves in defining and 

re-constituting conceptions of Blackness, patriarchy, masculinity and 

whiteness. I approached this problem from a variety of perspectives. The first 

was to determine the components of a process that changed young Black male 
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athletes at a predominantly white university from a position of “hero” to a 

position of “anti-hero” that occurred within a dynamic of a white male gaze on 

Black bodies. My second goal was to examine how young Black male athletes 

learned and enacted not only their Blackness, but also their maleness as 

athletes and as students at GCSU. In doing so they created opportunities for 

autonomy that may have reinforced conceptions of masculine power or served 

as opportunities for challenging positions of authority.  The third goal was to 

unravel the ways in which processes of hegemonic power sought to co-opt 

young Black male athletes, not only as sites of contestation of different power 

struggles, but also as necessary agents in the configuration of those 

particular constituencies of power: mainly masculine, hetero-normative, 

white, and Black.  

I engaged all of these questions through an ethnographic focus heavily 

influenced by Black Diaspora Studies and Black Feminist and Black Queer 

ideologies. I situated the project as part of a larger discourse on Black 

Diaspora work in order to demonstrate the ways in which race and 

racialization might be examined in a sports setting not commonly examined 

in Diaspora work. By combining both sport and Diaspora, I was able to 

examine how Blackness is critically linked to the category of sport, not as a 

naturalization of Black physical capability but rather as a demonstration of 

the institutionalized ways through which sport and Black identity have 

become parallel to one another because of hegemonic systems of power.  

No less separate was my connection of Black Feminist and Black 

Queer theories, which sought to critically assess not only the category of 

masculinity among Black male athletes, but also to place this conversation 
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within discourses of power and embodiment. As racism and the process of 

becoming raced were critical to this project, I did not limit my descriptions 

and analyses to discourses strictly on or about Blackness; I also included the 

processes by which whiteness not only re-inscribed Blackness, but also 

constructed itself.  

Overall, I have come to the conclusion that in order to make 

meaningful lives for themselves, the young Black male athletes at GCSU 

engaged in autonomous acts, some resistant and some compliant, in relation 

to trying to make livable spaces for themselves within an white, authoritative 

system at the university. Ultimately, their discourses on Blackness and on 

masculinity as athletes sometimes supported and sometimes critiqued 

normalized assumptions. This ranged in behaviors including coming to class 

late, displaying a seeming disregard for academic achievement, complying 

with white male authority, and accepting male heterosexual privilege. 

However, even within these same discourses I saw opportunities of agency as 

well as opportunities for a shifting of ideologies. The clear manipulation by 

those in authority as coaches trying to gain access to economic wealth and 

social influence both legitimized a particular kind of authority and allowed 

some to achieve undeniably tangible rewards. Noting that these same 

rewards often left systems of subjugation unchallenged and occasionally 

reinforced.  

My ethnographic recounting of the social life of college athletes and 

those interested in them at GCSU presents an opportunity to understand the 

multifaceted ways that conceptions of blackness and whiteness, and the 

gendered representations of masculinity, are framed and impacted by the 
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social world of sport at GCSU. What I have demonstrated is that whiteness, 

in its attempts to solidify its positioning as the dominant social system, re-

organizes every day conceptions of whiteness and Blackness as well as 

gender. Through a continual reference to whiteness as located within systems 

of authority and power, it re-engages with itself and thereby re-creates itself 

in its own image. These social systems, such as tailgating, serve to remind its 

participants that what they are doing is more than a collective engagement in 

a sporting event – rather, it is a collective reminder of their wealth, status, 

and power stemming from their determination of the lives of young Black 

men.  In addition, I have relayed the ways in which young Black men attempt 

to make a space for themselves on a predominantly white college campus 

through both an acquiescence to white male patriarchal power and a 

simultaneous turning of that dialectic upon itself as a means to access 

potential opportunities for agency.  

Often, agency is seen as occurring only outside the spaces and systems 

of oppression, but the accounts of these young Black men demonstrate that 

agency can happen within and between theses spaces and systems.  Referring 

back to Cohen’s (2004) work, agency, in it’s various forms, were enacted on a 

wide spectrum of choices and behaviors.109 The agency I witnessed went 

along with an acceptance of unequal power complicates a broader discourse 

on power and agency. Witnessing these athletes circumvent authority either 

though “disappearing” from sight or “playing the good boy” role in front of 

administrators or coaches references a deep sophistication of subjectivity that 
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is not commonly described with relation to Black athletes. Even more 

nuanced was the acknowledgement of those moments when these same 

athletes failed to notice or make sense of when and how they were feeding 

into a system that sought to oppress them. This connects my research to 

Willis’ (1977) work, which demonstrates that in their acceptance of male 

discourses these student-athletes did not see how this, in the end, placed 

them in unequal positions of power later in life.110  Their belief in male power 

through physicality comes at the expense of education, which in turn impacts 

their ability to learn about the unequal power distribution they were a part 

of.  

I have also recounted the ways that masculinist discourses appropriate 

the potentiality of other masculinities as a source of authority.  The fact that 

these young men were not only the objects of white patriarchal discourses but 

were also the obsessions of various Black discourses also serves to 

demonstrate that Blackness is neither homogenous nor politically aligned in 

a uniform manner.  

Black political projects also seek authority through the bodies and 

actions of other Black bodies.  Ultimately my perception of this process was a 

continuation of a struggle between Black middle-class values of respect and 

Black working class and poor conceptions of reputation. Often misread and 

wrongly assigned, the conflict between various Black males at GCSU was 

often about how these young Black men should position themselves in 

relation to white authority. Multiple tactics became evident of both a direct 
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and indirect nature, including either open contestation or acquiescence to 

both white authority and Black male hetero-normative discourses. This 

proved to demonstrate the varied Black responses to systems of hegemony.  

The Black male student-athletes whom I met occupied an ambiguous 

and often contradictory role on the predominantly white campus, so I began 

to ask: what could their presence and participation in sports as 

representatives of GCSU possibly be providing the university and the people 

associated with it? While one answer may be fiscal in nature, it still does not 

address the negative discourses circulating around their behavior and 

supposed lack of academic accomplishments. There had to be a larger social 

need that was somehow met through the presence of these Black bodies on a 

white campus. Why would Black male athletes be allowed entrance, and then 

be continually chastised for being there?  The disjuncture occurs when the 

two identities are separated. In their world as athletes they are not 

ambiguous and seem to correspond with their surroundings. As students, 

they also seem to also correspond (albeit negatively) to their location.  

It is in the amalgamation of the two spaces and identities into the one 

person where the contradictions and divergences become apparent.  Hortense 

Spillers (2003) offers an interesting possibility: “In other words, the Black 

person mirrored for the society around her what a human being was not 

(2003:155).”111 In her discussion of Black women as conduits of expression for 

either white society or Black male discourse, she describes a situation where 

Black women acted as the ultimate “othered” entity, existing only for the sole 
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purpose of giving the mainstream (whites or Black males) subjectivity. I 

began to apply this feature in an attempt to understand why Black males 

involved in football and basketball were the central motif of the University, 

instead of other kinds of athletes.  

With the negative academic and social attention they garnered, it 

could be posited that their presence on campus could serve to legitimize 

education, white masculinity, and whiteness in general. Black male athletes, 

in this context, would offer non-Black male athletes the opportunity to see 

what they should not be like. The negative attention given to their academic 

results and personal behavior offers the white community, and to some 

extent the Black non-athletic community, a standard by which to not be 

judged. I argue that a Black male presence is necessary to the self-realization 

of whiteness for the school as an institution as well as to individual persons. 

Providing a consistent and constant reminder of what to not be like as a 

student and person could be one explanation for why the system allows the 

process to continue. It also helps to reinforce particular hegemonic ideas 

about masculinity, respectability, and race, and the privileging of a particular 

set of ideals. 

Some of the encounters I have retold in this ethnography also served 

as directives in reshaping understandings of gender and sexuality. Through 

various discussions and encounters in my research, I was forced to rethink 

the ways in which masculinity can be configured and expressed, and the 

acceptance of multiple forms of masculinities. Recognition of the impact of my 

own masculine self-perception being interpolated differently served to engage 

a new frontier of understanding the complex ways that the negotiations of 
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masculinity between Black men create opportunities to re-work how 

masculinity is understood in itself.  This process served as an analytical tool 

to not only re-situate myself, but to also rethink the spectrum of explanations 

of masculinity and maleness.  

My acceptance of my “gayness” as the defined “Other” facilitated my 

conceptualization of how ideologies shape our social worlds, and how they can 

be radically changed when alternative possibilities present themselves.  My 

understandings about the hetero-normativity of masculinity among Black 

males was only possible because my projection of a certain kind of 

masculinity caused a disjuncture in a world unaccustomed to alternate 

possibilities.  The fact that these encounters and revelations happened in the 

context of sport is in no way coincidental and reinforces the importance of 

situating sport as a viable and necessary epistemological site and tool for 

critically assessing social life. Sport serves as a crucible for generating the 

commonsense ideas we have about race, gender, and sexuality.  
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